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V-RALLY2
Build your own track, practice a bit,

then slaughter everyone else

KINGPIN 14
WARNING! Not for the easily

offended. Approach with caution

FA MANAGER 19
Management sim on PlayStation looks
a bit second-division

PREMIER MANAGER 64 19
That's more like it! At last Nintendo
gets a footie management game

PHANTOM MENACE 3LO
Trust us, not everything to do with
Star Wars is cool. Oh no

LONG TERM TEST 21
Street Fighter Alpha 3 on PlayStation.

Does it still cut it?

DUNGEON KEEPER 2
Even better than the original

HIDDEN AND DANGEROUS
Behave like you're the SAS

GAME BOY COLOR
Five new games to play this summer.
We split the good from the trash

SYPHON FILTER 29
Roll the good bits of Tomb Raider,
Metal Gear Solid and Goldeneye
together and this is what you get

NEED FOR SPEED: ROAD CHALLENGE34
The supercar series is back on track

STAR WARS EPISODE I RACER...
The PC version rocks. Official

360
Wipeout 2097 fans beware. It's a
stinker of a game

PLATINUM REVIEWS __
Colin McRae, F1 '97 and Command &
Conquer: Red Alert. Best sellers a
rock-bottom prices

BRAVEHEART
Recreate the film at home in this

great-playing game

BOSS RALLY
A great PC racing game?

SILENT HILL 40
A complex story of horror and puzzles
darkens your door

APE ESCAPE 44
You want top-notch fun? PlayStation's

time travelling monkeys have it all
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V-RALLY 2

You will win because you have the unfair

advantage. You know the track better than
anyone else because you built it. With the

help of Alister McRae, we show you how

YOU

THE TRACK

<

Y
S

THE NEXT FOUR WEEKS .48
What to play, where to go, what to do

BEST EVER MULTIPLAYER GAMES...
Get some friends together, slot one of

these in and it'll soon be September

BUY MORE GAMES PAY LESS CASH

.

The best games, the best deals on offer,

with all the hard work done for you

EVERYTHING YOU NEED TO KNOW 58
Answers to all your gaming questions

MASTERCLASS: EPISODE I RACER 60
Be the fastest. Easy when you know how

EASY MONEY
Got a tip? Then send it in and earn
yourself a handy £10. Simple

ARCADE HEAVEN
What's hot to play, where they are and
how to spend less once you get there

PLAY DREAMCAST FOR FREE
The Millennium Challenge will be in a
town near you soon

WIN£100CASH * 32
Ten easy questions to answer and the

loney could be yours

PULL-OUT POSTER 2)
Omega Boost- big guns, mental
action, brilliant poster

PULL-OUT POSTER "„1
The evil Horned Reaper. What a dude!

PULL-OUT POSTER 52
Lara's got her weapons out again and
no-one's going to argue about it

DON'T DAN OUR GAMES 78
They want violent games banned. You
can do something about it

ACCESS ALL GAMES
A sneaky look at hot new games

CONSOLE WARS
PlayStation 2 or the next Nintendo?

DONKEY KONG 84
Don't ignore it because it looks 'nice'

ONLINE 86
Smart sites to visit

JET FORCE GEMINI
New details of cool NB4 shooter

EVERQUEST
Massive PC adventure

TOMORROW NEVER DIES
Gadgets, women and action

MISSION IMPOSSIBLE
All action, with a big film licence

PERFECT DARK
Better than Goldeneye? Looks like it

POKEMON
Could be the biggest thing in games

SOUTH PARK 94
Chef is in town, dishing up a game

DIE HARD TRILOGY 2
McClane's back. Guns at the ready

STAR TREK
First look at three new games

FIFA 97
Two new titles from the kings of footie

WIPEOUT 98
One of this year's biggest, fastest and

most futuristic games

THE BEST BARGAINS

RIGHT HERE, RIGHT NOW
Hate that sinking feeling when you

see a game you've just

bought cheaper
somewhere
else? It won't - '

~™ ^^'
happen r ^

|

again; we've^BF
found the ™J

country's

best

games
at the

lowest

prices.
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DO YOU KNOW...
17 years ago. we were the world's first games
magazine? Do you know that now, we're the UK's best

seller for magazines that cover every kind of game?
That's not us hitting you with hype or blasting you

with hot air. You dont survive unless you're offering a

superb magazine, and you don't stay Number One if

you're not a whole lot better than the other magazines

on the shelves. Those are two judgements that readers

like you make, every month...

YOU'RE holding a new-look copy of Computer and Video

Games. We hope you like it.

We think it's easier to use, looks better, works better

and is even more cracking value than it's ever been. Of

course, it's up to you to judge if we're right.

Here are a couple of things we promise about

everything we've done to make Computer and Video

Games even better.

We stick to the same high standards in testing and

reviewing games we've been famous for, so you'll always

know what we think or recommend before you make up

your own mind about the games you play or buy.

We want you to have fun and enjoy this magazine.

And we get exactly the same buzz out of great

games we've always had...

I

<W* From left to right we haue:

I^TTlBf

Steve, Nicola & Dan ;W«*rf

i

Join us online at www.connputerandvideogannes.com



COST
JUT: JULY

MULTIPLAYER: 1-4

COMPATIBLE: MEMORY CARD,
DUAL SHOCK,
STEERING

- WHEELS

It's the game that never ends -

over 20 cars, four-player mode

and as many tracks as you want

- all in one complete package

WORDS & SCREENSHOTS: STEVE KEY

V-RALLY proved to be a major hit. Even the
cut-price version sold extremely well and with the

sequel, another smah is definitely on the cards. This

game has more of everything: double the amount of

tracks, more cars, game modes and even the amount
of players you can have has gone up. You can also

build your own tracks with a really simple track editor.

A more complete package we have yet to see.

6 COMPUTER AND VIDEO GAMES ISSUE 213



REVIEWS

INSTANT PLAYER QUID

EASY RIGHT MAYBE The key to mastering this game is learning the way a specific car handles and then practice

solidly. However, everybody needs a few pointers, so here are a few key tips to get you started.

Mi ruing in the snow, try and anticipate the sharper corners

•arty ami start your poweralide so once you've hit the bend, you're

practically sideways ana
1

can accelerate straight down the track

Instead of using brakes as you hit the bends, take your finger off the Sliding into the scenery can help you in your race. By sliding into

accelerate button for a split second and then reapply the throttle ai high banks on corners, the nudge will kill the powerslide and leave

you get into to the corner you with enough speed to accelerate away from the corner

ISSUE 213 COMPUTER AND VIDEO GAMES 7



TIME IS OF THE ItElrtSZJl'wX
raCinQ modf= vou can play in V-Rally S. Prima-% you still need to come first, butthat isnt always 100% necessary. Take a look at these to see exactly what we mean.

GEAR:!
13 7 K»H

TIME TRIAL This is your chance to practice one

particular circuit you may be having trouble on.

Only the tracks you've uncovered can be raced on

but you can have two or more players competing

at once and a ghost car in the single player mode,

if you wish

i C0BD2
IMPR I

3COUP2
J ST€V€

LAP TIMCS
LAP | 0'47-48

ST«G€ I8%
LAP I/3

TIMC |

7'-

GEAR 1
1 5 3 Ka*

U-RALIY TROPHY The key to winning the Trophy is

not where you finish but the amount of time it

takes you, as your positions are calculated on

time. The time is added after every race and after

12 courses you'll see the final standings. The

most tense, this is our favourite

ARCADE You compete against three other

computer controlled opponents and basically have

to do your best to finish as high as you can. Points

are awarded depending on how high you finish,

and winning the group at the end opens a new
class of driving

II 1

mm
(Ell III

HUES

STFEIIH

SISrENSIII

cm evERiu common

PUIEI STE

****** 1MK !

iktfU'T

03K31S]

CHAMPIONSHIP This time ifs only you on the

track as you compete against imaginary drivers.

Each country has two tracks and you can inflict

damage to the cars. You must repair them at the

end of the first stage. Points are awarded upon

completing a country and being put into a league

The b.g incentive to play V-Rally 2 until your eyes bleed lies within the vast amount of the game that is not selectable from the
start. Unly by winning various game modes can you unlock the tracks and the secret cars needed to get the full V-Rally experience.

The first secret car you get is the Ford Escort V-Rally. To be honest,

it's a pretty pants car but the sleek black design mean that it looks

nice. There are a total of ten cars to unlock as well as all of the

new circuits

The three major game modes only have the easiest set of courses

available to you at the start. When a level is won, a new set of

stages opens up, but with increased difficulty and there's more of

them. The final It-Rally trophy has 15 stages

As well as the serious cars, you also get a few comedy looking ones
too. The classic car buffers out there can race a Renault 8 Gordtni

and a Fiat 131 Abarth. Although they are not a patch on the real

rally cars, they are good for a bit of a laugh

CARS *f
wel1 Qs mastering the cornering using your accelerate and brake buttons, there is a more sneaky way~ m^* of taking hairpin bends at over 150mph. Intrigued? Read on to find out more

I FOC5 ^^BT%
2 ST€VC 00
ivprt 00- 3C

4 LANC

1

tOO- 16

STAGE 12%
LAP 1/ I

I FOCS
'Z IMPR 3
3 STEVE
4 L'ANC I

o

LAP TIMES
LAP I Oil

1 ALPI2
a AB AR I

3STEVE
4 GORD2

oo-
OD*

STAGE ll\
L-AP>n*V3

TIMf

-

LAP TIMES
LAP I 0-44- IP

132 Kmh
GEAR:*

119 Kmh
LAP TIMES
LAP I 0' 3P-7G

You can use the after cars as ameers to scad taeai crashing into

tea* aod amat yea tic boost you need, tec caa plough straight

iato tMM aaa* net damage you car unless you're playing the V-M!y
treaay, but avail tftea you can repair it

8 COMPUTER AND VIDEO GAMES ISSUE 213

If you're side by side with the computer cootrolted cars, keep

•aftviag the pressure and try to force than into the side of the

track. TheyTI never push back, so you caa cut them up forcing

to brake, or flip them over so they Iota valuable

If you approach any baud with one or more cart ay your side, make
sura that you're oa the inside line. Than, if yau do accidentally

•versteer. the can aa the outside will cushien your car aad sand it

hack oa track



QU AMAGE The best new addition to the game is the founplayer mode. Usually this kind of luxury could only be afforded by those who have link-up

cables and two PlayStations, but thanks to the programmers, all you need is a multitap, four pads and enough mates to play with.

Rather than sacrifice visual impact the detail in the trackside is

reduced, as is the number of polygons in the cars, so that it still

runs just as quickly as before

If you have a big screen to play this on, then you'll find it much

easier to use as you have a big quarter of the screen. Those with

smaller TVs may have to resort to the farthest camera view

Any of the tracks in the game can be raced in the multiplayer mode.

If you only play with two human players the computer will make up

the other two drivers for you

-"
f

*v
:

* »

v

^ t:

v

A \

1
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WHAT WE THOUGHT

*^*^

FIRST IMPRESSIONS
It's hard not to be impressed by

V-Ralty 2. Everything that was
wrong with the original has been

improved upon and the result is

a brilliantly entertaining package.

The sheer number of tracks and

cars to unlock means you'll be

playing for weeks to come.

TUCK AND ROLL
The handling and ease in which

the cars roll were two of the

biggest complaints from the

original. They are improved, but

there is the odd section where

you'll shout at the screen as you

lose it on the last bend.

NOT ALL IT SEEMS
The track editor is a brilliant

option and is so easy to use, it's

just a shame you can't race it in

any other modes other than time

trial. Four-player mode is very

good too and compliments the

single player game superbly.

THE VERDICT IS...

It's a very slick, well presented

and a downright superb game to

play. Trying to compare it to Colin

McRae Rally would be silly, as this

is more of an arcade style rally

game. With regard to enjoyment,

this game won't be beaten.

computer and video

•••••
IF YOU LIKE THIS TRY THESE...

Colin McRae Rally, TOCA Tounng

Cars 2, Sega Rally 2 (Dreamcast

)

i i i i l i

TRACK EDITOR Building tracks to race on is the long term test for this game. Seeing who can come up with the toughest track

then shaving seconds from the course record is your goal. Here are some top tips on building tracks.

There are two types of circuit you can make: a looped or straight

track. If you go for the looped, make sure the two ends of the track

are aeer when you join them with the looping tool and you have a

couple of blocks left, otherwise it's back to the drawing hoard

Making elevations is crucial if you want to add some pace or

punishment to your circuit. Making hits of small left and right tuns

on a downhill section will let you pick up serious speed, to threw in

a hairpin turn at the end and watch them all stack it

Simple things like changing the weather and location of the track

can seriously change the difficulty. Any night stages will be difficult,

especially if they are on narrow circuits. Alternatively, rain or snow

m Finland nukes the tracks very icy

ISSUE 213 COMPUTER AND VIDEO GAMES 9



After tinkering around with the track editor, we've enlisted the help of Alister McRae, Hyundai's top

CVG COURSE
BREAKDOWN
TRACK NAME: CVG

LENGTH: 3.008 KM
ROAD: SNOW

LOOPED TRACK
COUNTRY: SWEDEN
DAY TIME: NIGHT

AVG. SPEED: MEDIUM
ELEVATIONS: YES
BEST TIME; 01* 35" 90

Ask Alister McRae

what are the most

difficult conditions

to race in. The

answer will be on

snow, at night

.ri

.-

^ ,

There's not much

that will slow Alister

down. Will it be the

same for you on our

specially designed

track?

fQ

1 /

1 •*! T^

Ejfl

r

j*t

ALISTER McRAE
HE KNOWS A BIT OR TWO
ABOUT RALLYING
At 28-years old,

Alister is proving

to be more than a

match for the

other famous

McRae drivers.

His father is the

five time British

Champion Jimmy
McRae and his

brother is the

1995 World Champion. Colin

McRae. In 1 992 Alister won the

Group N British Rally Championship
and then went on to win the series

outright in 1 995 in a Formula 2
Nissan. Then it got even better.

In 1997 Alister joined the

Volkswagen Formula 2 team for two

years in which time he recorded a

total of six F2 victories. He finished

the 1 998 season partnering his

brother Colin in the Great British

Rally. For the current season Alister

is partnering Kenneth Eriksson in

ten events for Hyundai Motor Sport

Challenge as they compete for the

FIA Formula 2 World
Championship, which is where we
caught up with him and got his help

with our special stage.
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REVIEWS

Formula 2 rally driver, to create the most difficult, evil and hellish circuit we possibly could

ALISTER'S VERDICT
-It looks like a really food stage. It's

difficult with tots of tight corners

that teal' into oee another and

there's a bit of everything in it. Ifs

definitely a driver
1
! stage - and would

certainly keep you busy."

^^ "There are a couple of places that

look a bit tricky - the downhill

tifjtt hairpins, like the second

turn (tight hairpin left) and the one after

the straight and the fast right (open

square right into long 180 left tightens)

look like they'll need careful

attention. You'd have to make sore ye* get

your braking right for those, otherwise

you'll wreck your times. And your tyres."

The right/left kink in the straight

portion also looks Hut hut - it

appear* that, if you get it right,

ifs almost flat out. Almost"

AUSTERS DRIVING TIPS

W "The most important thing when

driving on ice is to try to keep the

car straight. Too much sideways

and you'll not only lose time and speed but

you'll knock the studs out of the tyres

(rahy cars use studded tyres for extra grip

on ice) and then you'll have no traction

and the car will be very difficult to drive.

for the same reason, you must not be too

aggressive, either with your braking or

acceleration, or you'll lose grip/

Driving on snow at night can be

(

quite good fun, especially if there

|

are high-ish snow banks, which

teed to Make the road easier to pick out

and have the added advantage of keeping

the car on the road if you run a little wide.

But if there aren't any snow banks, just

the road running up to trees, it can be a

bit tricky figuring out where the road

goes. My advice to readers is to strap

yourself in tightly and dont fall out of

that armchair!'

WANT TO HAVE A GO?
Then why don't you try it out for

yourselves. If you send us in a

S.A.E with your memory card, wel

save our V-Rally 2 track so you can

try it out for yourself. If you beat

our time, then send in some proof

(preferably a photograph of your

time) and we'll print the best. Who
knows, maybe we'll even give the

best time a prize. PLEASE
INCLUDE THE S.A.E. OK? The

address you need to write to is:

LET ME AT THE MOST EVIL

TRACK EVER, Computer and

Video Games, Angel House,

338-346 Goswell Road, London,

EC1V BOP.

ISSUE 213 COMPUTER AND VIDEO GAMES 11
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Put that away!

Can't you see

people are trying

to concentrate

It's amazing the

lengths some

people will go to

for a free mag

DREAMCAST:^ "«-«-« -*-*- OTS0,e

Orearncast
Dreamcast

b

v

Everyone took

the Challenge so

seriously. We

had to step in

now and again to

stop the fights

T
he Computer and V.deo Games

Millennium Challenge drew m

more people at London s

Oxford S^eVH^ store than when

K^ B^t?WhT* chance

Sle. Plus the chance of^ng

^K?«ortdnfl here for eight

Vears
and I've never -"jvangj

'^"nough. Level Cne was

narked When we arrived to speaK

here than came to see Kelly BrooK.

S Mullen. No wonder secunty

looked nervous.

groUp of up4orHMads
had even

Icaled the escalator at 9.15 to be

n^asonrS- cor^oL

. iv ctropf flacer is suffenng
Metropolis Street MHt-"

production difficulties and
means

mat the Challenge game w,l be

, rfirint «>em too bothered,
players didn t seem «j

• thought it was going to be

Mefropofe here today, so lm a bft

So'ntadbutRa//ylsgreat.Jm

recast in Computer and Video

Games until the ChaHW *s

better than I
expected, he said.

So" *e challenge officially

and Metropolis Street Racer. A

ON THE NET
Peoole had different reasons for

gSg to the Millennium Challenge.

35S my brother wants to get b

^ImTast.- confided TeW Dodzo

^o was obviously tryng to wn*

for herself instead. Thomas WhrtB.

who already owns an imporfcad

Japanese machine, said. I
want a

UK machine for the internet

The winner of the first

Millennium Challenge. Ricky lp Wan

Hunt, wanted a Dreamcast for his

cousin. He already owns a

Jaoanese Dreamcast. In fact. RicKy

S managed to get his Dreamcast

tooked to Sage's Japanese^web

service. An expense k,nd of hobby.

Sryone'who showed up ***
awaywith a cool pnze - the firs^

ne^ook issue of Computer and

So Games and a Sega «deo of

Prelusive Dreamcast footage.

Sudlng the awesome Shen Mue.

'^e vibe' was very
proj^amcast.

One of the coolest guys *»*

event still hot for Sega was Razaz

SSi. He told us. -'dontowna

ssKgSSsSr
no PlayStation? Even now? No. I

mean Sega is the one.
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U that a smile?

It's almost a

smile. Better luck

next time, Kamal

EXCLUSIVE

told us, I want d ^ ^g nternet.

rm n°l re3'WS ^eTnSrnet idea is good

inp Rowan, tnmKs, n«= «_**

COME JUDGEMENT DAY
n

fc looks like Sega has^jwc ^^
te hands. Dreamcast p oved ^s

g^
Millennium Challen^g^ first

suppN of Dreamcast
games

ELSEWHERE -

d a |S0 like

Leicester event Also^ p)ayed

r^on^a^jecan.wa^
see how V

oudnve.n the final-

Smug grins can

only be worn b*

winners. Rick*

wears his well

r
L

<p
t

\\V

°«r

ft

Tsitsi Dodio was

on a mission to

win a Dreamcast

for her brother

Sticking your

tongue out ain't

gonna scare him

away y'know

L.

Leeds

Aberdeen

Glasgow

Gateshead

Newcastle

HMV, UrotSjL^lr- r^nT 7th Augu

— HMtf^w^s Centre
Kingston

7th August

7th August

l4thAugust

21st August

21st August

IRAND FINAL:

B3HMV rapture



WHAT'S IMPORTANT
The Computer and Video Games 5-star award is

your guarantee of a great game. When you see

the logo, it's like having an informed best mate
recommend you a game personally. It's

something you can always trust.

Regardless of hype, reputation or

advertising surrounding a game, if it's great we'll

say so and if ifs poor, we'll tell you the truth.

FAIR We're not biased. A good game is a good

game regardless of format or who's made it.

THOROUGH We play games longer and harder

than anyone else. And we don't rate games on

half-finished versions either. We'd rather wait

and give you the full, accurate story.

KNOWLEDGE Computer and Video Games is

17 years old. We were the world's first games
mag which means we've played more games
than another other mag. Our writers are all

experts, have years of experience and know
what makes a cracking game.

computer and video

*****
Any game that earns the 5-star award is truly

exceptional. It'll do more than just look good

and play well, it will rank with the most
enjoyable and rewarding games in existence.

PHANTOM
MENACE
Based on the movie

You can save the world

SILENT HILL
Lots of death and weird

stuff going on here

APE ESCAPE
It's a 'cute' game but
don't ignore it



ARNING: This game contains scenes of extreme violence and

ratuitous swearing. Excellent!

REVIEWS

COST: £39.99
OUT: NOW

MULTIPLAYER: 1-8

COMPATIBLE: KEY-BOARD,
JOYSTICKS,
JOYPADS

jfe is tough in the ghetto and

when you take a beating to

teach you a lesson, there is

only one thing you can do to

save your reputation - take

revenge, by whatever means
necessary. That's the object of

Kingpin. The further you delve into

the seedy world of dodgy deals,

musclebound bodyguards and general

nasty characters, you soon realise

that your revenge mission is going to

have to go all the way to the top,

with no looking back.

Yes this game is violent. Yes it's

got lots of swearing. And yes, it will

get parents steaming if their little

soldier-boy comes home with it.

But the simple fact of the matter

is, Kingpin is the total and absolute

nuts. Oh yes.

GUNS R SHOW uJu «^^^J mmAMA^
only way you're going to get more loot and ammo is to use brute force. Batter a few people and crack some
pTT'i^B li ;'i!Vi l| rryTir^'t'.ii tI=IOlaT^Wo!»] 7?'iiii "laTiffi^'I^

poorest of the lot but still gives off a nasty thud

'hen you batter someone ouer the head with it.

nee you've got some cash you can upgrade to a

crowbar for one buck

The Pi

Pawn-O-Matic. Don't buy one, as once you've

sneaked into the first warehouse (as the guards

are distracted by the radio), you'll find a coil

which the gun shop owner will trade for a pistol

this weapon either. The Shotgun is dropped by the

local heavies once you gain access to the

rooftops, so make sure you keep an eye out for it

cm the floor amongst the dead bodies

dead enemies in the power plant, and that's the

Tommy Gun. It's got an immense rate of fire, you

can unload 5Q bullets in a couple of seconds

which will tear enemy bodies to shreds

^%^%I IEM WF *^HJ^ aaafnF ,tems in the background maY hoId more dues than you imagine. It's worth whacking a few things witfi your crowbar to

W0\J\m WmmmSm \ M^W^mSm see if it smashes to reveal some new secret passage or an item.

In the

fleori

cm

single

be pushed to better locations. These

use to give you the added height yoe

veetibtiee) shafts

atkaJh, steps

to reach ledges

The ventilation shafts can iw—uaia i be covered by crates which

cm be Uewo away or seabed to eee side. Sheet the grille aid

creech to crew* into then and secret sections. Low oet for rati

theeejh, as they nteWe yoe end drain veer energy

Other scenery options nay not be se apparent. Once you're in

PeisoeviNe, jump onto the rooftops and crawl along the pipes. This

will lead yoe to another section of the city, some lovely health and

ammo bonuses and the way forward

ISSUE 213 COMPUTER AND VIDEO GAMES 15



MUSCLE HIRE Trying to exact your revenge on your own would be foolish and impossible. Which is why the local bums with
nothing better to do will follow you for the right amount of money. Choose wisely as they're not all good guys

Once you've bought a guy he'll follow you around, or otherwise, if

you give him the orders. Hit trouble and he'll be there with his

shooters out making sure that his boss doesn't chew some lead

If your boys get injured, they'll gain health bach automatically. Some

hoods have specific tasks, like a safecracker, so it's best if you find

the safe before you hire him to save you cash if he dies on route

Once you're under fire, your hoods will fight to the death. If they

come into your line of fire, as soon as the take a bullet from you the

allegiance is forgotten and they'll run at you, all guns blazing

The guy who sells you the crowbar at the start of the

game runs into some trouble later on. He has his watch

stolen by one of his enemies and asks you to get it for

him. Do that and he'll give you access to the rooftops

At the bar in Poisonuille. there's a guy standing on the

mezzanine who wants some documents stolen from a

safe in the power plant. He'll give you the choice of all

his guys if you help him - you'll need a safecracker

WHAT WE THOUGHT
FIRST IMPRESSIONS
Games that stir up controversy to

get publicity are generally crap.

However, take away the violence

and swearing from Kingpin and
you've still got an awesome game.
SUITS YOU SIR
The adult content doesn't sound
fake or forced. It matches the

environment and atmosphere.

After all, you wouldn't walk up to

somebody with a shotgun and tell

them to "Walk away sir, or I will be
forced to draw my weapon too."

This is Menace to Society, Boyz in

the Hood or Goodfellas on a disc.

I'M THE DADDY NOW
The game starts at a hundred
miles per hour and holds that

pace. Guys you thought were
friendly will be whipping out

shotguns before you can say

"Hasta la vista". It looks amazing
and the crowd who gathered to

watch us play left thinking it was
very impressive indeed - but not

just because if the content.

THE VERDICT IS...

Ignore the palaver surrounding

Kingpin and get yourself a copy. It

plays like a dream and will have

you whooping with joy after every

level is successfully completed.

computer and video

•••••
IF YOU LIKE THIS TRY THESE...

Quake II, Half Life. Aliens vs

Predator.

HAVE A NUTTER
Chatting to people is not only funny, as that's when they're most likely to swear at you.

but can also reveal some interesting snippets of information. Use the Y button for

•iendfy replies and X for negative ones to get a conversation started.

The first bum who doesn't try to kill yea it in fact

i down-and-out alcoholic who spills the (mors

once you've found soma booze to give him. He'll

slur you the keycodo to the safe and a bag of

You can tell who's going to be helpful by the

colour of the face it the bottom of the screen. If

it's blue, they may have setae nfo for you. H ifs

red, they're mere then likety going to deck you

OTHER HINTS
There are a couple of key items that you may miss the first time you visit an area. To
save you from continuousty going backwards and forwards between levels, here are a
couple of things you should remember.

w escape from r^ioavine , yea need to find the

battery to newer the motorbike. The first boss

hoMs it, so once he's defeated make sere yen

climb the wrecks of cars in his yard to find it

People won't give yea any grief if you don't give

them any. Walk up to calm people with your gun

eat and they'll drew a weapon. Don't kill people

without weapons , they have information you need
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There's a new disturbance in

force... and it's coming from
LEGO".

BUILD AND PLAY THE PLOT OF THE
NEW STAR WARS MOVIE. AND THEN
USE YOUR IMAGINATION AND MAKE
YOUR DWN STORY.

The combination of LEGD and
YOUR CREATIVITY IS UNBEATABLE
- EVEN FOR DARTH MAUL.

fifr. —

i » Wm
i

i. just imagineooo

CO ALL THE LEGD STAR WARS SETS
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Gungan Sub Sith Infiltrator Nabchd Fighter
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PREMIER MANAGER
It's the first ever football management simulation for

the Nintendo 64

WHAT YOU NEED TO KNOW
Having already had huge hits on

PlayStation and PC. this is the

newest addition and it comes

rather surprisingly on the Nintendo

64. It's also probably the easiest of

them all to get into, as the

limitations of the cartridge system,

and the often younger Nintendo

audience, mean it's been designed

a bit like the beginners' guide to

Premier Manager.

BACK TO THE DRAWING BOARD
There are two types of game mode
you can choose from: the manager

mode which lets you pick your

favourite team and manage them;

or the career mode where you have

the choice of ten lower league

vacancies. Here you have to prove

yourself to be a worthy manager

WORDS/SCREENSHOTS: STEVE KEY

before you get offered the top jobs

and can progress up the leagues.

The game has been designed

specifically so that all of the menus
can be flicked through very quickly,

so it works very well on the

Nintendo pad.

WORTH PLAYING?
If you've never played a football

management game before, then

yes it is. This will serve as a good

introduction to this type of game,

so if you like what you've seen here

you can branch out into the more
detailed management sims already

available. However, all the Sir Alex

wannabes who've blitzed Champ
Man will find no satisfaction in this

game. So it's all down to your

experience, really and what you

want from a management game.

I drcf»*i **mn

REVIEWS

V* * *
ifc

fK

You can only select

teams from the same

or lower divisions

for friendlies

IF YOU UKE THIS TRY THESE...

Premier Manager 99 (PC and PS)

or Championship Manager 3 (PC]

Sheepskin jackets at the ready - it's time for some

football management

I
sn>Ki:Rs SCOKKRs

fi LEJiri'-ri is

TACTICS SCORERS

MAN ITI». LEh LSTKW
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H » 00
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50 15 01
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CoftriE*

The action takes place in the small screen at the top of this

screenshot. It also has text messages that flash along the

bottom which accompany Brian Moore's commentary

WORDS/SCREENSHOTS: STEVE KEY

WHAT YOU NEED TO KNOW
It's the official licence of the FA so

you get all of the teams from the

four leagues and the conference.

You pick any one of these teams
and try to take them to the top [if

they aren't already there). Wheel

and deal to strengthen the team
and use your tactical know-how to

out-wit the opposition.

JUST FOR PLAYSTATION
It's been programmed just for

PlayStation, so the control system is

incredibly simple. That can also be a

hindrance because you get so used

to tapping X to skip all of the

nonsense games in the other

divisions, you might end up selling

your best striker by accident.

WORTH PLAYING
Yes and no. Once you get into it and

your team has started to gel

IXTURES
T18. 1998

Homrlmm Awa> 1*4ro

Chrlltnhtm

)onr*iUrRf»vm

Fftrnborouch Town
Hrrtfoit) UnitaJ V

Moreramt* V
Northwirh Victoria V

Nr^ford Town

Southport

Fortwi (mvnRiivm
U*k Town
Harrow

Kkddtrmimtrr H*rra*r*

VMH|M| Unkfd

All English leagues

are catered for in

this game

PkjySldlton

COST: £39.99
OUT WOW

MULTIPLAYER: 1-2

COMPATIBLE JOYPAD/
WITH: MEMORY CARD

Scouting big name

players is easy

Pla
rcB
Frank Dc

STM
SHT a
ACV d
PAS d
fit :

:, ^

NFORMATION
DEFENCE

I*
Alfn,^ \WJMU

I If .^ at* * : r .«

together it's good fun. Scouting the

transfer market, haggling with

clubs, or bringing one of your youth

team players through the ranks is

satisfying. It can be a little

frustrating so we'd say you should

only go for this if you're sick of

Premier Manager. That's the best

PlayStation management game.

IF YOU UKE THIS TRY THESE...

Premier Manager 99. Still the best
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COST:,£39. 99
OUT:IMOW

MULTIPLAYER: NO
COMPATIBLE: KEYBOARD/

JOYSTICK/
JOYPAD

STAR WARS EPISODE
Ami*

WORDS S SCREENSHOTS: ED LQMAS

7

Hi icial - things to do wi P

here have been loads of Star Wars games

I

over the last 20 years, all of which have sold

well, partly because of their Star Wars
connections and partly because they've been
consistently good. This is the game of the

latest movie in the series - Episode I: The Phantom
Menace - and has been in development for years,

since before the movie started shooting, in fact. But
don't get too excited, it looks like fans are in for a
big disappointment.

•
*•

4

A

YOU WANT

You get to play four characters

throughout your adventure -

Obi-Wan Kenobi, Qui-Gon Jinn,

Captain Panaka and Queen
Amidala. Everyone can use the

weapons found lying around,

plus the two Jedi masters use
their Lightsabers and the

ancient power of the Force.

The coolest weapon ever created is a real

let-down in The Phantom Menace. Hold the

attack button to wave it around and hope-

fully deflect some laser blasts from you

As a Jedi you can use the ancient power of

the Force to make enemies fall on their

butts for a second or two. No wonder all

the Jedi Knights get wiped out

Ifs not really the Jedi way for Obi-Wan

Kenobi to take on a Battle Tank with a

Proton Missile Launcher, now is it?
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Star Wars Episode I; The Phantom Menace follows the plot of the movie quite

closely, so anyone who's not yet seen the movie should do their best to avoid the

game until they have. Or do yourself a big favour by avoiding the game altogether.

At the start of the game, Obi-Wan and Qui-Gon must

escape from a Trade Federation ship by smuggling

themselves as part of the invasion force

Once on the surface of Naboo, Obi-Wan must meet

up with Qui-Gon. Thankfully, pain-in-the-ass Gungan

jar Jar Binks knows his way around the swamp

As Trade Federation droids invade the Gardens of

Theed, you must take Queen Amidala to the safety of

her ship, then get the hell out of there

Occasionally choices will appear in pink, meaning

that your Jedi character will use the Force to

influence the person they're speaking to

Why does Obi-Wan stop to chat to this stupid gibbon

when he's on an important mission to save the

galaxy? If only you could chop his head off

There's a little bit of interaction with the Queen's

guards as they defend the palace, but not enough to

make you believe they're in any way human

"A nightmare from start to finish
93

Some flying

sections would

have been nice to

break up the

action a little.

Some gameplay

would have been

a bonus, too

WHAT WE THOUGHT
ITS STAR WARS!
Normally, a weak game can be

worth playing simply because it's

Star Wars-related. Amazingly,

Episode i: The Phantom Menace
is so bad, even the biggest movie

license in the history of games
can't save it from being appaling.

The title screen has some
excellent video clips from the film,

and the sound is great, but

otherwise this just destroys the

good name of Star Wars.

SMART SOUNDS
The best thing about The

Phantom Menace is the sound -

the top-quality score reacts to

the action on-screen (to an

extent], and the sound effects

are spot-on. Character voices

have been recorded by

impersonators. They are OK -

though Obi-Wan does sound a bit

like Austin Powers at times.

Everything looks pretty good, if a

little plain.

BUT HOW DOES IT PLAY?
Oh dear. Controlling your

character is a chore, as they

trundle around everywhere and

get hit by almost every shot fired

at them - even the two Jedi

masters are incapable of moving

like human beings. Level design

is poor, with loads of dull button-

pushing, stupid traps,

nonsensical puzzles, dumb
enemies and annoying

conversations. Aside from a few

interesting sections, this is a

nightmare from start to finish.

Spending time having my love for

Star Wars beaten out of me was
not my idea of fun - save yours

by avoiding this game completely.

IF YOU UKE THIS TRY THESE...

Star Wars Episode I: Racer,

Heretic 2

REVIEWS
LONG TERM

STREET FIGHTER
ALPHA 3

CONSOLE: PLAYSTATION
COST £39.99

MULTIPLAYER: 1-2

COMPATIBLE: MEMORY CARD

NOT ANOTHER STREET
FIGHTER GAME?
OK, so there have been loads,

but if you've ever learned how to

play any of them you'll know how
excellent they can be. I've been a

fan of the Alpha series right

from the start.

WHY SHOULD I BOTHER
WITH THIS ONE?
It's got all the best elements of

previous Street Fighters in one

game - loads of classic charac-

ters are back, plus there are

three different styles for each.

BUT ITS NOT IN 3D!

No, but it still looks fantastic.

The artwork and animation are

brilliant, and being 2D, you con-

centrate on fighting rather than

moving in and out of the screen.

WILL I GET BORED QUICKLY?
No way! The characters are all

so detailed you can spend years

mastering each one.

J
ED LOMAS

GET YOUR FREE
GAMES HERE!

Do you fancy getting a free

game from us at Computer and

Video Games, then writing a

Long Term Test review of it?

Simply fill out this form, send it

to us. and we'll pick a few people

every month who'll receive a

brand-new game to check out.

LONG"TERM TEST
APPLICATION FORM
Name:

Age:

Address:

Telephone number:

Games machines owned:

Favourite games of

the last year:

1.

Cut out form and send it to:

Long Term Test Application,

Computer and Video Games.

Angel House,

338-346 Goswell Road,

London,

EC1V 7QR
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TCOST: £29.99
1 OUT: NOW
1 MULTIPLAYER: 1-4

I COMPATIBLE: KEYBOARD/
J

^^ MOUSE ^
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Design the most evil dungeon ever and attract a horde

of freakish demons to do all your dirty work

o most people, strategy games look like

they require far too much effort to be
worth playing. Most of the time, they'd be

right. But the very best strategy games
are those which can be learned in a

matter of minutes and still have years' of potential

- a few can be awe-inspiring in their seemingly

limitless depth. Dungeon Keeper was one of these

very special games, and the amazing follow-up

improves in just about every area.

f

Vi
J

THE IG IDEA
The idea of Dungeon Keeper 2 is to dig out and build a cool underground dungeon - one so cool that every kind

of creature in the undacunrld aunts to come and live in it. You then need to keep your family of monsters happy
and use them in hattlos"auaiust other Keepers and pesky invadintLHeroes. It's a lot easier than it sounds. Uio.against other Keepers and pesky invading. Heroes. It's a lot easier than it

lonsters nappy

You start each dungeon with just a few little imps working for you.

These guys will dig out any areas you mark with this digging tool

This is your precious Dungeon Heart. Make sure you protect it well,

because if it gets destroyed it's Game Over for you

In one-player games, Heroes occasionally tunnel their way into your

dungeon and steal your gold. Defend your rooms and corridors well
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REVIEWS
CHANGING

Once your imps have dug out a room and levelled the floor for you, simply choose what function you want it to have.

You'll need to build lairs for your creatures to sleep in, a treasury to store gold, a library for Warlocks to do

research in, training rooms, casinos, and hatcheries to provide fresh chickens whenever anyone gets peckish,

' Jfll

tT i.m?;

I i i

J'UIRI 1

•
. * 1 ;'aU * ? if * -

Torture chambers are great. Not only do they attract kinky

Mistresses, but you can torture information out of opponents

CREATURE mm

- «sr-i

:

\

UMI

M M *.

The Combat Pit allows your creatures to fight one another to

improve their ratings quickly. Make sure they don't kill each other

Your dungeon layout is important - creatures don't want to walk

miles to eat and some species don't get on very well with others

There are a number of species of monster to attract to your dungeon, each with their own special abilities and

personalities. You'll soon figure out what kind of dungeon attracts what creatures, and will be able to build up

your ideal collection straight away. Everyone will find their own playing style after only a few games.

Bile Demons are lazy and love a dark lair right next to a hatchery

NT FEAR

Dark Angels are extremely cool. A temple will help attract them Warlocks work hard in your library, researching new spells

As the Dungeon Keeper, you control a floating hand which you use to mark out areas and select

creatures (or give them a quick slap if they're not working hard enough). As you spend time researching

and building your power up, you earn more powerful spells which you can cast from your clawed fingers^

The simple Thunderbolt spell will always raise a laugh. If an enemy

creature strays onto your land, just fry him with a blast of lightning

WW A

•v-c?
-1 -«

Possession is certainly the coolest spell. You can use this to take

control of any creature from a fluaAe-style viewpoint.

If you've got the power, you'll get to Summon Horny - the

terrifying Horned Reaper. He wanders around killing everything

WHATWE THOUGHT
SO SIMPLE, YET SO COMPLEX
Dungeon Keeper 2 is easy to play. You

use a mouse pointer and the arrow keys

to do almost everything. All the menus
are easy to understand, so anyone can
learn to play without any trouble. A
brilliant tutorial teaches you everything

computer and video
you'll need to know on the way.

IMPRESSIVE GRAPHICS
The 3D graphics in Dungeon Keeper 2
enhance the atmosphere, with subtle

lighting and detailed animation -

possessing a creature and wandering

around your beloved dungeon is great

fun. The sound effects and grumbling

ambient music really help a lot too.

A HIT ALL ROUND
Trying to work out how Dungeon Keeper

2 was put together will make your head

hurt, it's such an achievement. The one-

player modes are great, and multiplayer

mode is one of the best ever on PC - this

game will last a very long time indeed.

If you only buy one game this year,

Dungeon Keeper 2 should be it.

•••••
IF YOU LIKE THIS TRY THESE.

CSC: Red Alert, Sim City 2000,

Quake



COST: £34.99
OUT NOW

MULTIPLAYER: 1-4

COMPATIBLE: JOYPAD/MOUSE
/KEYPAD

World War II, control the SAS on covert missions and kick Jerry's ass WORDS S SCREENSHOTS: Ai_E/ HLJHTALA

WHAT YOU NEED TO KNOW
War. What is it good for?

Absolutely nothing. Except for

games like Hidden and Dangerous.

You control an elite troop of hand-

picked individuals who carry out

daring missions for the allied forces

in World War II, and if you think it

sounds just like the surprise hit of

last summer - Commandos - you'd

be absolutely right. Except Hidden

and Dangerous has a trick up its

sleeve - this game's in 3D.

ITS A BIT DIFFICULT
Controlling a squad of four men
against unfair odds isn't. You're not

supposed to sprint into the middle

of an enemy base, all guns blazing,

instead you need to carefully plan

your attack and strike at the enemy,

while being safely concealed.

Thanks to maps and controls, you

can plan your strategy with ease,

deploying your men in perfect

positions. Clicking on hand signals

tells the men to guard, attack, lie,

stand and wait for your signal.

LIKE CLOCKWORK
Most of the enemies in this game
are accurate shots, they usually

spot you before you've located them
and one shot to the head will kill

you. Ouch! You pick your team from

a choice of 40 men, each with

different abilities. Picking someone
who's good with a sniper rifle is a
good way to get through the first

few levels, but the game has over

20 missions. You're not restricted

to shooting, setting explosives and

freeing prisoners, you'll also be

asked to steal maps and vehicles

which, best of all, you can drive.

WORTH PLAYING?
If you fancy yourself as the John
Wayne type, this is the game for

you. It's very difficult, you'll die a
hundred times and each level

throws a new surprise at you.

The graphics are gorgeous and
the levels are very well designed but

best of all, and even better than

Commandos, you get a real sense

of being in the middle of the action,

with controls that allow you to run

everything smoothly.

Storm the enemy

base and provide

cower for your

men. It's usually

a good, safer

plan to have your

men in different

positions, but

this looks cool

If one of your

men is carrying a

camera, then you

can take snaps

like this while

you're storming

enemy base. It

helps to make

sure you've shot

all the guards

first though

mputer and video

•••••
IF YOU UKE THIS TRY THESE...

Commandos: Behind Enemy
Lines, Rainbow 6
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TAMARA WANTS HIM TO MEET
HER PARENTS. All Keith wa
a spanking gorgeous Pot N
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The best thing about holidays is they're a good

excuse to buy something new to play on your

Game Boy. Like you needed an excuse

WORDS: DEAN SCOTT PICS: VARli )l I! i
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720 DEGREES *
Bees terrorise skateboarders that look l<k<

they've been on the booze

WHAT YOU NEED TO KNOW
Skateboard around town, occasionally stopping off at

skateparks. Why? Because' a nasfy swapm of bees

wilH sting your eyes out if you dont. Sounds as*'/
pointless as if, is. \ <^^r*4' 't \ * *&4
UN-COOL BOARDER J£ 7*7^
Your skateboarder handias like he has gained^ccese

to his parents' drinks cabinet, bo' tricks, aerifimoney,

buy more skating equipment AvoftJ uritrjreatening

cars. Remember to change your pants when the

bees appear.

WORTH PLAYING?
Old crappy games are the scourge of the Game Boy

Color and 720 offends more than most. It looks

terrible and

plays even t

worse. Falling

off a real

skateboard is a

more enjoyable

experience.

the scourae of the Gamf

lOR

OX)STr£24.99
OUT NOW
MULTI-

PLAYER; NO
in

w •
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Game Boy Color sickens with football fever

WHAT YOU NEED TO KNOW
A football game hoping to Qenefi&from the brilliant

reputation enjoyed by previous ISS games on more
able machi

RED CARD
Geriatric players hobble after a-balltfiat stays in the

air longer than Richard Bransons' air balloon.

Goalmouth scrambles are played out in slow moti

as you- hammer the buttons, hoping that one of your

players might actually make some effort. A cynical

cash in.

WORTH PLAYING? ^^
If football is the beautiful game, this is its hairy-faced

mutant sister. The presentation comes close to

matching its illustrious predecessor?but the

gameplay

doesn't. Buy a

football instead

and head off to

the park with

your mates.

Much more fun.

computer and video
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OUT: NOW
MULTI- .?•

PLAYER: NO
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NBA JAM 99
Tall men play with balls and dribble

WHAT YOU NEED TO KNOW
The long running NBA Jam .series hits the Game Ejjpy

Colon losing none of the comically unfeasible slam

dunks that made its predecessors smash hits.

NO COMMENT , ^
Sadly the commentary ofprevious incarnations has"
Been lost and replaceci-with some tragic in-game

music. Sonic imperfections aside^, a pretty gpod

attempt has been made of squeezing lots of big

(

men onto a small screen, with all 29TsjBA

teams represented. f*
WORTH PLAYING? , t
NBA Jam plays fiddly, and the gravity-defying dunks

are occasionally amusing. Hit three unanswered
baskets and you're 'on fire'*- still one of videogaming's

most satisfying

experiences.

Unfortunately a

general lack of

innovation sours

the ovdrafl ' •*?

experience.^

w

COST: £24.99
OUT:MOW ,«

'

pT
-7-'
—

~

f
I MULTI- * •*

.-PLAYER: 1-2

^*

If

on?

loR

S ,'J

SUPER MARIO BROTHERS
DELUXE V»*''
Videogaming's most famous son steps into a

timewarp • ^1

WHAT YOU NEED TO KNOW
This' colour handheld debut is a repeat of his first

ever starrinc/role - 14 years aqo. ._ H

COST: £24.99-

OUT:I\TOW

MULTI-

"

PLAYER: NO

JWW

i*j
w •

A
computer and video

*.**.

TURTLE RECALL ,/- &\
This new version adds printer compatibility as itefi as

a fai^awcTtwo player race mode. The main game
remains unchanged from the groundbreaking original:

run,lump and bust up a^eWturtles'e'rTroute to

saving Princess Daisy - the mdst easity kidnapped

royal ever. -» '

WORTH PLAYING? t^T*^
There are a wtiote host of better Mario gpmes^but
don't overlook this. It plays wonderfully, and ie

i <e

unmissable slice

of gaming
'history. "Far once*

an instance

where old

classic doesn't

mean old crap.

*

-i<?

*re* :-< \ • A

ALL-STAR BASEBALL
ZOOO v m
Rounders: Not just for girls then

WHAT YOU NEED TO KNOW \
life is full of surprises. None greater than reluctantly

plugging a baseball game into your Game Boy, only to

find yourself still playing arttiour later. And I haven't

even gpne menta^r ***^

BATTER UP y*V 7T

With brilliant*/ simple controls and a few clever game
modes to suck you in, All-Star 2QOO is slick. Hitting

'

home runs and pitchjng strides'reaKy is great fun,

and baseball geeks out there will lap up the

statical detail. ^r.
WORTH PLAYING? -j

,

M3
Set asifle your prejudices for one of the best sport <

games on the Game Bo, Je Season mode provides
^* * -

^T^K
]>y long-terrn^»

challenge, arid'
•

the Home Run

Derby is*perfect

for a qgick blast.

That's all bases

covered then.

.*-- r^ws^-





COST: £34.9
OUT: JULY

MULTIPLAYER: NO
COMPATIBLE: MEMORY

CARD/
DUAL SHOCI

he world's in peril and you're the

square-jawed hero who's been

hired to save us all. Gabe
Logan's your name - it's good

for a hero, not too many
syllables and completely laughable in the

real world. Your mission is to find and

eliminate a madman who's planting deadly

virus bombs about the place. So far,

they've been restricted to remote villages

in the Third World but now the bad guy is

going for Bond-villain status by stepping

up his campaign. It looks like Washington

is the next target. Cock the hammer, it's

time for action.

WORDS fi SCREENSHOTS: Al FX HI 11 II Al A

r

Take parts of Tomb Raider,

Goldeneye and Metal Gear Solid,

squash them all together and

this is what you get

HOLD YOUR
There are lots of weapons and Items for Gabe to find and use on his travels. He'll also have to find ammunition,

which for some of the more desirable weapons can be in short supply. Every soldier you shoot will drop

ammunition and sometimes the gun they were using. There are plenty of hidden items for you to find, too.

The laser weapon sends an electric shock to

the enemy, the viewpoint also changes

allowing you to see the smoking damage

There are times when only a head shot will

do, it saves you ammunition, and it also looks

really cool. It's a shame it's so easy to do

ISSUE 213 COMPUTER AN[



MISSION MIMHSKaiSIW
Hunting down international terrorists isn't easy, especially when they have henchmen all over the world. Before
you get to the showdown with the big cheese you'll have to take on the small fry, to extract some clues from
;hem. The missions offer a lot of variety and you'll need to have your eyes and ears open to get through them.

Follow the old man through the museum, but several guards will try

and stop you. Take them out without alerting the others

tt

Inside the museum and there's another showdown. You can hide

behind objects for extra cover and keep moving to avoid being hit

Most of the time you'll be facing groups of goons. In later levels

they start wearing flak jackets - head shots will deal with them

Surrounded by guards - spraying bullets
across the upper body will have to do"

PEEK-A-
A bar in the corner of the screen tells you if the enemy can see you. When the danger bar reaches its limit, soldiers will

begin to open fire. A radar tells you their position and you can hide behind objects to protect you in a gunfight. Be careful

though, guards get smarter in later levels and they'll soon start lobbing grenades if you hide for too long.

Enemies aren't your only concern. There are other ways to die in

Syphon Filter, like being hit by a train. This was a close escape

Sometimes you've got to forget being clever and hiding behind

objects, just go out all guns blazing - best check your ammo first

Enemies can appear anywhere, sometimes almost on top of you.

Using the shoulder button to target them makes aiming easier

ONE
Just like in the game Goldeneye, the enemy can be shot in different parts of the body; shots to the legs won't kill a man
while one bullet to the head will. When you're surrounded by guards you probably won't have time for perfectly planned

shots, so spraying bullets across the upper body will have to do.

Even with a small handgun you can get precise shots at distance.

Move the target until you see the words 'head shot
1 - ifs easy

Holding the right shoulder button locks the target onto an enemy,

useful for when you want to move quickly through an open space

Like the best action movies there are plenty of other objects that

get destroyed in a gun fight. Glass is often the first to go

30 COMPUTER AND VIDEO GAMES ISSUE 213



REVIEWS
ii K MILIAR

Imitation may be the most sincere form of flattery, but Syphon Filter might sometimes go a bit too far for some people's

liking. Although Metal Gear Solid was in development at the same time, the similarities between the two are surely too

many to be pure coincidence. What do you think?

A sniper rifle just like in Golifeneye. it's not as

quick and simple to use though

Tomb Raider with a bloke? Gabe likes climbing

objects just as much as Lara

A snowy base that needs to be infiltrated. Metal

Gear So//rf- what's that?

There's even a helicopter battle on the rooftops.

Call the lawyers, quick!

When they
wear flak

ckets, head
\ts will deal
with them"

WHAT WE THOUGHT
UNORIGINAL?
Look at the screenshots, even play

the game for ten minutes and you'd

be mistaken for thinking that

Syphon Filter is a direct copy of the

games it seems to share so much
n common with, but play a little

longer and you'll discover that the

blend works very well.

SURPRISES
What the game does best is keep

throwing new challenges at you.

One level you might be required to

go all guns blazing, the next sees

you creeping around like Solid

Snake. It's the variety and
imagination shown in the levels that

keeps you going.

BUT A GOOD GAME
It may be unoriginal, easy in parts.

and have slightly glitchy graphics but

when a game plays like this, we can

overlook these details. If you bought

Metal Gear Solid thinking it was the

PlayStation equivalent of Goldeneye,

then we're afraid you were wrong,

Syphon Fitter is the game you were

really after. Try playing it, you'll like it.

computer and video

••••
IF YOU UKE THIS TRY THESE...

Metal Gear Solid. Goldeneye, Tomb

Raider III



TEST YOUR KNOWLEDGE

TO SPEND ON WHATEVER YOU WANT
Answer these ten questions and you could have £100 to spend on games, hardware or anything

you like. If you need help with some of the answers, try looking through Computer and Video

Game's review section. Good luck

IHow much does the game
Braveheart cost?

A. £24.99
B. £29.99
C. £34.99

2How fast can you travel in the

PC game, Star Wars Episode

1 Racer?

A. 400mph
B. GOOmph
C. 800mph

3How did we rate the game The

Phantom Menace?
A. ***
B. *
C. **•*

4Who stars in the movie Austin

Powers 2: The Spy Who
Shagged Me?
A. Keanu Reeves
B. Vic Reeves
C. Mike Myers

5What console can this game
be found on?

A. PlayStation

B. Nintendo 64
C. Dreamcast

©Which spell in Dungeon Keeper
2 gives you a Quake style view?

A. Summon Horny
B. Thunderbolt

C. Possession

7Which rally driver helped design

our Most Evil Track Ever on
V-Rally 2?
A. Altster McRae
B. Damon Hill

C. Colin McRae

8Which page is this bloody

screenshot from?
A. 8
B. 34
C. 41

Syphon Filter and Silent Hill,

how much would they cost?

A. £129.99
B. £124.97
C. £119.97

1^^ Which of the following is a name of one of

^^the monkeys in Ape Escape?
A. Smack
B. Slap

C. Spank

IT'S EASY TO ENTER
All you've got to do is fill in your answers below, cut the

coupon out, bung it in an envelope and post it to us at;

1.

2.

3

4.

5.

Win Some Money, Computer and video Games, Angel

House. 338-346 Goswell Road, London, EC1V 7QP

6.

7.

8.

9.

10.

The first correct entry out of the hat wins. Entries must
be in by: 9th August 1999.
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COST: £29.99
OUT: NOW

MULTIPLAYER: 1-2

COMPATIBLE: KEYBOARD/
I MOUSE/WHEEL i

mm
Supercar racing series is right back on track WORDS S SCREENSHOTS: ED LOMAS

You can choose your own paintwork colour

computer and video

••••
IF YOU LIKE THIS, TRY THESE...

Need For Speed 3, TOCA 2
Touring Cars

WHAT YOU NEED TO KNOW
The Need For Speed games started

off as some of the most realistic

driving simulations around, but

recent versions have been

completely rubbish. Thankfully, they

seem to be right back on track with

this latest update, Road Challenge.

LOVELY MOTORS
There are loads of real-life high-

powered cars to choose from in

Road Challenge, though you'll need

to earn prize money if you want to

buy them in the full Career Mode.
As well as racing around the world

for cash, there are plenty of other

options - Hot Pursuit mode is one
of the best. You either play as a
criminal on the run, or as one of

the police themselves. These

pursuits are a lot of fun.

WORTH PLAYING?
Need For Speed: Road Challenge is

brilliantly presented and easy to get

into, plus it has enough tracks and

cars to keep you playing for a long

time. The circuits all look great too,

especially if you've got a good 3D
graphics card. Car handling is a

The biggest buzz you'll get at the

cinema this year can now be

experienced on your PC

WHAT YOU NEED TO KNOW
You really need to be told?

There's this film, right, and in it

there's this race where aliens and
some kid drive big engines with

little chariots floating behind

them. Well, that's what this

game's based on. These racers

travel at up to 600mph around
twisty circuits on various planets

in the Star Wars universe.

WHAT'S THE DIFFERENCE?
The PC version of Episode I Racer
looks very smart indeed. With a
good 3D card you can play in

high resolution with loads of detail

and a nice smooth frame rate.

The sound effects are also higher

quality than they are on the

Nintendo 64 version, which helps

add to the atmosphere. Though you

can play with a joystick or wheel,

keyboard control works surprisingly

well - it's nice to have a separate

Boost button rather than having to

tap Thrust as with the N64 game.
WORTH PLAYING?
Other than rendered sequences at

the start of each race and

enhanced graphics, the PC version

of Episode I Racer is practically the

same as the Nintendo 64 version.

There's a good choice of racing

games on PC already but anyone

into Star Wars would be stupid to

miss out on the chance to compete
in a Podrace. For the sheer thrill of

being part of the biggest movie of

the year, Star Wars: Episode I

Racer is essential.

nice balance between realism and
fun, which racing fans will certainly

appreciate. As a complete package,

Road Challenge is one of the

smartest racing games on PC.

Super-powered cars like this may look

great, but they're useless for twisty bits
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Racing from inside the car is great, but how do you turn the wheel?
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Racing across Tatooine's desert in Anakin's Podracer is too cool

On the Sunken City

race, keep an eye

out for this Gungan

Sub which flies past

the underwater

tunnels. Chances

are Obi-Wan Kenohi,

Qui-Gon Jinn and

bleedin' Jar Jar

Binks are on board

computer and video

•••*
IF YOU LIKE THIS, TRY THESE...

Wipeout 2097, Pod, Motorhead
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COST: £39.99
OUT: NOW

MULTIPLAYER: 1-2

COMPATIBLE: DUAL SHOCK

WORDS 6 SCREENSHOTS: ED LOMAS

Two years after

Wipeout 2097 and

the most feeble

rip-off yet is released

The designers of Jfi/7 obuiously haue no concept of what looks good. Or what a video game is

WHAT YOU NEED TO KNOW
Set in the near future, 360 sees a

battle for land after massive

worldwide flooding. You compete in

races on your high-speed hoverbike.

doing whatevers necessary to

survive. Like the Wipeout games, the

ships float about a lot and can collect

weapons to use on the way.

WHOOPS!
360 looks terrible. The racecourses

and hoverbikes have no style

whatsoever, and the textures are all

so blocky that it's almost impossible

to see what's going on as you play.

«

There are also only four different

stages to race on, and even though

there are three of each they provide

little variety. Would you really want to

be seen riding one of these things?

WORTH PLAYING?
The hoverbikes have terrible physics

which mean they glide all over the

place at corners but still hardly lose

speed if you pile straight into a wall.

You never feel like you're really driving

anything because of this, plus the

scabby graphics and sound certainly

don't help things. Seriously, you could

make a more entertaining game
from a brown paper bag and some
pebbles in less than five minutes.

computer and video

U*qr* ;:

Two people can squint and be bored together

IF YOU LIKE THIS, TRY THESE
Wipeout 2097, Jet Rider 2



Ira
way you're going to survive without

the advice of Colin McRae's real life

co-pilot, Nicky Grist. He'll warn you

about ditches, posts, and hidden

corners so all you need to worry

j^^H PlayStation ^^^^^^^^^^^^^^H

COST: £19.99
OUT NOW

MULTIPLAYER: 1-2

COMPATIBLE: DUAL SHOCK/
I STEERING
L WHEEL

about is keeping good time.

WORTH PLAYING?
The realistic approach means it

takes longer to learn. In the long-

term this means you get much
more enjoyment ^^^SW
from improving^^^^^ \

your skills,^f*"^ ^W \

COLIN MCRAE
With a rally game you know you're in for action, but

none are quite so in your face

WHAT YOU NEED TO KNOW
Realism can get in the way of

enjoyment. In this case it's the

fact that Colin McRae is so

believable that it's such a thrill.

You get a massive buzz racing

over loose surfaces and sliding

through mud in a 'real' car.

WORD IN YOUR EAR
The tracks in Colin McRae are so

long and demanding there's no

WTVDnS

COST: £19.99
OUT: NOW

MULTIPLAYER: 1-2

COMPATIBLE: DUAL SHOCK/
STEERING
WHEEL

Believe it or not the PlayStation version

has more to offer than the PC original

WORDS/SCREENSHOTS: PAUL DAVIES

COST: £19.99
OUT: NOW

MULTIPLAYER: 1-2

COMPATIBLE: STANDARD
CONTROLLER
OR MOUSE FORMULA

COMMAND AND

RED ALERT
A spot-on conversion of the hit PC game,

plus extra levels and better special effects

WHAT YOU NEED TO KNOW
Red Alert plays almost identically to

original Command and Conquer.

Build an army and become the field

commander using a simple but

versatile control system. The appeal

is a new theme, an alternative

World War II, which allows for new
tools and tactics.

THE SUPPORT BATTALION
Red Alert is significant on

PlayStation because it plays like the

PC version. The original PlayStation

Command and Conquer doesn't

allow for players to go head to

head. Red Alert does, via link-up

cable with two PlayStations. You

don't have to struggle with poor

control either, as Red Alert

supports the PlayStation mouse
which makes it far better.

WORTH PLAYING?
You'll make mistakes at first,

wondering what all the fuss is

about, but you'll love it when a plan

comes together.

computer and video

•••*

WHAT YOU NEED TO KNOW
When the original Formula One
first released on PlayStation it

raced well and looked great.

There have been two updates

since then, but neither one

bettered F1 97.

FINE BODYWORK
The most striking feature about

F1 97 is the attention to detail.

You get neat stuff like visor 'tear

offs' that get dirty as you race,

your brake discs glow orange with

friction and you can see the white

print on new sets of tyres as you

leave the pits.

You get the option to race in

Arcade or Grand Prix simulation

mode. Most people want to take

part in an F1 race without having

to worry about stuff like tyre

changes, damage to your car and
spin outs the whole time in

Arcade. Eventually you should get

into Grand Prix for the ultimate

F1 experience.

WORTH PLAYING?
Take our advice, this is the last

great F1 game to be released on
PlayStation. Buy it now.

WORDS/SCREENSHOTS: PAUL DAVIES

Is this the most realistic, best

F1 game ever? It could be

COMPUTER AND VIDEO GAMES ISSUE 213
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DUNGEON KEEPER 2

The evil Horned Reaper

stars in this classic

strategy game (page 22)



EH
ROM

COST: £29.99
OUT NOW

MULTIPLAYER: 1-12

COMPATIBLE: MOUSE/
KEYBOARD

Recreate the awesome film and live the life of

William Wallace again

WHAT YOU NEED TO KNOW
The game is split up into two main

areas of play. The 2D section is

where you travel around Scotland

from town to town, recruiting or

setting up trade alliances to make
your clan bigger. The second is the

3D real time fighting where you

command your army and take out

rival English armies.

NEVER TAKE OUR FREEDOM
There are two goals in Braveheart.

One is to be crowned ruler of

Scotland, the other is to see the

total destruction of the English

armies. It's down to you to decide

of you want to do this by brute

force or using your political skill.

Forming trade routes with friendly

computer and video

••••
IF YOU LIKE THIS TRY THESE...

Any of the Warhammer games is

the closest you're likely to get

WORDS: STEVE KEY SCREENSHOTS: EIDDS

clans can do more to boost your standing than

taking over their town.

AMIDST THE CHAOS
The fight sequences can have well over a hundred

enemies on screen at once without slowdown.

Troops can be told formations, set specific targets

or work weapons like catapults. Before you start

fighting you can also send in spies to towns to find

out their strengths, weaknesses or items they trade.

WORTH PLAYING?
Definitely. On the surface it looks like a boring game
to play but actually it's totally the opposite. You can

have multiple trade routes up

and running as well as

some of the most fearful

enemies in your clan.

It's an extremely wel

polished game
which will j

have you

entertained

for weeks,

providing you

have the

patience to

get into it.

Brilliant.

COMPUTER AND VIDEO GAMES

COST: £29.99
OUT: NOW

MULTIPLAYER: 1-8

COMPATIBLE: MOUSE/
KEYBOARD/
JOYSTICK/FEED
BACK WHEEL

uL

Whenever you steer, the the back of your

car swings out. Unfortunately, the handling

doesn't allow long, sweeping powerslides

RALLY
Driving fast cars along dusty tracks has

never been so messy WORDS & SCREENSHOTS: ED LDMAS

WHAT YOU NEED TO KNOW
Boss Rally is practically the same
game as the Nintendo 64's Top

Gear Rally, which was released

last year. It's got a bunch of new
features to go with its new name,
including a big multiplayer mode.
NOT TOP GEAR
Though the tracks and cars in

Boss Rally are the same as those

in Top Gear Rally, there are some
thrilling extras for PC owners. Our

favourite is the ability to taunt

while driving - pressing F1 to F4
plays a pre-recorded insult such

as "Looooser!" or "It's the pedal on

the RIGHT!" in a grating American

accent. Combined with the

whining engines, comedy beepy

IF YOU LIKE THIS TOY THESE...

Top Gear Rally [Nintendo 64], Colin

McRae Rally (PC, PlayStation)

horn, and tragic crashing/skidding

noises, Boss Rally has to be one of

the worst-sounding games ever. Its

3D card-enhanced graphics are

disgracefully bad too.

WORTH PLAYING?
Boss Rally certainly isn't going to

impress your friends - it looks and

sounds appaling, and actually isn't a
lot of fun to play. While it was made
passable on Nintendo 64 with some
extra options, it's a complete balls-up

of a game when compared to the

stacks of quality racers already

available on PC.

The cars all look

ridiculous, with

terrible

textures. It's

almost as

though they're

not finished



Featuring an all star cast of 8 top players

Stunningly realistic gameplay

Amazing 3D rendered courts in different locations

Multiplayer option for up to k players

ni)>M4UO<i
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Goto* Available on Playstation. N6A and coming soon on Game Boy Color rjp
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Ubi Soft

www.ubisoft.co.uk
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COST: £
OUT: JUL

MULTIPLAYLH NO
(UIMI'AIIIUI MEMORY CARD,

DUAL SHOCK

Whoever had the
idea for Silent Hill

is in need of some
help. Quite a sick

puppy indeed"

WORDS S SCREEIUSHOTS: STEVE KEY
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REVIEWS
TO THE UGHTER Surprisingly, there isnt as much as you'd expect to do in Silent Hill and there certainly arent that many things to kill. You

very rarely get more than two enemies at once. However, bullets are sparse so you need to know when to save ammo.

The giant bat things and mutant dogs are the most common enemies

as they litter every street in the town of Silent Hill. When you hear

a noise like a continuous bell ringing that's your radio emitting

static, letting you know enemies are near

The bats take four hits to kill and the dogs take two. If the radio is

still giving off signals when you've killed them, walk up to the

corpse and hit X to either boot them in the head or stamp on their

body to inflict the final death blow

As well as guns, you also pick up a variety of other hand-held items

on the way. Everything from a small knife to steel pipe, to a full-on

huge hammer can be used to smash up the various zombies and

mutants you run into

spare to enter the weird world of horror that's supposed to rival Resident Evil

t's being billed as the scariest game ever,

which we call tell you straight away isn't true.

There's only one big moment that'll make you

really jump, compared to the five or six of

Resident EvA, and the gore content doesn't

come close. One thing we can say about Silent Hill

is it's pretty demented. What starts out as a holi-

day with your daughter to the town of Silent Hill,

turns into a very twisted tale; it's difficult to know
what's a dream and what's reality at times.

Working out who's the turncoat and who's going to

provide the inevitable plot twist is entertaining. While

it doesn't have anything that's shout-out-loud shock-

ing, it leaves you thinking whoever conceived the idea

is in need of some help. Quite a sick puppy indeed.

INSTANT PLAYER

THE PIAN
The first two instant player sections are Lo save our sanity as much
as yours, since these are the two sections in the game which well

get the most telephone calls about. If you really want to work them
out for yourself, best skip the first two pieces of advice that follow.

The key to the puzzle is finding the two

medallions to enter the clock tower.

The gold's easy to work out, but this

part was too much for some paople

* he nve Dirus each represent one of

the dud keys that dont make any noise

when you press them, so press them in

the order shown on the screenshot

SIGNS OF THE ZODIAC
This has recently become the second favourite call from Computer and Video Games readers, so here

we go with possibly the most bizarre puzzle in the game. Read this carefully as it is difficult to grasp fully.

If you don't get it at first, don't worry you're not alone in your frustration. Just read it again, follow the

step and you'll soon have it sussed.

As you walk into the room with ail of

the pictures on the wall, have a look at

the ones with numbers already next to

them, and think of limbs

Taurus has four limbs, the scales have

two (arms of justice, geddit?) so now

when you look at the three which you

to fill in, it should be clear

If you still don't get it, then here is the

answer. Sagittarius is six (two arms,

four legs], Taurus is four (all legs) and

Gemini is eight (four for each twin)
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MULTIPLE INGS

There are five different endings to Silent Hill, which you'll get

depending on how you perform in the game. The fifth is a secret

option called Next Fear, which you get by completing the game with

a Good+ rating

The benefit of playing the game thoroughly only becomes apparent as you get to the final stages of the game.
Objects you may not have picked up, or tasks you failed to accomplish, will lead to an all-new [kind of] Silent Hill.

When you visit the hospital for the first time, remember to pick up a

plastic bottle in the kitchen and use that to scoop up the liquid

behind the desk in the director's room. We won't tell you what it's

for, but ifs VERY important

There is a Channeling stone.
Take it?

To get the secret ending you need to finish the Next Fear mode and

use an item you only get in that, called the channelling stone. You

then need to use this at five locations to give you the final and

complete ending

EXTRA Once you finish the game, you're given a screen detailing everything you've done throughout; the amount of kills with

weapons and saves used for example. It also gives you a rank, which leads to the discovery of new weapons.

Bad, Bad+, Good and Good+ are the four ranks available, the better

your rank the more additions to your arsenal you'll get. The rock

drill and chainsaw are the first two

You may have found these but the gasoline needed to power them

doesn't become available until you're in Next Fear mode. Even then,

you can only use one of these new items

MAPS
Just a quick one this. The maps are an incredibly helpful and essential piece of kit that you need

to make sure you have at every possible opportunity. Here are a couple of pointers, just in case

you get stuck along the way.

3 SILENT HILL
z -

<r*~K

s3 V MAI1JLSOHY-.

1
1 -* %

uxiEarn

<fc* ml

IRADBl'Kt S*.

The maps are always found right at the start of every If you check the map, it will add arrows and annotations

major level, so look out for them. There's one in the cafe once you've been to certain areas. You can check where

at the start, and one in the reception of the hospital you've been and what doors are locked, for example

Also hidden in the game is a katana and hyper blaster and getting

those is REALLY tough. We think it's something to do with the

amount of saves, but don't take our word for it

WHAT WE THOUGHT
FIRST IMPRESSIONS
Having been hyped up as the next

big Resident Evil, to be honest

Silent Hill can only be described as

a let-down. It doesn't better Res Evil

in any way. It looks nice but the

control system lets it down too,

especially the supposed auto aim

which we found wasted more
bullets than ones which actually hit.

NOT EVEN SCARY
There's also the simple fact that

it's in no way scary at all. The
levels are all too similar and the

set piece sections are all too

obvious (like rattling cupboards) to

make any difference. Some of the

conversations between the

characters seem so false it ruins

any tension.

THE VERDICT IS...

There is no doubting that it is a

good game and we recommend
you try it. But when you compare
it to Res Evil as we have

throughout this review, and as

Konami have by billing it as a

horror game, it simply doesn't cut

the mustard. Some people will find

some enjoyment in this game, but

as there isn't as much to do or

here, I'm affraid it leaves you

rather unfulfilled.

IF YOU LIKE THIS TRY THESE
Resident Evil 2, Resident Evil:

Directors Cut, Overblood
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www.playstaiion-europe.com/ape-escape

DO NOT UNDERESTIMATE THE POWER OF PLAYSTATION

'The best platformer yet.
7

Official PlayStation Magazine.

Rent Ape Escape at BlockBuster for just £1.

TRY
BlOCKBtf*

YOU BUY

reser«& and PlayStation are registered trademarks of Sony Computer Entertainment Inc. Ape Escape & « 1999 Sony Computer Entertainment Inc.

,

Developed by Sony Computer Entertainment Inc. Published by Sony Computer Entertainment Europe. 'DUAL SHOCK' is a trademark of Sony Computer Entertainment Inc.
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Time-travelling monkeys have gone on the rampage and someone's gotta catch 'em all

• It
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REVIEWS

TM
PlayStation

COST: £39.99
OUT NOW

MULTIPLAYER: 1-2

COMPATIBLE DUAL SHOCK/
ANALOG PAD/
MEMORY CARD

ith PlayStation being so popular

and enormous amounts of money
being involved in each game
released on it, developers have

become scared of trying out

original ideas. Ape Escape is an exception - a big

budget title from Sony's own designers which uses

tons of new ideas in a good-looking 3D cartoon

style. It's also the first game to be released which

won't work with a standard PlayStation joypad.

Instead, you need at least an Analog Joypad -

preferably a cool Dual Shock. If you're silly enough

to ignore anything which appears even slightly cute,

you're going to miss out on a real kick-ass bit of

monkey magic from Ape Escape.

FUN I
Each level gives you a target number of monkeys to find and catch, though there are always some you can't get to the

first time around. Later on, you'll need to travel back to early stages to get every last ape. Once you've caught a monkey

he's added to your Monkey Book, where you can see every last one's name, statistics and personal information.

Ice age
Icicle Cave

Lara

Monkey level 2

Speed
Attack
Alert

Likes tombs

ch monkey has its own personality and will react differently as

you approach them. The colour of the light on their head shows how

alert they are - when it goes red, there's a chance they'll attack

There are some quite amusingly-named monkeys to find - Spank

(he's losing his sight), Hey-Hey (he's a monkey), etc - and you can

even collect Posh's Spicey buddies if you search hard enough

CONTROL YOURSELF
Ape Escape is the first PlayStation game to only work with the Analog and Dual

Shock joypads and. as such, has an unusual control system. Here's a guide to

the basic skills you'll need to learn early on in your quest.

lb move Spike around, push the left stick

w whatever direction you want to go. The

right stick controls your selected item

Pushing the left stick down makes Spike

crawl, letting him sneak up on monkeys.

Hold the right stick simultaneously to hide

You can assign up to four items at once to

any of the four main buttons, letting you

switch between them at any time
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GO GO
As you work through the game, your professor friend develops new pieces of technology which will

help you in your quest to capture all the escaped monkeys. You can switch between these gadgets
at any time during the game, and will often need to use a combination to get the trickier apes

SIM ROD: This standard lightsaber look-alike is

used for destroying enemies or stunning monkeys

for a few seconds. Always keep it handy

RC CAR: Being small, it can be driven through tiny

gaps. Use it to collect distant items, destroy

enemies or round up scared monkeys

MONKEY RADAR: Scan the area to locate any

monkeys, then use the long-distance camera to

see their statistics and what they're up to

HULA-HOOP: Spin the right stick quickly to start

hula-hooping, letting you run quickly and damage

enemies simply by touching them

FREE AMES INCLUDED On most stages there are hidden bonus icons to collect, which you can use to open up extra bonus
games from the main base. These games are very different to the usual levels and provide a brilliant

break from the ape-collecting action. Each one even has its own title screen and set of options.

OU. USA

ii. J

«

L*LM«i/ji

SQ C3®

BEKL9C3©
n«ni.

^Bfi3GD(S

There are a number of bonus icons on most stages, some of which

are deviously hidden. Once you've been given a few new gadgets,

ifs often worth returning to earlier levels to search for bonuses

The Ski Kids bonus game can be played once you collect ten bonus

icons. Use the analogue sticks to control each of your rocket skis

separately, trying to win on each of the three racecourses

Specter Boning sees you take control of a monkey in a boxing

tournament, with each analogue stick controlling one of your ape's

arms. Random swinging will get you nowhere - it's all about timing

'A real kick-ass bit of monkey magic

'

WHAT WE THOUGHT

CONTROLS... CONTD
Water plays quite a big part in many stages throughout the game (especially the Jungle River

section) so learning how to swim is very important. And whatever you do, don't forget to keep
an eye on your air gauge in the top-right corner of the screen, otherwise you'll drown.

Holding the R1 button makes your mini engine power

you along underwater, while pushing the left stick down

makes you dive. Push the right stick to fire monkey nets

At times you need to avoid going in the water (like when

you're near this giant electric sea monster), so you must

use a rowing boat. Rotate the sticks to move the oars

MONKEYS ARE FUNNY
Ape Escape is very light-hearted,

with amusing set-pieces and
comedy monkey names to keep

you smiling even when you can't

catch that last damn dirty ape.

CLEVER CONTROLS
The Dual Shock-only controls

work brilliantly once you get used
to them. Being able to move and

use items independently makes a

lot of sense, and means you

must learn different skills for

different items - rotating the

sticks to 'row' the oars of a boat

is an excellent idea.

LOADS TO DO
The game eases you into the

action nicely and teaches you all

the skills you'll need on the way.

Once you've finished all the

stages (and there are tons to get

through) there's still lots to do,

with extra monkeys and bonus

icons to find. The bonus games
are more than quickly knocked-up

afterthoughts, and provide many
more hours of fun. Though it's

frustrating in places, Ape Escape
is a game which will appeal to all

kinds of people - it even provides

just the kind of challenge really

experienced game players have

been crying out for.

computer and video

•***
IF YOU LIKE THIS TRY THESE...

Abe's Exoddus, Jumping Flash 2
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Everything you need for the coming month

28th July

3rd
August

uiy 23rd-25fch July

OMEGA
BOOST
Float your way
through space with a

jet-pack on your back

and blow everything

up that gets in your

way. Out today on

PlayStation. £34.99.

J ^

ouu i i_juiy|

The world's largest extreme

sports participation event.

20 sports, two-day music
festival, camping. Try new
sports out for yourself.

Donnington Park, Derby. Call

0990 344 444.

www.xsclub.com

NATIONAL ADVENTURE

,
.SPORTS WEEKENDER

' S/r~) '^ feature skateboarding, inline, windsurfing,

snowboarding pro display, bunjee, BMX, stunt

>A tnam and loads more including a 28ft ejection

^^^^^^B seat. 200 exhibitors with all types of gear to

yC^ sell. At the Royal Bath and West Showground.

// Day ticket: £8.50, weekend including camping

J L
-v £13.50. Credit card hotline: 0115 912 9000.

/ \ www.globaledl.com

30th July

AUSTIN POWERS 2:
THE SPYWHO SHAGGED ME
Fed up with everyone still going on about

Star Wars. Go to see Mike Myer's latest

comedy today - it's probably the funniest

thing you'll see this year

"7th August
computer video

7th-22n

Ray Dreamcast for free. See
page 12. Gateshead: HMV,
Cameron Walk, Metro Cert

Newcastle: HMV. 56
3Tthumberland Street

ALTON TO
SUMMER SPEC
To add to the normal

attractions, there will be a

free action-packed show,

every day in the evening,

with jet bikes, motorboats.

and microlites. Call 0990
204060.
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WORDS: MATT HOWELL PICS: VARIOUS ...WHERE TO FIND IT

7th August

ON THE BOX
Gamers on ITU, 12.30am and

Sky throughout the weekend.

Pokemon on Sky, Sam. Every

day during the week, 8am.

th July

R-TYPE OX
Diet-sized version of a classic

shooter, on Game Boy Color

"

1 "7th July

I ON THE BOX
The best

thing on

Game Boy

Color so

far in '99

Gamers on ITU, 12.30am and

Sky throughout the weekend.

Pokemon on Sky, Sam. Every

day during the week, 8am.

DISNEY CHANNEL

KIDS AWARDS
1 2 live tour dates around the country,

from Glasgow to Bournemouth. Live

music, games and prizes. Vote for

your fave band and TV program, etc.

Cost £7.50 (call 0870 1200140).

www.disney. co.uk/disneychannel

uiy

CROC 2 31 st July

ON THE BOX
Gamers on Sky throughout

the weekend. Pokemon on

Sky, 9am. Every day during

the week, 8am.

1 "7h July
computer and video

page 12 for full details. Let

HMV. 1 Victoria Walk.

Headrow Centre. Be there and

play Sega Rally 2, first.

24th July

ON THE BOX
Gamers on Sky (Rapture TV)

throughout the weekend.

Pokemon on Sky, 9am. Every

day during the week, 8am.

Play Dreamcast for free. See

page 1 2 for full details.

Aberdeen: HMV, 11-12 Union

Bridge. Glasgow: HMV, Unit 5-

6 Lewis's Building, Argyle J
Croc 2 should have been in

the shops four weeks back,

but it was delayed. Fingers

crossed for today, it should be

there right now. Reviewed

Issue 212. £39.99.

3th-13th

ECLIPSE
FESTIVAL
Happy Mondays and

808 State plus loads

of DJs including

Danny Rampling,

Paul Oakenfold, and

Judge Jules will be

playing. Call 0161
832 1 1 1 1

.

1 1 th August

Turn to page 1 01 now for the

full low-down on the next issue

of Computer and Video Games.
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THE BEST EVER...

When you've been out in the sun all day playing

footie/cricket/swingball/whatever and have a

serious ice pole-induced headache, move indoors

with some mates for a bit of multiplayer gaming. Here are
ten of the best for whiling away those long summer evenings,

INTERNATIONAL
TRACK& HELD
PlayStation £19.99

'0 J *

NUMBER OF PLAYERS
With a Multitap, four people can

play at once. You take it in turns

for some events, and all play at

once in others.

WHAT DO I HAVE TO DO?
Compete in 11 events, trying to

win as many medals as possible.

Crazily fast button-tapping skills

and perfect timing are needed if

you're going to break world

records here.

HOW COMPETITIVE?
The eight seconds or so of the

1 00 Metres is some of the most
competitive gaming time you'll

ever spend.

SATISFACTION GUARANTEED
Watching a friend grimacing and

gurning like a loon as they

concentrate intently on bashing

the buttons as quickly as possible.

SATURN VL, •^ NUMBER OF PLAYER
1% Up to five people crBOMBERMAM\J[TSaturn I
[ P'ay with one

(PlayStation, 1 Lm Saturn Multitap

PC, Mega 1
' ^ but if you've got

Drive, J^ ™ enough pads ai

Super NES, [ ^ r-^L friends you can
Nintendo 64 x_ _,\^A^^ get 1 people
variations also 4 mS^ playing on a special

available) M miniature level.

£19.99 1 M WHAT DO 1 HAVE TO DO?
Hudsor

/ up all the other players.

Power-ups give you more J
srful bombs, and kangaroo-

Louies give you extra skills.

'COMPETITIVE?
action can get extremely

c, and personal grudges w
soon develop between players

i keep running into one

SUPER MARIO KART
Super NES (N64 varia-

tion available) £19.99

i ' OQ CO OQ

«-:*

ir% D&

jr..

NUMBER OF PLAYERS
The Super NES version allows two
people to play at once, but

'winner stays on' matches with a

gang of friends are always

brilliant. Up to four can play

Mario Kart 64.

WHAT DO I HAVE TO DO?
Drive your go-kart around

the circuits, picking up

weapons to help you

MICRO MACHINES V3
PlayStation, N64, PC
(and more) £19.99

iii-:

OF PLAY-

ERS
There are

modes
designed f»

one, two,

four or

even ei

WORMS
PC CD-ROM, Saturn,

Super NES, Game Boy,

PlayStation, £19.99

players

once -

NUMBER OF PLAYERS
Up to four teams of worms can

compete in one battle and you

can have four people on each
team if you want. You take it in

turns so you only need one

controller, too.

WHAT DO I HAVE TO DO?
Command a team of hardcore

worms in battle, choosing their

positions, weapons and tactics.

COMPUTER AND VIDEO GAMES ISSUE 213

get that first place. In battle

*m* mode, just hit your
'^J opponent three

^w times to burst their

balloons.

HOW COMPETITIVE?
Although it looks cute,

Super Mario Kart is

arguably the greatest

racing game ever.

Master the karts, learn

RKSBuSlJifS

ach joypad a

le same timi

WHAT DO I

VETO Di

ice tiny to

around

.e house and

garden, trying to
\

enough distance

between you and the o1

'

ifci

Make sure you

give them hilarious

names before you

start though.

HOW
COMPETITIVE?
You can get quite

attached to certain

worms, and will

want to exact

vicious revenge on

MULTIPLAYER
RATING
Though some events are

tricky the first time

through, this will soon

become a favourite for

quick multiplayer

sessions. You'll be playing

this one for years to

come.

UARANTE
ipping a friend in a corner i

two bombs, then watching the

wriggle helplessly until the tirru

run out and blow them to piei

MULTIPLAYER RATING
The Saturn-only ten-player mo
is a novelty not many people v

to experience, but things i

as fun with four players.

the circuits, then settle down for

a lifetime of intense competition.

SATISFACTION GUARANTEED
Getting a turbo mushroom
towards the end of the Luigi

Circuit race, then using it to

make the tricky shortcut, stealing

first place right at the line.

MULTIPLAYER RATING
Super Mario Kart is the best

multiplayer racing game in the

SPffflFH n.i>.eyg
screen.

HOW COMPETITIVE?
iod players will be able to rai

;k-and-neck for ages and th

. plenty of opportunities for

'ng dirty tricks to knock peo
their line and out of the ra<

TISFACTION GUARANTE
lile riding a sponge raft acr

link, knock all the other players

i.V«',./

anyone who dares

kill your favourite. It

may be slow-paced,

but Worms is

certainly intense.

SATISFACTION
GUARANTEED
Placing a grenade

perfectly so that it

hits your

opponent's prize

i. r

ft fi i!

ms Ib»hb

T
your time runs out

world. Mario Kart

64s four-player

mode is fun, but

not on the same
kind of scale.

ing your horn all the way
MULTIPLAYER RATING

le variety of courses and
hides means you'll never get

id of the Micro Machines
mes [Micro Machines 2 on

ga Drive is the best of the lot,

s it has two extra joypad ports

the game cartridge itself].

worm, knocking him squealing

down a hill (hitting four mines on

the way) to his comedy death.

MULTIPLAYER RATING
Worms' sense of humour is

painfully tragic, but ignore the lack

of style and you'll have a fantastic

time. Four people can play with

just the one controller if you

want, too - great if you're poor.



THE BEST EVER

MULTIPLAYER RATING
We've awarded each of these games a

number of smiley faces to indicate just how
great they are in multiplayer mode, rather

than give them an overall rating. The more
happy people you see with a game, the more
fun you and your mates are likely to have if

you have a multiplayer session on it. But we
recommend you check all these out anyway.

UMML&

wVvVaVAVAV Get evepyone round, this is the absolute business

As mutliplayers go, you and your friends will enjoy it

Good, but there is better out there worthy of your time

(*Jy(V) Your mates won't thank you for wasting their afternoon

(••) Forget it, you're better of playing with yourself...

QUAKE
PC CD-ROM (N64 and
Saturn variations also

available) £19.99

&i

y&
-"

STREET
FIGHTER
ALPHA 3
PlayStation,

Arcade,

Dreamcast
(many other

variations

also

available)

£44.99

GOLDENEYE
Nintendo 64
£49.99

NUMBER OF PLAYERS
There's no limit if you're playing on

the internet. Some stages are

perfectly designed for just two

people, while others cater for

over a hundred at once.

WHAT DO I HAVE TO DO?
Kill everyone else. Pick up some
guns, some armour, and blow

whatever you can out of everyone

else more times than they do

NUMBER OF PLAYERS
' Two people go head-to-head

L at once, but the Street

^Fighter series is known
^ for its 'winner stays on'

brilliance. Even watching

other people play is fun.

WHAT DO I HAVE TO DO?
In a best-of-three rounds

fight, knock out your

opponent with special

ISS PRO '98

PlayStation (Nintendo

64 variation available)

£44.99

iL f*n*ts*

1 1

. A^n*

NUMBER OF PLAYERS
Four people can play at once,

either all against one another, in

pairs, or (in some game modes)
with three players ganging up on

one poor soul.

WHAT DO I HAVE TO DO?
At its most basic level - shoot

everyone else. There are loads of

variations on the normal

deathmatches, including

NUMBER OF
PLAYERS
ISS Pro 98 on

PlayStation only lets

two people play at

once, unfortunately,

but the Nintendo

64 games [ISS 64
and ISS '99] allow

up to four to

compete at a tirr
PlayStation

you. Pure, simple

gameplay.

HOW
COMPETITIVE?
Some people take

Quake a bit too

seriously, but with

almost unlimited

scope for learning

new techniques there's a

hell of a lot to play for. Making

and attack combinations.

COMPETITIVE?
Street Fighter 2 changed fightini

games forever, and the series

has improved massively since. It's

"T, has more characters,

moves and more scope fc

inning - with style!

TTiSFACTION GUARANTEED
.ishing someone with a massiv

-hit Super Combo. Or finishing

favourites like Capture The Flag.

HOW COMPETITIVE?
Shooting friends is always going

to bring out your competitive side

- especially if you're playing with

One-Hit Kills mode on.

SATISFACTION GUARANTEED
Following someone around the

level for ages, then shooting them

the split-second they turn round

and see you standing there.

I HA
TO DO?
It's a football gam
- you kick the ball

into the opposing

goal more times

than they kick it ir

yours. This is a

revolutionary idea.
mm

[tiM

3i\ PETITTVE?

NHL 99 NUMBER OF PLAYERS hundred miles an hour. And beat

PlayStation, PC CD- With a Multitap, up to four people the flaming heck out of all

ROM (Mega Drive and can play at once. Because there opposing players on the way.

Super NES variations aren't so many people on an ice HOW COMPETITIVE?
also available) hockey team, you don't need to Because it's possible to smack
£44.99 change players as often as in into other players and even start

other sports games. fights, the temptation is always

WHAT DO 1 HAVE TO DO? there when you get frustrated.

Speed around on the ice, trying Real-life physical violence between
to slam a solid disc past a heavily- angry players is also possible.

armoured goaltender at over a SATISFACTION GUARANTEED

\, .^^ other players scream will bring a smile to even a

w \»^ with frustration is

jt very entertaining.

pacifist's face.

MULTIPLAYER RATING

^_ W SATISFACTION Because Quake is such a simple

^B j££ GUARANTEED yet perfectiy-tuned game, players'

1 ^^A ' Collecting the personalities show through inf Quad Damage their playing styles. Even over the

W and wiping out ten internet, this is the most personal

^r players in as many and skilful multiplayer game in the

^^^seconds. The gurgling history of the world.

1 noises and flying torso chunks ©©©©©
T ,ti with an Alpha Counter. Or

l finishing them with an

oyingly-weak jab to the shins

ILTIPLAYER RATING
If two closely-matched people ar

"ing, Street Fighter sessions

go on for hours and hours

hours - and be fantastic fur

°very second. Everyone shoi

. at least one Street Fightei

-a Street Fighter fa*

MULTIPLAYER RATING
On a small TV the four-player

split-screen graphics are a bit

fuzzy and awkward to see, but

with so many options and

characters to play with you won't

get bored. Even if you tire of the

standard game modes it's easy to

invent your own rules for special

comedy deathmatches.

ke just aoouc anyone

ntaneously run round the I
m, shouting and screaming in

the face of the other player. So,

- it's fairly competitive. L
SFACTION GUARANTEE!
iig your star forward make
kery of the other team's

mce, then chip the ball over

advancing keeper's head

Winding up your opponent's star

player until he starts a fight, then

handing him the beating of his life

so he has to lie dribbling in

hospital for the rest of the game.

MULTIPLAYER RATING
The high-speed, violent yet skilful

action means match-ups can get

extremely heated. Great if you've

got a point to prove.

Pawl
PLAYER

.' doesn t

flashiness of
" er footie

ames, but r

is better

n them all.

Go on - hit him! Harder! Go for the eyes
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PAY LESS

1

%
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Want to know where the cheapest deals

on the best games are? We've done the

work for you, welcome to bargain city

WORDS: PAUL DAVIES PHOTOS: GUS GREGORY

This is officially your best opportunity to buy games. In fact it's

even better than that, since if you know where to shop you can

pick up a console for little more than the cost of a full-price

game. Double bargain.

This month Computer and Video Games checked out major stores

up and down the land to hit on the best deals around. We have

highlighted options that we think would suit most people's tastes.

Though you should also read through the small lists we've made of

games we personally think are a steal. Go for it.

WHAT? A NEW CONSOLE FOR £50
First up it's worth considering the other machine. Don't tell us you've never

thought of buying into what the opposition is offering, there have been too

many great games on only Nintendo or PlayStation not to. Here's what we
consider to be the best deals on consoles.

NINTENDO 64 PLAYSTATION

SLIMLINE OPTION
£49.99 at MVC
This was the deal that struck us

right between the eyes. We
seriously recommend you choose

this option next time you have 50
notes to spend on yourself.

Available while stocks last.

BEST FOR VALUE
£99.97 at Comet
Comes with Mario 64 or

Goldeneye plus any Pick and

Mix game
You're getting one game for minus

two pence - the Official Nintendo

Hardware Pack is normally

£99.99 and only includes Mario

64 or Goldeneye.

BEST FOR QUALITY
£134.98 at HMV
Hardware Pack, plus any game
costing £34.99 or more. You

get a a free Player's Choice

game of your choice

This one is for treasure hunters

who want to make sure they get

only the blockbusters.

SLIMLINE OPTION
£89.99 at Computer Exchange

You can secure a Dual Shock pack

from Computer Exchange by mail

order. At £89.99, it's a bargain.

SOME BAGGAGE
£99.99 at Blockbuster

The machine is full price but you

get £50 of rental vouchers, which

is a fantastic deal.

BEST FOR VALUE
£119 at Comet
PlayStation plus two Pick and

Mix games.
Choose from Tomb Raider 3,

World Cup '98, Abe's Exoddus,

and Premier Manager '99.

BEST FOR CHOICE
£134.98
PLAYSTATION PLUS ANY GAME
COSTING £34.99 OR MORE
YOU GET A FREE PLATINUM
GAME OF YOUR CHOICE
You're getting a free Platinum

game, which is a good deal. It's

more costly than Comet, but the

choice of games is yours.
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PLAY GREAT
GAMES AT
POXY PRICES
NINTENDO 64 GAMES
The best time to stock up on N64
games rs when you first buy the

machine, as there aren't so many
bargains when you're just buying

software. After trawling the high

street, the best all round prices

that we could find were at HMV,
who have a special Nintendo 64
campaign starting in July.

BUST A MOVE 2 £17.99
Second in a brilliant series of puzzle

games offers much the same thrills

as Bust a Move 4.

FORSAKEN 64 £19.99
Cool Gua/ce-style game, in which you

fly through 360 degrees to

challenge the enemy.

INTERNATIONAL SUPERSTAR
SOCCER 64 £19.99
There's an updated version out

there but the original plays just as

well in most respects.

TUROK: DINOSAUR
HUNTER £19.99
Brilliant first-person adventure.

Better than the sequel in terms of

drama. And price.

WETRIX £17.99
Great puzzle game that scupid

people have ignored, which has
allowed this bargain price.

WWF WARZONE £22.99
Looks and plays almost the same
as Attitude, minus a few moves and
options. A steal.

PLAYSTATION
The best deals around for

PlayStation are at Our Price and
Virgin. You can pick up two
Platinum games for £30 at

Virgin while Our Price have a
small selection of high-profile

titles at two for £40. Here are
the ones that we think are
stand-out mega deals.

DRIVER £39.99 including-

memory card at Blockbuster
You need a memory card for

PlayStation, no matter what.

So getting one free when you buy

this ace new stunt-driving game
is like getting this brilliant game for

half price.

ABE'S EX ODDUS Two
for £39.99* at Our Price

Second platform game in which

your character talks to others using

a system called Game Speak.

FINAL FANTASY VII Two for

£29.99, Virgin

Epic RPG featuring some of the

best graphics on PlayStation, and a
plot that betters most new
Hollywood releases.

COLIN MCRAE RALLY Two for

£29.99, Virgin

Ranks in the top three PlayStation

racers. It's more realistic than Gran
Turismo, and more exciting.

COMPUTER AND VIDEO GAM

CIVILISATION II

Expand your horizons at a low r

cost. In-depth strategy that will

have you hooked for months.

M
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£39.99
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at Our Price
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SUPER MARIO 64
Challenging, and always wonderful

to look at. Get this even if you own
Banjo Kazooie.

£34.99 E Player's Choice,

or part of HMVs
hardware deal.

RIDGE RACER TYPE 4
Offers the best graphics in the
racing game, supported by

demanding but fun game play, and
a great original sound track

4 £29.99 at Our Price.

HMv
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TOMB RAIDER III

The most outstanding game in

Comet's Pick and Mix. An
essential part of your collection,

Included with Comet's Pick
and Mix deal.
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GOLDEWEYE 007
The reason PlayStation owners
are secretly so jealous of N64.
This game has no equal.

Comes as part of Nintendo's
Hardware Pack, or Comet Pick
and Mix.
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m BODY HARVEST
Huge sci-fi adventure with lots of

puzzle elements included. An
amazing, epic quest.

£19.99 on Platinum.

LYLAT WARS
The best space battle game with

asteroid fields, enemy bases and

immense alien bosses.

PAY LESS

£34.99

*
on Player's Choice,

or part of HMVs
hardware deal.
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Finding the best deals is no

mystery. Resist impulse buying

and take ten minutes instead of

five patrolling the high street. So
get to it. While you're at it,

write and let us know of any

great deals you think Computer
and Video Games readers should

know about. Mail your letters to:

BUY MORE PAY LESS,
Computer and Video Games,
Angel House, 338-346 Goswell

Road, London EC1V 7QP.

/O « «-

TOMB RAIDER II

This series gets better with each
installment. Part II is a great

introduction to Lara though.

£19.99
yt

on Platinum. ^o

niu»iru
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v

PREMIER MANAGER 99
Get this massively popular football

management game as part of

Comet's Pick and Mix.

Included with Comet's Pick

and Mix deal.

WAVE RACE 64
You can almost feel the spray as

you bounce along realistic waves

in this superior racer.

£34.99 on Player's Choice,

or part of HMVs
hardware deal.
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Is something about the world of

video games confusing you? Don't

worry - Computer and Video

Games' team of experts will be able

to sort you out, no matter what

your problem. Send all your gaming

queries to the address at the end.

I've got to the third bomb car in Die Hard with a
Vengeance, the one with the hotdog on top. After

that I can't find the next bomb. Please help me.
Yours sincerely,

David Tagg, Edgware, Middx.

Try out some of these cheat codes to help you find or

skip past the place where you're stuck. Remember, to

use them you need to pause the game and hold R2
while entering the desired code.

Circle, Orcle, Square, Square, Down, Down, X, X =

999 turbos. Left, Circle, Up, Down. Square, Right =

Infinite lives. To deactivate the clock, giving you time to

find the next bomb, use the first controller and pause
the game. Then hold the R2 button and press Right.

Up. Down, Square. Some numbers will appear on
screen, so then you need to hit Start on the second
pad and it will say, 'Hit Triangle to toggle the game
clock.' Now you can press Left or Right on the d-pad of

controller two to skip levels, Circle to advance to the

next bomb and Square to reset the game.

LEGEND OF ZELDA DX
I'm completely stuck on the Game Boy Color

version of Zelda. I can't get the second nightmare
key and I've been trying for weeks. I know I've got
to make the floor pattern the same by putting the
blocks together, but the blocks won't budge. Please
can you help?

Philip Herrod, Alvaston, Derby.

The first game to feature 'Carol Vorderman' as a cheat code

The blocks have nothing to with this puzzle, it's to do
with the order in which you kill the enemies in the
room. Push the blocks so the trapped enemy is

released, and throw the pots at that to kill it. Now use
your sword to kill the bat, and then the final enemy [the
Stalfos) in the room. Once they're all dead, the
nightmare key will appear

WARZ0NE2100

I'm having a spot of aggro on the PC version of

Warzone 2100 and thought you might be able to

help. I'm on Rickies Level 8 where you have to
research the missile launch codes, but I just can't
do it as he keeps on destroying my research
centre. Please help me.

Richard Berry, Birmingham.
Try out these cheats, Richard. First make a shortcut

from your Windows desktop (just right click with the

mouse and you'll see the option] with the command line

'warzone.exe -ImACheatingScallyWag' then use the

following codes in the game.

CTRL + M Skip mission.

CTRL + N Power boost
CTRL + G Reveal all map on radar
CTRL + X Instant research

Carol Vorderman Sound sample
Hallo Mem Schatz Mission skip

Normal Change skill level to normal
Easy Change skill level to easy

Hard Change skill level to hard

ra

GUARANTEED

WINNERS
e cneais we

stumbled across this month on our

travels. Don't forget that if you want to

send in tips, you should head for the

Easy Money pages where you can earn

yourself a tenner for your troubles.
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An additional tip to the mountain of

cheats you have in the Masterclass

elsewhere in the mag. Start a new
game and when you come to enter

your initials, hold Z. Instead of

pressing A to input a letter use the

L button. When doing this, the

letters you are inputting will flash in

the bottom of the screen. Now

enter the name RRDEBUG. While

still holding Z. go highlight end and
hit L. Then enter your initials the

normal way and during any race,

press the start button and press

Left, Down, Right and Up and the

debug menu will appear.

Check out this huge batch of

cheats to make loads more
secret characters selectable.

Once you've won the WWF
Title in Career or Challenge

mode with Normal or

Hard difficulty to get

these wrestlers,

complete it with:

• Al Snow to enable

Head
• Steve Austin to

enable Vince

McMahon
• Triple H to enable

Chyna

• Chyna to enable Test

• Any female created player to

enable Sable

• Any male created player to enable

Shane McMahon
Billy Gunn/X Pac/Road Dogg
to enable Shawn Micheals

> HBK to enable Sgt.

Slaughter

• Undertaker/Kane to

enable Paul Bearer

» D-Lo/Mark Henry to

enable The Godfather

• Goldust to enable

Marc Mero
• Owen Hart/Jeff
Jarrett to enable

Jerry Lawler

• Jerry Lawler to enable

Brian Christopher

Winning the WWF title

as Val Venis will give you
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EXPERT ADVICE

How to make sure you get the best endings fop Silent Hill

BREATH OF FIRE 3

HELP ME! I have reached Space Station Myria and
a part called Eden, where I met Teepo. After I am
separated from my party, I get stuck. There is a

Dragon Statue which says, 'Bow down and pray

before me... I will show you the way when your

heart and mind are one.' I just can't solve this one.

Jaime Palmer, Havant, Hants.

We're not sure which bit exactly you're talking about,

but here is what we think is the answer. If it isn't, write

to us again with a more detailed explanation and we'll

sort it out for you. Talk to the statue, then stand still

and wait until Ryu starts his idle animation. Then talk to

the statue again and it will tell you to go ahead. Don't

bother and instead read the left plaque, then go down
and left - towards the chest. You'll fall into a pit and can

carry on from there.

• Thanks to Fritz Fraundorf for the info.

SILENT HILL

I have recently purchased the import version of

Silent Hill and am stuck on a puzzle. I've read in

places about the different endings and seeing as I

got a Bad rating the first time I played, I was
wondering why this is. I thought I had completed
everything in the game, but obviously not. Can you

shed some light?

Paul McSwegan, Aberdeen.

Warning! Potential game spoilers ahead!!!! As we've

touched on in the review, the key to getting the better

Check out our tips to make your free kicks totally unstoppable

ending is by finding the plastic bottle and the smashed
vial of liquid. The bottle is in the kitchen and the vial is in

the director's office in the normal hospital. Once you've

got that in your possession, you need to throw it at

Cybil at the end of the game to make her human again.

This will give you the good ending, so you can carry on

from there.

ISS PRO '99

Because you keep harping on about this game I

went out and bought it. I have to say that I'm quite

impressed, but there's one aspect I need to

improve on and that taking free kicks. I'm guessing

that someone there has a tactic to help me so can

you spill the beans? Thanks.

Neil Watford, Tyddgote.

Try some of these free kick techniques out:

1

.

If you have a kick that's about 4Q45 yards away,

then there's no point in shooting. Instead, use the Circle

button and chip a 60% power kick into the box. This

should land around the penalty box. One of two things

can happen now. The goalkeeper will either come
rushing out to punch the ball away - so you hit Shoot to

loop it over him into the net. Or, he'll stay on his line and

you need to hit X to cushion a header down to your

striking partner.

2. If you're within shooting range, first make sure you

have a player who's going to curl the ball away from the

keeper. Check your formation before you take the kick

to see who's going to shoot and then just move the ball

onto a player with a different shooting foot. Now move

One of the many tricky sections of Abe's Euoddus gets solved

the player so that you're about a centimetre away from

the post farthest away from the goalie. Now hold Down
on the d-pad and use a three quarter power shot and

it'll lift over the wall and into the top corner.

3. If you still can't manage the shot from a free kick,

simply hit a low pass into the area to find an open man.

If you can get a shot off with him, great, but otherwise

roll it to another man either side who should have more
space. Good free kicks come from lots of practice.

ABE'S EXODDUS

I've just got to the second disc on Abe's Exoddus,

and have become stuck already. I've entered the

Slig barracks and gone through the first path, but

now I'm stuck. There's a Slig patrolling along two
screens, with an electric current active on a

platform above him and a lever to shut it off where

he patrols. On the next screen there's another Slig

who simply turns left and right on the spot right

next to the exit door. Please help.

Duncan Johnson, Solihull.

As far as we can remember, the best way to complete

this section is to wait until the Slig leaves the first

screen, then roll up to the switch. Pull it and roll back

into the shadows you came from and wait for him to

leave again. Now do a running jump onto the ledge

above and go onto the next screen. Now roll from here

off the edge of this ledge, and you'll hang onto the

platform with the door on it. Wait until the Slig under

the ledge is just about the turn away from you. haul

yourself up and then do a running jump onto the ledge.

extra costumes in the female

create a wrestler section, provided

you won in Normal or Hard difficulty

mode. The same applies for

Mankind, but you get more male

costumes. To get more hairstyles

the create section, again finish

the WWF championship but this

time as The Rock. The final tip is to

the No Wimps mode. Finish the

WWF Title using the characters

Faaroq or Bradshaw.

PC CD-ROM
STAR WARS: EPISODE I THE

.iiMjiir d^'- T*

During the game press Backspace,
type the code in the red box. then
hit Enter. Most cheats can be
turned off by entering the code a

second time.

• from above - switches between

top view camera perspective.

• naughty naughty - moves to the

over-the-shoulder camera view.

• perf - toggles wireframe mode
• BOfps - toggles between
displaying 60 and 30 animation

frames per second.

• perfection - makes Obi-Wan or

Qui-Gon Jinn deflect blaster shots

perfectly back to the source.

• slowmo - enables the Super
Slowmo Mode.

• turntables - makes the Jawas in

Mos Espa really big.

• i like to cheat - gives you all the

weapons with full ammo if

applicable. Only works a few times

per game.

• give me life - fills up your health

to 1 00%. Only works 5 times per

game.

• i rule the world - raises the

- .1

difficulty level

• i stink - lowers the difficulty level

• kill me now - drain all your health.

• drop a beat - wobble vision.

• iamqueen - play as the Queen.

• iamquigon - play as Qui-Gon Jinn.

• iamobi - play as Obi-Wan.

• iampanaka - play as Captain

Panaka.

• beyond cinema - wide screen

mode.

SPEED BUSTERS
Enter these codes at the beginning

of a race to activate them.

• fulofit - infinite nitro

• choperview - chopper view in

lower left corner

• tagkiller - bumped racers get

sent back to start line

• notimelim - arcade mode - no

checkpoints

PLAYSTATION
nmnfldn

MARVEL VS STREETFIGHTER
Please don't ring us up and ask if

we have any more cheats for this.

We don't, otherwise we'd print

them. At the main menu press

R1, Circle. Left, Triangle, Triangle

for a cheat menu. For the same
cheat menu on the Japanese

version, quickly press L1. X, Left.

Square and Square on the main

menu screen.

Send all of

your questions

to our new
address below.

If anything
comes through
to the old

Millharbour

address, we
won't get it.

So there.

WHAT YOU
NEED TO
KNOW,
COMPUTER
AND VIDEO
GAMES,
ANGEL
HOUSE,
338-346
GOSWELL
ROAD,
LONDON,
EC1V 7QP
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STAR WARS EPISODE I RACER
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WORDS & SCREENSHOTS: ALEX huh"AlA PHOTOS: MATT BARNES

Make it easy to improve your lap times, find

hidden secrets and unlock all the characters

MASTERCLASS
:*]:: =1 Win it all

T
Ânything related to Star Wars is a closel

guarded secret until the day of release and
Episode I Racer is no exception. So how will

three players who have never seen the game
before get to grips with pods that can travel up

to GOOmph? We found three players, of different

abilities, to discover the answers before

improving their skills and make them all winners.

How good are you?

iree players wanted to practice for a while, ant

then a while longer. For the inexperienced, getting to

grips with this game's controls can be tough. While

the others were still finishing in 1 2th place and

struggling to go in a straight line. Gary was placing

first and starting to roll the pod onto its side to clear

the tighter parts of the course. Richard got better

the longer he played, but was still too slow in the

more twisty parts of circuits. And as for Christian, he

really could do with an extra pair of hands. Three

guys at three different levels; its ume to offer them

some friendly advice.

warn* ^m M
EH

NAMECHRIST1AN
ROBINSON

AGE: 18
LIVES: PETERBOROUGH
CURRENT FAVE GAMES:
FIFA '99, TEKKEN 3

Christian's our beginner

for the day. He hasn't

had much experience

with racing games, so

we'll need to pull out all

the stops to improve his

lap times.

NAME RICHARD COLES
AGE: 18
LIVES: YAXLEY
CURRENT FAVE GAMES:
TOMB RAIDER 3,

FIFA '99

We're in Richard's

house, so we'll treat

him with respect, being

a fan of Gran Turismo

we reckon it'll be easy

to get results from this

intermediate player.

NAME:GARY NORMAN
AGE: 18
LIVES: PETERBOROUGH
CURRENT FAVE GAMES:
1080°, FIFA 99

Gary wants to be a

policeman, but we won't

hold it against him. He
owns a Nintendo and is

used to the tricky

controls of 1080°,

which makes him (

expert for the dai
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STAR WARS EPISODE I RACER
Christian has trouble going in a straight line

Of the six

racers on offer

at the beginning

of the game, it's

best to pick

Anakin. The
small size of his

Pod makes it

easier for you
to negotiate

tight sections of

the course and
squeeze

through small

gaps. The stats

for the Pods
are pretty even,

so you won't
have to worry
about upgrades

KEEPING IT SIMPLE
Christian needs alf-round help, so

we'll start by limiting him to only

essential controls needed to play

the game: the control stick and the

A button to accelerate. Christian's

first lesson is to hold up on the

stick, this allows the pod to go

slightly faster and, funnily enough,

makes your Pod go in a straight

line. Perhaps being a PlayStation

fan he's not used to the N64's pad

or analogue controls.

So, its off to the Boonta Training

Course, always holding up and

slowly turning left or right, but not

turning the stick to the side.

Instead, pointing it at 45° angles,

top left or top right. After a few

laps, he learns to push the stick

further left or right for the tighter

turns whilst on gradual curves

keeps the stick as far forward as

possible. The reason for this

becomes apparent later, so it's a

good idea to get into the habit now.

MAP READING
This diet of controls improves

Christian's stability after 10 mins,

so what's his next problem? "I

haven't a clue what's going on,

some tracks are hard to see."

It's time to learn about the map
which sits nicely on the right of the

screen. It's there for a reason; and

until you learn each course it's a

good idea to make use of it. The
simplest tip is to find the best time

to use it, although in a game as

fast as this where corners occur in

the blink of an eye that can be

difficult. Christian's advised to

glance quickly at the map after

Start things simply by choosing Anakin

each corner, setting him up for the

next one. Then he'll know which

side of the track it'll appear on.

On straights, especially long

ones, youVe got more time but

knowing where a corner is in

advance, plus its severity, is the key

to beating this game. Especially as

the length of each race, and circuit,

can play havoc with your

concentration levels.

BOOST IT

The next area to learn is the right

time to boost. Now that Christian is

making better use of the map, this

shouldn't be a problem. He's also

holding up on the stick as often as

THE INTERMEDIATE Still struggling? You need to upgrade your Pod

[ THE PLAN I

Intermediate

players like

Richard shoulc I

have a fair

understanding

of the basic

controls and be

able to finish

towards the

front of the

pack. The next y

set of tips

should get you

winning races,

and improving

your Pod.

USE THE TRUGUTS
Once you've placed well in a couple

of races and have won some
Truguts for your efforts, you'll want
to improve your Pod. The first thing

you should think about is buying a

bunch of Pit Droids.

This will allow you to fix your craft

if it takes a couple of knocks during

a race. Once you've bought them
and your engines are looking tired,

hold down the right shoulder button

during a race to fix any damage.
Repairing your ship while on the

move limits you top speed, so it's

best to use it on corners and not

on fast straights. That is, if you

want to win.

DEALING WITH WATTO
Richard found the buying of

different parts from Watto's shop

and junkyard quite confusing, "It's

difficult to understand the upgrades

and I'm not sure what bits to buy."

Like everything, it's easy when you

know how. Try taking the six

different pods available at the start

of the game for a spin in practice

mode. After a couple of laps with

each of them you should discover

how traction, turning and the rest

affect the handling of your Pod.

Anakin, Ody Mandrell and Ebe
Endocoot all have fairly decent

Pods, while the others have serious

flaws and Dud Bolt really is poor.

From this test it's pretty clear

what each statistic means. Each

Pod has different abilities and
depending on who you're racing

means you need to improve certain

sections of your Pod before others.

On the beginner tracks you won't

need to worry about acceleration or

top speed, as the opponents here

are easy to beat. Concentrate

instead on cooling - which is handy
for using the boost for longer - and

turning, which is essential in any
racing game.

NO BRAKES
As the courses get tougher, and
your ship gets faster with your

winnings, you might find yourself

reaching for that brake button - but

don't just yet. You can also reduce

your speed by holding down on the

control stick, and. as you only need

99"The opponents here are easy to beat
Gary wants to finish the game as fast as possible

WIN MORE TRUGUTS
Before each race you can select

how much money you can win by

altering the winnings menu. There

are three options: Fair. Skilled and

Winner Takes All. We advise Gary

to select the latter, even though

he'll have to place first to win the

cash, Any experienced player

should be able to place first on all

the courses in the beginner mode
at first attempt, which allows you to

buy better parts for your Pod.

LOTS MORE PODS
The six Pods available at the start

of the game aren't the only ones on

offer. If you break the track records

you can win extra racers, with

improved abilities. The following are

the hidden racers, where to find

them and the times to beat.

• ALDAR BEEDO
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iary

problem winning

races. As soon
as he picks the

game up for the

first time he

has a fair idea

of what he's

doing and
needs little

advice on
techniques to

learn. Instead,

we're going to

show him how
to unlock all the

secret Pods and
how to play

dirty. Welcome
to the dark
side, Gary.

Hie.430 Al X J.t.Rt? *i *

$0 k#*
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Select Winner Takes All to get Truguts

fU. flAlk. -*~rf/l7J
TIM* PO<

Collect the rest - like the fast Fud Sang 1

LA"

Beedo's Wild Ride

Amateur Circuit

Lap Time: 01:02:986
Race Time: 03:16:697
CLEGG HOLDFAST
Aquilaris Classic

Amateur Circuit

Lap Time: 01:04:700
Race Time: 03:16:926
TEEMTO PAGAUES

Mon Gazza Speedway
Amateur Circuit

Lap Time: 00:16:072
Race Time: 00:52:081
MARSGUO
Spice Mine Run
Amateur Circuit

Lap Time: 01:29:470
Race Time: 04:30:880
FUD SANG

Bullseye Nauior has a really skinny ship

Vengeance

Amateur Circuit

Lap Time: 01:16:880
Race Time: 03:51:921
SLIDE PARAMITA
AP Centrum
Invitational Circuit

Lap Time: 00:58:410
Race Time: 03:03:260
BOZZIE BARANTA



STAR WARS EPISODE i RACER MASTERCLASS
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The action looks a lot faster in this uiew

possible, so the opportunity to use

the boost is always there. You can

boost whenever the yellow light is lit

on the thrust meter, activate the

boost by quickly releasing the

accelerate button and then press

and hold it again. The thrust meter

will go red and your Pod will

accelerate quickly.

The yellow bulb is lit, it's time to boost

Keep an eye on the acceleration

bar, as your Pod speeds away as

the engines will start to heat up and

you'll have to switch off the boost

before they explode. Do this by

releasing the A button, pressing B
or smashing into a wall or opponent

hard enough. For starters, limit

your boosting to long straight

Release the A button before you ouerheat

sections until familiarity with the

tracks and advanced controls allows

you to use boost in other sections.

STILL IMPOSSIBLE?
If you're still having problems, what
can you do? How about a cheat to

make your Pod invincible? It will stop

you crashing, and losing vital places,

It's the Great Gonzo, or... uue mean VUatto!

to slow down on corners, it means
you can control everything using the

stick. Hold down and either left or

right at a 45° angle, moving the

stick wider to the left or right

depending on the corner. This

technique can be the difference

between taking a corner properly

and smashing into a wall and losing

vital seconds. So now's a good time

to learn how to use it properly.

SIDE TO SIDE
The next tip is brought on by

Richard finding the urge to push his

Pod faster and faster. It's the roll

button and is designed to be used

to get through narrow sections of

Tilt the pod to negotiate narrow sections

the course. Use the roll by pressing

either the Left or Right yellow

buttons on the pad, this allows you

to take a more direct route on

some courses. It's not without an

element of risk though as Richard

soon learns, "I try to use the roll

button, but I keep messing up." He's

not an expert yet.

Abyss

invitational Circuit

Lap Time: 01:02:639
Race Time: 03:12:934
BEN QUADINAROS
Inferno

Invitational Circuit

Lap Time: 00:59:549
Race Time: 03:04:160
RATTS TYRELL
Howler Gorge

SemiPro Circuit

Lap Time: 01:31:370
Race Time: 04:48:510
BULLSEYE NAVIOR
Sunken City

SemiPro Circuit

Lap Time: 01:52:620
Race Time: 05:43:101
ARK BUMPY ROOSE
Bumpy s Breakers

SemiPro Circuit

Lap Time: 02:09:358

Race Time: 06:47:380
WAN SANDAGE
Scrapper's Run
SemiPro Circuit

Lap Time: 00:44:904
Race Time: 02:23:978
NEVAKEE
Baroo Coast

SemiPro Circuit

Lap Time: 01:38:300
Race Time: 04:59:640
BOLES ROOR
Zugga Challenge

SemiPro Circuit

Lap Time: 02:01:261
Race Time: 06:10:897
MAWHONIC
Andobi Mtn. Run
Galactic Circuit

Lap Time: 01:39:309
Race Time: 05:05:648
TOY DAMPNER
Executioner

Galactic Circuit

Lap Time: 00:31:540
Race Time: 04:42:310

• SEBULBA
The Boonta Classic

Galactic Circuit

Lap Time: 02:04:210
Race Time: 06:20:012

There are two more characters

hidden in the game but you'll need

to enter a code to play as them.

The first is Jinn Reeso, but you have

to unlock Mars Guo before you can

use him. To get Jinn select an

empty game file, and while holding

down the Z button enter the letters

RRJINNRE with the left shoulder

button. Once you've entered the

name, highlight End and press L.

The final character is Cy Yunga.

but you can only use the code on

you have Jinn Reeso. Enter the

code in the same way as Jinn

Christian, he only smiles when he's crashing, smiles when he's crashing

Richard, uses a thighmaster to improve his playing posture. No really!
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P THE BEGINNER ^ all else fails, why not cheat?

Enter the cheat code, then turn it on

but you can stilt hit objects that will

drop your speed and have engine

fires. To be invincible, select an

empty game save, and keep holding

the Z button while you select the

following letters with the L shoulder

ii o <m
Now bash your Pod without any worries

button, RRJABBA. When you've

finished, press End, using the L
button to choose it and then enter

a name in the usual way, When a

race begins, press Start to pause
the game and with the d-pad press

Left. Down, Right and Up. this will

make the cheat menu selectable.

Scroll down to it and turn the

Invincibility cheat on.

ANY BETTER?
It doesnt take long for Christian to

use these techniques to their fullest;

his next step to the winner's circle

should be to start learning the

courses. After being thrown in at

the deep end what does he think of

the game? "It's great, the graphics

are good, but the controls are

tough to begin with and the narrow
sections of the courses are difficult.

You can miss boosts because you're

paying too much attention to the

track and upcoming bends."

"Learn the right time to boost 33

Richard's brother Robert has .1 go, and is faster Hum eweryone else "I H^' IJHi'TT ^RR^lSv'JIA! Watto doesn't sell him junk anymore

w* in>
..;<

smashed into you while you're

jumping makes you plummet to the
ground. Not good.

Upset, our contestants decide to take the law into their own hands Jumping is easy, try boosting in mid-air

There's another button to learn

as well, it's the Z. You can use it

your advantage to slide the back of

the pod around corners. It's a fast

technique which will help you and
also looks pretty cool. However, it's

not an essential control and, for

now. you can do just as well without

it if you find it too difficult.

Robert is taught a lesson in beating his older brother at a game

And a good wedgie to finish the day on a high (pitched squeal)

Want some help with a game? Give us a call or

drop us a line, tell us what you want and we'll

send the boys round. You might get to appear on
these very pages. Write to: Masterclass,

Computer and Video Games, Angel House, 338-

346 Goswefl Road, London, EC1V 7QP.

Resso's, the code you need is

RRCYYUN, then highlight End and
press the left shift button, then A.

DUAL CONTROL MODE
If you've seen the movie, you'll know
that the racers control the pods

Richard still needs a bit more practice

JUMPING GAPS
Richard is soon racing easily around
the basic courses and is ready for

the final technique - how to jump
large gaps. When you approach

one, hold back on the control stick

which makes you jump higher,

putting you out of reach of other

Pods. It's handy, because being

Only a few more to collect

with two sets of levers. You can
recreate this method by using two

pads. Select an empty game file and
enter RRDUAL while holding down
the Z button, and selecting the

buttons with the L button. When
you've finished select End, press L,

then enter your name in the normal

way Your two pads should be
plugged into the first and third ports

on the console; push forward on
both sticks to accelerate, pull back

to steer, and press Z to boost.

PLAYING DIRTY
Gary doesn't need any

encouragement to try this out. Get
a bigger Pod and you'll be able to

smash smaller opponents into the

walls and out of contention. They

ANY
Richard has got the instincts of a

racer, but lacked some techniques

to get him to the front of the pack.

After a couple of hours was soon
getting used to the new controls

and even experimenting with some
different Pods.

With comments like, "I can tell

this one's not as responsive," he's

definitely on the right track, but

what does he think of the

experience? "I'm surprised how fast

it is, especially on the tighter tracks.

It takes time to learn but the

controls work really well and the

upgrades allow you to keep

improving your lap times."

do it to you, so why not give some
back?" said Gary. The only weapons
in the game comes when you unlock

Sebulba. Then, if you double tap the

R button you can use his flamejet -

use it to set opponents' on fire.

ANY BETTER?
For Gary it wasn't a question of

getting better but of completing the

game as fast as possible. With the

information of how to unlock the

other racers he's well on his way to

finishing the game, plus finding new
ways to shave seconds off those lap

times. 'The controls for the game
are really nice, just right, they allow

you to really exploit the courses. I'm

not going to stop playing until I've

found all the characters,

"

opponents' engines on fire
33
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computer and video

We've improved Computer and Video

Games, given it more pages, more

colour, made it easier to use and filled it

with the very best games information.

What else could we offer you. .

.

RED TO YOUR DOOR
Yep, we'll even bring the magazine right to your door every month. Now
you don't even have to visit the newsagent.

BEFORE ITS IN THE SHOPS
In most cases you'll get Computer and Video Games before it's on the

shelves. Which means you get the best games information and reviews

before everyone else.

AT A BARGAIN PRICE
We'll do all this and its only going to cost you £18. That's a year's worth

of the world's original games mag for less than the price of a single

Platinum game.

AS EASY AS ONE, TWO, THREE
There are three easy steps to a hassle-free life...

cide you want to take up our subscription offer.

the coupon in. include payment and send it off to the address

- you can pay by credit card if you prefer.

Sit back and feel smug in the knowledge you'll have your copy of

• and Video Games delivered to your door, before everyone else.

Simply fill in this coupon and return with payment to: Computer
and Video Games, Magazine Subscriptions, Lathkill Street,

Market Harborough, Leicester LE87 4PA.

UK 12 months £18.00 Air Europe £33.00 World Air £53.00

I wish to subscribe to Computer and Video Games for one year. I enclose a cheque/postal
order made payable Emap Active Ltd for

Please debit my Access/Visa/Mastercard

Expiry date:

Signature:

Date:

Source Code

Offer Code

CB01

Blu

Offer ends 11th

August 1999

Credit Card Hotline 01858 438 82

NAME

ADDRESS

POSTCODE

TELEPHONE

DATE OF BIRTH

SIGNED
(Parents or guardians signature if under 1 8 years)

If you would prefer not to receive further offers/information from Emap

Active please tick box

All subscriptions will be processed as quickly as possible. Please allow 28 days for order to be

processed after which you will receive the first available issue.

Lines are open from 8.30am to 9pm Monday to Friday and 10am to

4nm Saturdau and Sundav. Please auote source and offer codes.



YOUR TIPS
' hat could be better

than playing a game
you love for ages and
getting paid for it?

Well that's what this

tips section is about. Find out some
tips, cheats, secrets, passwords...

something that's hot and will help out

other Computer and Video Games
readers, and send them into us. We'll

give the writer of each letter printed a

crisp tenner. No questions asked. Just

make sure your tips are decent.

PLAYSTATION
PUySrAlton

MARVEL SUPER
HEROES VS.

STREET FIGHTER
This is a rather poor

conversion of this

epic fighter but there

are still lots of cheats

to be had, so if you

have got the game, at

least you should get

a little more fun out

of it.

Thanks to Shaun
Harris from
Aldershot and
Deepak Choudhury,
from Birmingham
To access the cheat

menu press R1

,

Circle, Left. Triangle,

Triangle. Use this

code to also open a

hidden extra options

A bunch of cheats and tricks from
Pete Mottram from Derby, he gets a
nice crisp tenner for his efforts.

: ROAD
CHALLENGE
Dashboard View
Select any mode, track and car. Press

Start on the race icon (at the car

selection screen) then immediately hold

Up+Triangle+X before the loading screen

appears. Hold this until the race begins.

Drunk Mode
Pick a car and start a race. Immediately

press Up + L2 + R1 and hold during

the loading screen.

^^^T| The screen

will now

i

SPD
screen; highlight options

and enter the same code-

Play as Apocalypse

Complete the game
without using

continues. On the

character select

screen, highlight

Akuma and

press Select six

times,

followed by

any punch or

kick button.

Play as

Armoured
Spiderman
Highlight

Spiderman at the

character select

screen, hold

Select followed

by any punch

or kick button.

Play as Cyber

Akuma/Gouki
Complete the game
rv without using any

continues. Go to the

character select

screen, highlight

Akuma and

press Select

five times,

followed by

]
any kick or

punch

button.

Play

©Capcom

Evil

Sakura
Highlight

Hulk at the

character

select

r
057

Richard Branson dead ahead, step on the gas

blurred as if you were drunk. How useful.

Easier Tickets

Choose Pursuit Mode and pick a cop

car When the game begins, hold L1

and press Up to turn off your sirens.

The person running will slow down.

When you catch up, press L1 and Up to

turn your sirens back on, then pull him

over.

Easy Money
' fter buying your first car go to the two-

ayer mode and select High Stakes. It

will then ask you if you want to save;

select Yes.

Access memory slot 1 and it will ask for

memory card 2. Take the card out of

; 1 and place it in 2. The game will

think it's a different memory card and

will duplicate your car. Now all you have

to do is beat yourself and sell the car

you won.

Extra Music Tracks

Choose audio options from the main

menu. Then go to the CO player. Go all

the way to the bottom, and there are

two music tracks that are turned off.

Just turn them on and you can listen

to them while you're driving.

Headlights and Turn Signals

While racing, hold L1 and press Left

or Right for the indicators. Hold L1 and

press Up for the headlights. Hold L1

and press Down to turn on your

hazard lights.

Heavy Car
Before the loading screen appears to

load your next race, press Start to load

the game and immediately after, press

and hold Left + Square + Circle.

Continue to hold the buttons until

loading has finished. You will now be
able to knock over other cars when
bumping into them.

Phantom Car
To get the phantom car, enter your

name as FLASH.You can't save if you

use this code.

Police Helicopter

To pilot a police helicopter in test drive

mode, enter your name as WHIRLY,
then enter test drive. You can't save if

you use the code.

Super Cop Cars
To get the Super Cop Cars, Arrest ten

speeders within the given time limit.

Titan Car
Enter your name as HOTROD and you'll

get a beast of a car to use. Again, you

can't save the game with this code.

screen, then hold Select

and press any button.

Play as Grey Hulk
Using the Evil Sakura

code, select Hulk as her

partner and you'll now
have Grey Hulk.

Play as Mech Zangief

Highlight Blackheart

on the character

select screen and hold

Select followed by any

button.

Play as Mephisto
Highlight Omega Red on

the character select

screen, hold Select

followed by any button.

Play as Shadow
Highlight Dhalsim on the

character select screen,

hold Select followed by

any button

Play as U.S. Agent
Highlight Bison/Vega on

the character select

screen, hold Select
j

followed by any button. ^^
Play as your

Second Character

In battle mode,
beat the

opponent

and your

character

will start

their victory

pose.

Press the

R2 button

and in the

next game
you fight

as your

second

character

S\

\

O

Io
3
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YOUR TIPS

Send in your best tips and get £10 in return

NINTENDO 64
1're wondering how the hell you pull off

stunts, Dan Grange from Wolverhampton has

fured a few out for you. It's worth your time

can earn some extra goodies with them.

I
CRUISM WORLD

JUMP FLIP (1 trick

point)

Turbo over a ramp or

opponent by double-

tapping A just before

you take off.

SUPER HELI (1 trick

point)

Do the braking drift over

a ramp (press A and B
while turning).

MEGA FLIP (2 trick

points)

Go over a ramp on two

wheels by doubl&tapping

A as you're turning

before taking off.

In championship mode
you get given extra bits

and pieces for earning

enough points. Here's

what you should be

working for:

100
150
500
1,500
9,999

F-ZEROX

Power level 2, max speed 1 60
Paint job

Power level 3, max speed 178
Two-tone paint iob

Power level 4. max speed 189
Power level 5, max speed 208
The awesome Speed Demon

press R. There should

now be an arrow pointing

right at the bottom of

the screen.

Carl Peters, Orpington

MARIO PARTY

To get all the cars, tracks

and different difficulty

levels then press the

following buttons at the

Mode Select screen: L,

Z. R, C-Up, GOown, C-

Left, C-Right and Start.

You should hear a

chime if you enter the

code correctly.

Jon Bright, Cardiff

A BUG'S UFE
Fantastic film, not so

great a game, but rf you
want to skip through the

levels just try this. On the

main screen go to the

ant hill, and hold Z, all the

C buttons together and

The crane game, grab what you

can and drop it down the pipe

There are three secret

characters in this wacky

board game, to get them
hold down Z, while

pressing A and Start

simultaneously. You must
have 1 5 stars to make
the code work. The three

characters are Banjo-

Kazooie, Kirby and Mew.
Robert Patterson

Some very handy cheats sent in by Joe Burton

from Carmarthen and Andy Lyle from Bagshot.

Why spend precious time planning and building

the perfect city, when you can cheat your way
to

If you build it they will come

int*

l*liiil*iiftM*j

To give yourself access

to all the buildings in the

game, follow these

instructions.They should

make it a whole lot more
fun to play. Open and

close the power plants

menu. Open and close

the rewards &
opportunities menu.
Open and close the

garbage disposal menu.

Open the landmarks

menu (everything should

be available). To get all

the ordinances, press

Ctrl+Alt+Shift+C then

type "I like red tape" and

press Enter. To get free

gifts, press

• *

type "Pay tribute to your

king" and press Enter.

To make all the buildings

and things free, press

Ctrl+Art+Shift+C then

type "I am weak" and

press Enter. To get a

massive UFO invasion,

press Ctrl+Art+Shift+C

then type "UFO swarm"
and press Enter. Now go

to the disasters box and

start a UFO attack.

I
[»?= ii i WCfflMfiWiii nH

press Ctrl+Alt+Shrft+C

then type "Call cousin

Vinnie" and press Enter.

A new petitioner item will

appear showing a local

fundraising event, which

will give you extra cash if

you choose it.To get a

castie, press

Ctrl+Alt+Shift+C then

type "zyxwvu" and press

Enter. This will only work

if you've already used the

"Call cousin Vinnie" cheat

and refused his offer. To

modify the terrain, press

Ctri+Alt+Shrft+C together,

then type in one of these

codes and Enter.

Load terrain allows you

to load a grayscale

image as terrain.

Salt on turns fresh

water into salt water.

Salt off turns salt water

into fresh water.

Terrain one up raises

terrain up one.

Terrain one down
lowers terrain down one.

Terrain ten up raises

terrain up ten.

Terrain ten down
lowers terrain down ten.

10ft CAME BOY COLOR
Anthony Fanshaw from Banbury has sent in

these cheats to this great Game Boy game.
Another £10 has found as new owner.

Y. D i t - C _ V
If.'.oDoa '^.lacv
.v.occc ee£2i*,\
-nr^on. kot."
.-vac, ooz

TETRISDX
To get two different

screen savers turn the

game on and wait for

the demo to start.

Press Select and a fish

screen saver will start, tfv'aoi

or press Start and a
" QCCC CCEaav

confetti screen saver

will be displayed.

You can also cheat by moving blocks up the

screen instead of down, thanks to a tasty bug in

the game. First move the falling piece to the

extreme left of the playing field, and keep holding,

then quickly tap A repeatedly to make the piece

move up the screen. You can also do this on the

right side of the screen, but you need to press B
to make the block rise. This cheat won't work on

straights, or on the square pieces.

If you want to prove you're a Tetris master, and

feel you can play the game without having the

preview of the next piece, then press Select to

make the preview disappear. To get it back just

press Select again. Finally, you can have a break

from playing, and still pick-up from where you left

off. by pressing Start before you turn your Game
boy off. When you turn the machine back on you'll

see a "Continue?" message, which allows you to

carry on where you left off.

RUGRATS
Here are some cool and useful level passwords for

this popular game.

LEVEL PASSWORD
2 RQVDHJW
3 TOMMY QK
4 BVBYFJND
5 RJDBCVRT
6 VNGBLJCV
7 BJGSMVSH
a LJTBWQQD
Jane Goodge from Whittam, Essex

U-RALLY COLOR
When playing in arcade

mode to get the later

levels use these codes:

to get to the medium
stage, enter the

'

password "FAST'.

To get to the hard stage.

enter the password
"FOOD".

Simon Cross from Enfield
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computer and video

Gaivies YOUR LETTERS
Send your letters to: Mailbag, Computer and

Video Games, Angel House, 338-346 Goswell

Road, London, EC1V 7QR Or e-mail us at:

mailbag.cvg@ecm.emap.com

LETTER OF THE MONTH
LAST NIGHT A VIDEOGAME STOPPED

A FIGHT
I work as a bouncer.

One night my colleagues

and I were standing at the

door of the bar discussing

the usual rubbish: football, H^Ht^^^ 'a

sex, girls and more girls when
our talk turned to Metal Gear
Solid. I was in the middle of telling

my work-mate about the Claymores I

used to battle Vulcan Raven, when a

smash was heard from inside the bar. We
ran inside to find two men having a

Mexican stand-off, waiting for each other

to move first. Grabbing one each, we led

them to the door. One guy left, the

second, however, decided to question my
parentage. Deciding the guy would
probably cause a fight, I turned back to

my friend and carried on my tale of the

battle I had against Vulcan Raven. The
drunk guy, who seconds ago was accusing
me of dancing at my parents' wedding,

spun towards me with a big grin and said

that he was still stuck on Sniper Wolf! We
began to talk and I explained how to beat

her easily the second time using IMikitas,

to which he was overjoyed. He shook my
hand vigorously, saying "thanks mate".
Scott Taylor, Aberdeen

f.
r?

*

CO

NO SHOW
Have you ever wondered why there
are no decent video game shows on
TV? The only good one is Cybernet,

which is shown at 4.00am. Who
wants to stay up that late to watch
a games show? I've been wondering,
since you've changed Computer and
Video Games to be bigger and better,

why don't you make a games show to

be aired once a week? I'm sure it

would be wicked.

Nurol Abedin, London
Are you not aware of the invention

commonly known as a video recorder?

COINCIDENCE?
Has anyone else noticed the
similarities between Metal Gear Solid

and Goldeneye? When I saw Meryl
Silverburgh she reminded me

immediately of Natalya Simonova
from Goldeneye. Look at Natalya in

the jungle level of Goldeneye then at

Meryl, you'd think they were twins.

The storylines to both games are

very similar and you have to save
Meryi/IUatalya from prison. The fact

that Liquid Snake and Solid Snake
used to be friends but are now
enemies is a lot like Alec Trevelyan

and James Bond. Also, if you look at

Solid Snake from a distance he looks

a lot like James Bond.

Richard Goss, Crosshands, Wales

CIDER DRINKER
I'm sure I speak for all Sega fans,

when I say that Dreamcast is the
best thing since the invention of sex

I am for sure going to get myself a
Dreamcast as are 30 of my mates.

"They reckon PlayStation
2 is already in the UK"

Anyone who owns a PlayStation

please give me your address so I can

come around with my sledgehammer
and destroy it.

Gary Gray, Taunton
On behalf of every other Sega fan -

speak for yourself, mate.

PLAYGROUND FIGHT
I would just like to ask you for some
help. I know two twats who reckon

they know loads about video games
(they know nothing) and reckon that

PlayStation 2 is already out in the

UK (hah hah - what thickheads). Can
you please tell them that they are

talking from their butts and need to

get a life. One who reckons PS2 is

out also reckons that Mario came
out on the Sega Master System
before the IMES. Now I am pretty

sure that is a load of crap too.

Please will you publish this so that I

can go into school and say, "Hey Sam
and Tom, hah hah, you were wrong."

Keith Hill, via e-mail

If you're so sure, why are you mocking

them? But, don't worry, take relief in the

fact that they are indeed a pair of

thickheads, so go into school and mock
them some more,

BAD DATES
So who's waiting to get their hands
on a copy of Final Fantasy VIII then?
Do you also think it's appalling that

us Brits have to wait all these

months for a UK release? Not me.
Why? Because I've been living in

Japan since last September and the

thing is, the Japanese get exactly the

Keith Hill, via e-mail

WANT SOMETHING FOR

It's easy, all you've got to do is send us

something interesting. Could be a letter

(but no more 'this or that console's crap'

letters please). Photos or stories of weird

game related stuff always goes down well,

especially if it will make other people laugh.

Size of prize will depend on the quality of

what you send. Write to: Computer and

Video Games, Angel House, 338-346 Goswell

Road, London, EC1U 7QP.

same deal as everyone in the UK.

Earlier today I saw an advert on TV
for a game that'll be out on the 18th
June. That game is Turok 2. I'm sure

there can't be anywhere near as

much translation to do on that game
as on FFVIII. That's not the only game
either. I'd already finished Banjo

Kazooie back in England but was it

available here? End of October. Colin

McRae Rally? Available mid March.
TOCA 2? Nope. Rogue Squadron?
Nowhere. In fact, the RAM expansion

like a train... woowoo... woowoo...

ARRRRRGGGGGHHH!... NEW CVG
WHAT DO I DO?... STAY CALM...
calm... calm... calm... okay stay

calm, look outside for a while... ahh
look at the birds and the trees and
the clouds... hey that cloud looks

ARRRRGGGGHHH NEW CVG...

THANK YOU CHAIR, THANK YOU
TABLE, THANK YOU LOW HANGING
LAMPSHADE (thud)... tmiiinti .

Nigel Bull, via Arkham Asylum
Why do we attract so many of them?

"If you look at Solid Snake from a
distance, he 's a lot like James Bond"

Richard Goss, Wales
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YOUR LETTERS

"I have just read that Final Fantasy
going to be released on PC. Joy!

"

is

Guy, a.k.a. Dangermouse

When is Pokemon coming out? Me and my friends

simply can't wait anymore and have all bought a

Game Boy just to play it.

Also, why buy a PlayStation now when there is a

better Game Boy game than any PlayStation

game and the Nintendo 64 is cheaper, more
powerful and has better games? With the

Dreamcast round the corner at only £200 there
is even more reason to forget the PlayStation. We
must go forward and leave behind the blocky, low
resolution graphics of the PlayStation.

Simon Harper, via e-mail

We've had too many letters regarding the release

date of Pok&mon - it's September all right, now
calm down.

isn't even available as no games out

here support it yet. At least the

game of last year was available here

earlier. A whole two weeks! I'd like to

say the two games I'm most looking

forward to this year are Perfect Dark
and Wip3out. But I rather suspect
that I'll be playing Gran Turismo 3
before I get a go on those.

So next time anyone moans about

games taking so long to arrive in the

UK, spare a thought for us lot in

Japan who don't get to play some top

quality titles until a good few months
after the supposedly ill-treated Brits.

Ed Tremaine, via e-mail

HEAVY LOAD
I have an N64 and usually only buy

multiplayers (except Zelda). I am really

fond of the latest trend of having

saved data usable in multiplayer

games but the one thing that realty

annoys me is the actual save/load

options. Why don't games have auto

load/save? I recently loaded up
WipeOut 64, took about two seconds
off my Time Trial time for a track and
then remembered that I hadn't loaded

my data, so I couldn't save.

In Turok «?, everyone presses Start
to join in a multiplayer game. Then
one person (usually me) insists on

loading their character. This pauses
the game and puts the load menu on

the whole screen. It's very irritating.

Please Game Maker People out

there, put in proper load/save

features into games. Well, I'm glad

I've got that off my chest.

Marc O'Morain, Dublin

LARA'S DUD MEAT
Lara must Die! Long live Stricter!

Major Skirmish, London

MONEY UP THE ARSENAL
Why are Sega spending all that

money on Arsenal? A big fat, fluffy

waste of time. Sega have messed up
big time and should pull out of

hardware indefinitely and make their

money through kick-ass games on the
PlayStation 2 and the arcade.

Alex Clifton, Leeds
So you don't feel strongly about this point

then, do you? Or are you a Man U fan

and just hate The Gunners?

LONDON SCHOOL OF ECONOMICS
Why is it that all IM64 games are
either cute or furry, with the

exception of Goldeneye? This means
that all games are targeted at

younger people and so they will not
sell as many games.
Matt Graham, London

HAPPY REALITY
I've never been so happy. I just read

on a games site that Final Fantasy
VIII is being released on the PC just

after the PlayStation version. Joy!

This is particularly good for me as my
two mates, who live near to me, both
have PlayStations. They would have

played the hell out of it so when the
PC version was finally released I

would have seen it all and there

would have been no point buying it. I

know this would happen, 'coz it

happened with Final Fantasy Mil.

Also, this news solves another one of

my problems, I've been trying to

decide if I should have bought a
PlayStation or waited for the

Dreamcast to come out. I really want
a Dreamcast but I didn't want to

miss out on another piece of gaming
history by not having FFVIII. So you
see, I'm a very happy chappy.

Guy a.k.a. Dangermouse

SMALL PROBLEM
Why am I crap at Commandos?
Shay Dennis, Chelmsford
Why is the sky blue? Why don't you play

something else?

SHORT CIRCUITS
Don't you think Sony are rushing the

PlayStation 2 just a bit? They don't

even have a design for it yet.

I think Sony are afraid. Look at it this

way, Sega release the Dreamcast
which is more powerful than the

PlayStation and the next thing you
know Sony are making the public all

excited about a piece of circuitry and
some old guy's face.

Liam McGuire, Ashford, Derbyshire.

You could look at it like that but the last

thing that ever gets designed with a new
games machine is the box they put all

the circuitry inside. Probably so they can

be sure it will all fit.

"Why are Sega spending all that
money on Arsenal?" Alex Clifton, Leeds

PERFECT MARK
I think games are extremely
overrated. Metal Gear Solid in my
opinion couldn't ever deserve a score

of 98%, that would mean that the
game would be almost perfect. Even

if a game was given around 70% that
would mean that it would be 70% as

good as a perfect game. In years of

gaming I have never played a perfect

game and I don't think I ever will.

Paul O'Hanlon, Carrickaboy, Ireland

Which is why we don't rate games with

daft percentages. Are you sure you're

writing to the right mag?

Christopher Frankling, Basildon; Matthew

Wood, Derbyshire; Bruce Benson,

Scunthorpe; Jack Sandison. Shetland

Islands: Munky, Glasgow; Brian.

Wolverhampton; Alastair Fellowes.

Aberdeen; Michael Musgrave, Newton

Bewley; James Lunt, Torquay; Neil Dobbie

and Carl Hodson. Wirral: Greg D'Connell,

Cork: Gary Pringle, Jedburgh; Glenn

Barkell. Norwich; Sam Kirk, Notts; Ped.

Plymouth; Thomas Betts, Hastings; Max,

Portsmouth; Scott Davidson. Bristol;

Justine Rutterford, Hungerford; Darren

Monney, Dunstable; Shaun Hams.
Auckland; Jack Mann. Swansea; David

Barry, Cork: Tom Hardy. Warwick, Peter

Man. Market Harborough; James Beswick,

Liverpool; Melanie Petersmith,

Kidderminster. Ken Howard, Tamworth;

John Blade, Obridge: John Hewlett,

Southampton; Terry Edge, Colchester;

Mark Elliss, London; Sam Ballard,

Birmingham; Norm Solid Snake Rogers,

York; Jez. Plymouth; Michelle Reynolds,

Cornwall; Garry Wilkinson, Scunthorpe;

Jamie, Cardiff; Jules Widlow, Doncaster
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Dreamcast Console

Dreamcast Software from

DC VMS, Puru Puru or Pad

Goldfinger 2M Cartridge

tttttt + ttttttftt

ttttittit

»•••••••••* +

* * * **

£117.50

£15 - £30

£1 1 .00

£3.00

Goldfinger 2 in 1 £7.00

PSX Analog Vest

PSX Dance Mat

t f f f f

«t t«4«t*

PSX 1 5 Block Card

PSX MP3 Adaptor

VCDs

*#*• *'

£1 7.00

£13.00

£2.00

» I • • • I • • • * • « * # * * * * * * *

- * t * * * I * I t . * * t t + | * * t

£Call

£5.00

We have a preference for trade buyers over private

buyers. However, we are glad to deal with either.

Please take the time to consider a few points before

contacting us.

Ordering from overseas does not involve greater

risks than ordering from domestic suppliers. Since

most products are imported, an English firm must

be taking the risks.

English importers are rational people, should they

suffer any loss for whatever reason, the price they

charge must necessarily embody these costs. In

short, you can avoid a risk but never the burden.

We are indifferent to making a sale directly or indi-

rectly. You can see our web site for details of

English companies to buy from. Visit our site for

forum, news S> reviews. ^
www.runpacific.com
For queries or orders, please contact us in order

of preference:- Email www.runpacific.com

Tel 00 852 26762382
Fax 00 852 26691375
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Fleeing from the sinister Mister Lin
;
Ken, Ryu and

Chun Li are forced into a series of deadly con-

frontations. Even the temporary safety of stunt

work for a Hong Kong action film is fraught with

danger, especially when the star decides to make a

battle to the death just a little too real in Street

Fighter IIV, Volume 2!

RELEASE DATE
nd AUGUST 1999

RRP
£12.99

Available to buy from all

good video retailers and
mail order from A.D.Vision

on 01248 421000

e-mail: ADVUK@ADVFILMS.COM
WWW.ADVFJLMS.COM/ADVUK
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THE GAMES TO PLAY
Walk into the best arcades and you'll be

engulfed by neon lit cabinets and pounding

music - with hundreds of machines ready to

take the coins from your pocket. If you've

been away from arcades for a while, how will

you know which are the latest and best

games to play? Easy, we've made a selection

of the hottest arcade games right now, and

can tell you what they're about and how to get

the most fun from them without going broke.

SILENT SCOPE
WHAT IS IT?

The latest gun game, where you train

to be a sniper.

WHAT YOU DO
Scout around the rooftops for bad guys

and pop them from way off. Later lev-

els involve moving targets like

helicopters and cars.

WHY IS IT SPECIAL?

The special sniper scope allows only the

person playing the game to really see

the action, by magnifying the images on

the monitor. Anyone looking at the main

screen will only see a load of buildings.

TIP FOR SUCCESS
Make use of the training mode in this

game. Also, by spotting beautiful

women through your scope you can

earn extra lives, just don't shoot her.
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Shoot him in the family jewels to woo chicks

PRACTICE AT HOME
Any gun game you have played at home
will certainly prepare you for Silent

Scope. Using the sniper rifle in

Goldeneye definitely helps, and for

reflexes and accuracy you can't beat

Point Blank.

BEATMANIA
WHAT IS IT?

If Dancing Stage is the dancefioor, then

this is the DJ booth. Cut and mix the

records to prove your skills.

WHAT YOU DO
You get a turntable and some big

buttons; use them to make music by

keeping to the beat, dropping in bass

lines and samples. Make your score

even better with some scratching.

WHY IS IT SPECIAL?
Everybody wants to be a DJ, and

Beatmania allows you to experience the

thrills and skills without having to be

weighed down with a ton of vinyl and

buying some expensive turntables.

TIP FOR SUCCESS
You need to learn rhythm to play this

game, so try hanging out in hip record

This is a journey into sound, techno, techno.

stores where people like to stand

around nodding their heads to the

beat. If you don't feel up to that, go and

stand near a pneumatic drill.

PRACTICE AT HOME
PaRappa the Rapper will teach you the

street smarts needed to play.

DANCING
STAGE

1 9^f> •%
1 II

1
1 WflPtPflfc o ui 1

1

WHAT IS IT?

Prove your dancing skills with the

multicoloured disco machine.

WHAT YOU DO
Dance around on the specially lit stage

by following the on-screen commands.
Choose the tune you want to dance to

and then make sure you step on the
l_i_ i_* £ * i * • _!

right sections of the stage in time.

WHY IS IT SPECIAL?
Have you ever seen a machine tike this

Yeah, do the funky penguin and the Smurf

in an arcade before? No, because it's

the first arcade dance simulation

game. There's even European and

World championships planned.

TIP FOR SUCCESS
Limber up and do a few stretches

before dropping the pound in the slot.

and make sure you have a drink waiting

when you've finished.

PRACTICE AT HOME *
A home version is on its way but

before then, try Bust-aGroove on the

PlayStation to learn some crazy dance
moves, and some awful music.

TEKKEN TAG
TOURNAMENT
WHAT IS IT?

Characters from the Tekken series

battie it out in a new tag-team style.

WHAT YOU DO
Pick your two favourite characters to

form a team against an assortment of

rivals. Characters have new moves, so

there's lots of new combos to learn.

WHY IS IT SPECIAL?
Players who like the Street Fighter and

King of Fighter series may shun anyone

who steps near a Tekken machine, but

fans will be queuing up in droves this

summer to prove their skills. ^^—
TIP FOR SUCCESS ^^
Make sure you get the perfect team to

suit your style of play, pick a quick all-

rounder, coupled with a heavier fighter.

This should take care of whatever an

opponent can throw at you.

PRACTICE AT HOME
Although there's loads of new moves,

you'd be a fool not to practice on the

previous Tekken games before you put

money into the new machine.

THRILL DRIVE
WHAT IS IT?

Rely on your reflexes to beat the

busiest racing game ever.

WHAT YOU DO
Race across town in a variety of

vehicles, built for size not speed, while

trying to avoid cars, pedestrians and

police. Crashing eats up vital seconds.

WHY IS IT SPECIAL? W
Have you ever driven a bus down a

crowded road at top speed and got

away with it? You can in this game,

plus flying through the windscreen here

is a lot safer than in real life.

TIP FOR SUCCESS
This is a game where you progress by

finishing the course, not by mowing as

many people down as possible.

Although the crashes are the best

«P
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If s thrilling, and you're driving - how clever

thing in the game, if you keep doing it,

you'll get far less value for money.

PRACTICE AT HOME
The barely seen Felony 1 1-79 on the

PlayStation was a game ahead of its

time. It shares all the same tricks and

features of Thrill Drive.

DAYTONA 2
WHAT IS IT? ^BBB
Sequel to the one of the best

multiplayer racing games ever. I

WHAT YOU DO
Pick a car, then put your foot to the

floor as you try to place first among
the 40 cars. Eight people can race i
each other if the machines are linked.

WHY IS IT SPECIAL?
Smash into other cars in any other

racer and it spells trouble, here it's

part of the game. The one player mode
is good, the circuits are great, but

multiplayer is the real way to play. j
TIP FOR SUCCESS J
Learn to powerslide. The easiest way is

by using manual gears. If you're in

fourth gear while turning, brake, drop
to second, and then up to third and

HUUK>>
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Like the original, but with graphics turned up

accelerate. This puts you into a slide

you'll be able to control easily.

PRACTICE AT HOME
Play Daytona on the Saturn and you'll

be an expert at the sequel, or find the

original in the arcade; perhaps practice

for a few taps first.
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AND DONT FORGET...

r

CRAZY TAXI
WHAT IS IT?

The fastest taxi cab ever - only in

a game.

WHAT YOU DO
Pick up passengers and take them to

their given destinations before the

timer runs out, drop them off to earn

more time on the clock. San Francisco

is a big city, and there are easy fares

to collect, or tougher ones if you're up

to the challenge.

WHY IS IT SPECIAL?
Every new driving game from Sega
deserves a look, and Crazy Taxi is the

best for a while. It's colourful, fast but

more importantly, it's fun, something
that a lot of arcade games lack.

TIP FOR SUCCESS
Scare your passenger to earn extra

Run down people with red hair to earn points

points - driving over car transporters,

or on the wrong side of the road are

good ways to start.

PRACTICE AT HOME
Grand Theft Auto plays in a remarkably

similar way. Practice and you'll be
finding the shortcuts in no time.

WHAT IS IT?

A state-of-the-art game that manages
to make fishing exciting.

WHAT YOU DO
Pick a lure and try to catch the biggest

Bass fish in the water before the timer

runs out. Bigger fish can snap your

line, but will net you more points.

WHY IS IT SPECIAL?
The rod controller is attached to a

winch that sits behind the bottom of

the screen, if you've got a big fish on
the end of your line, the winch tightens

and you can really feel the tension. You
run the risk of being pulled onto the

floor by an arcade machine.
TIP FOR SUCCESS
Pick the easy Deep Crank lure - the red
one, it brings out all the fish. Bigger

He's got his crank caught in his flies, how rude!

fish like to hide in the shade.

PRACTICE AT HOME
Play the home version on Dreamcast,
but it's only available on import and
quite pricey. In the meantime get tips

from the old guys with boxes of worms
who like to sit by the river all day.

If you find you're on holiday somewhere that isn't in our

recommended list of cool arcades, there's an easy way
to find out if you're in a place full of old tosh, or

up-to-date action. Use this guide to rate the arcade
you're visiting by seeing if they have these hits and miss-

es of yesteryear. Then you'll know whether to move on

or stay put and enjoy

• Tick each game you find and add up the points to

how your arcade scores.

J Street Fighter II

J Out Run
J Area 51
_l Street Fighter: The Movie
J Pit Fighter

J Operation Wolf
J Chase HQ
J Race Drivin'

J Aerosmith - Revolution X
J Gauntlet

J Paperboy
J Ghouls and Ghosts
J Hyper Sports

J Hard Drivin*

J Star Wars (Atari)

J Dragons Lair

LI Rampage
J Golden Axe
J Return of The Jedi

J Pole Position

J Side Arms
J Strider

J Asteroids

J Track and Field

J Return of The Jedi

J Super Sprint

J Commando
J Combat School

J R-Type

J APB
J Pac Man
J Empire Strikes Back
J Space Invaders (sit down)

1 point

1 point

1 point

2 points

5 points

5 points

5 points

5 points

10 points

10 points

10 points

10 points

10 points

10 points

15 points

15 points

15 points

15 points

20 points

20 paints

20 points

20 points

20 points

20 points

20 points

25 points

25 points

30 points

30 points

40 points

40 points

50 points

50 points

Under
A very modern arcade, every game they've got is

new, but will cost you at least a quid a go.

25-75
Wow - old machines - ensure they don't end up as

scrap by throwing some coins into their slots.

75-150
A large arcade that doesn't rely too heavily on the

latest games. Find a balding guy with glasses and a

long brown jacket - he's a technician. Tell him you

put money in the machine and nothing happened - it

works every time, once.

150-300
You must be at the seaside where the old folk and

mature arcade machines can still lead a healthy life.

Outside the arcade score extra points for finding a

crazy golf course and old people playing bowls.

Over 300
Go buy a newspaper and check you're still in 1999.

you've just stumbled into the lost world of arcades.

Take photos, this is a major historical find.
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THE BEST ARCADES
So where can you play the latest games, and what are

the top holiday destinations for people that want to stand

in front of 50-inch monitors all day long? We travelled the

country, searched the internet, asked as many of you as

possible and made lots of phone calls to find the best

arcades in the country.

MAP KEY
An N in a

circle means
Namco, and

when it

comes to arcades,

they're quite good.

£\ Wow, a

v triple flavour

\ ice cream in

our guide.

this means the arcade

is near a beach.

MSA'
H'lITitJlh

The art

editor's idea

of a roller-

coaster.

which represents a

theme park.

A ball and

some pins

being

knocked

down, it's bowling -

sport of the future.

fircfio

PLEASURE BEACH, BLACKPOOL

The famous illuminations are really for the

oldies but the Pleasure Beach has a

load of big rides including the Pepsi Max
Big One and PlayStation the ride. The
brand spankingly new Millennium Dome
arcade, is home to the latest games.

NAMCO STATION, THE TRAFFORD
CENTRE, MANCHESTER

The first of Namco's multi-leisure venues

in the UK, featuring over 100 games, 18
full-size bowling lanes, dodgems and eight

pool tables. It's clean, well lit and for the

over 1 8s there's a licensed bar.

NAMCO WONDERPARK, THE OASIS,

MEADOWHALL CENTRE. SHEFFIELD

Over 200 miiclmuts including Star Wars Trilogy,

Silent Scope and Time Crisis II Deluxe. Thuy even

had Tekken Tag on test recently, There's also four

lanes ol bowling, and the Fhrill Seekers simulator

with a Wipeout XL programme.

NOT FORGETTING...
We may have picked more Namco
owned arcades than others, but we
think they're the way forward as they're

safe places to go with a friendly

atmosphere. If you are going to the coast, then you

should always be able to find an arcade that is home
to some new releases. Aside from the ones

mentioned, there are plenty of other great locations

which should have an arcade within easy reach,

such as Margate, Hastings, Weymouth, Rhyl,

Skegness. Scarborough and Teignmouth. If you

stumble across an arcade destination you think

we've missed, write in and let us know.

ALTON TOWERS

The biggest theme park in the country

is home to a large number of video

games, but when there's so many
huge rides around why spend all the day

in an arcade when you can throw up your

lunch instead?
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Home to a vintage

wooden rollercoaster, log

flume and other

attractions. Great

Yarmouth also has a

number of other attractions

which only ever appear at seaside

resorts, such as the Arnold Palmer

putting course, a model village and a

house of wax. Cool arcades though.

vjtfwr
NEW YORK, NEW
YORK, SOUTHEND

V.W," NAMCO STATION, GALAXY
CENTRE, BRIDGE ST, LUTON

Not just an arcade, but also a

bowling alley with 1 6 full-size

lanes, pool tables and a

licensed bar.

A number of arcades

along the seafront will

grab your attention in

this popular spot, but New
York, New York is probably

the best and is home to the

latest Sega releases.

: L

VJtfW CASINO, GOODGE
ST, LONDON

FUNLAND, TROCADERO, SEGAWORLD, TROCADERO,
PICCADILLY CIRCUS PICCADILLY CIRCUS

Right next door to

Goodge Street tube,

and always first with

the new releases.

You'll often find

unfinished games on

test here, and the latest

fighters from Capcom.

Huge arcade with bowling,

dodgems and hundreds of

machines. Darkly lit which

can attract the wrong

sort of crowd for a family

party, and there's always

someone whacking the

punching machine outside.

Directly above Funland, taking up a

mammoth six floors, this is the

largest arcade in the country with

over 300 machines. And not just

Sega. Themed areas house

different games, but avoid the

on-site rides like Aqua Zone and

Ghost House. They're crap.

NAMCO STATION, COUNTY HALL,

WESTMINSTER BRIDGE RD, LONDON

Over 200 machines, placed over three

floors, this is a huge arcade with the latest

games, plus 1 2 bowling lanes, dodgems and

a licensed bar if you want to play games
under the influence,

NAMCO WONDERPARK, GREAT
WINDMILL ST, LONDON

Great arcade for the latest games,

with over 1 80 packed into the

arcade and separate zones for

fighting and driving games. Well

worth a look.

PALACE PIER

BRIGHTON

Historical landmark

and home to two
large arcades. If

you get bored

there's lots of stalls

where you could get

your fortune read and

even a funfair at the far

end of the pier.

FAMILY LEISURE, WEST
STREET, BRIGHTON

A medium size arcade that

is always good for the latest

games. It's currently home to

Dancing Stage, Beatmania

and Crazy Taxi amongst
others. Check these cool

new games out on the

previous pages for more
details on what they're about.

BOWLPLEX, BRIGHTON
MARINA, BRIGHTON

The Bowlplex has a huge

bowling alley with a

restaurant and bar. It's also

home to the latest Sega
machines, among them Star

Wars Trilogy, Daytona 2 and

Zombie Revenge. Not a bad
place to spend a day if you're

in Brighton.

THE PIER, PROMENADE,
EASTBOURNE

If you re around in the

evening, marvel at the

pier illuminations, worth

£2.5 million. If you're here

in the summer, there's

also a birdman contest,

where crazy people jump
off the end of the pier and

attempt to fly.

6:;.!,»

Silk
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This is the message game players are screaming as
VIDEO GAMES that have violent

content and use lightguns are

under fire from pressure groups

who would love to see them
banned. They claim, because of

their violent nature, these

games encourage people to

duplicate violent behaviour in

real life. A load of rubbish? Well,

it's certainly got Sega scared.

Whan Dreamcasfs big shooting

game House of Urn Dead 2 goes on

sale in America, Sega won't be

selling its planned lightgun to go

with it. If they did, they would face

pressure from protest groups

asking for the game to be removed

from the shelves. Sega could then

be taken to trial as though it were
a criminal organisation.

Americans who want to play the

game with a gun, which they

probably will because it's more

fun, will have to go and buy an

itulopendent manufacturer's

lightgun. America's concern stems

from recent murders at the hands of

game playing school kids.

GUN-SLINGING PSYCHOS

Although these kids played video

games, it doesn't seem to matter that

there were many other factors that

lead up to those tragic events. At

Computer and Video Games wo know
games don't turn normal people into

gun-slinging psychos. And if our poll

is anything to go by, you agree.

Hon Noblo, aged 15, said, "If you're

going to bo violent, you're going to be

violent I think with games it works

the other way, you get rid of any

anger and violence you have by

playing a game."

YOU RECKON

He knows, like any game player, that

the guns aren't real and neither are

the characters that vou shoot in the

games. In reality you're just pointing

a fun toy at a TV screen. In fact

sometimes you're not even doing

that, you're wiggling a thumb over a

direction-pad to aim, and pressing a

button to fire. (lames are a source of

entertainment, much like films.

A common view amongst our poll

was expressed by Dale Beecham, 17.

He had similar sentiments as Ben,

"Some games with shooting or

racing can got you excited, but won't

make you violent."

However, there is an argument

that getting involved with a violent

game is one deadly stage further

than simply watching violence on TV
or at the cinema. So we asked a

more specific question - if you play

a gun game, does this make you
want to shoot someone for real?

"No, they're just fun", said Mark,

14. noes he know anyone who
thinks like that? "No." Does this

sound like grounds for banning a

game to you?

"Guns in games are just fun 33

We can't wait to nail zombies in Resident Evil 3
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"Top monkey
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pressure mounts to ban violentgames By PAUL DAVIES & ALEX HUHTALA

ENJOY VIOLENCE

*l enjoy violent looking games but

that doesn't mean I would go out and

do something like that in real life,"

said David Middleton, IB. It's clear

Computer and video Games readers

find die possibility of having their

favourite games banned totally

ridiculous. Even firing a real gun is a

completely different and scary

experience for someone used to

playingwith lightguns.

TERRIFYING BEHAVIOUR

While on holiday in America, Tom
recently paid for tuition at an
American firing range. He had access

to any type of gun he wanted. He said,

jokingly, "When you shoot a real gun,

you'll find you've learned a lot from
lightguns." However, he adtietl more
seriously, "Firing a real gun is

terrifying because you know you're

just centimetres from death. You
ceiiciinly wouldn't (joint a real gun at

someone, not even as a joke. Anil you
certainly wouldn't stick it down your

trousers like a gangster!

"

Back in the UK, most lads grow up who buy them

pointing sticks at each other,

pretending they're guns. Lots of us

have owned an Action Man, who
comes equipped with weapons.

For generations, millions of lads

have grown up playing with stuff like

THAT'S LIFE

Guns are an element of life that toy

manufacturers, movie makers and
video games producers recognise

as something that can be used in

fantasy entertainment.

We think that the people running

scared of violent games, specifically

those that require a lightgun, should

understand that there are much
complex reasons why a couple of kills

would want to murder' their

classmates, rather than playing a

harmless game of Quake.

this and will continue to do so for

generations to come.

Today, the guns featured in the

new blockbuster Star Wais movie an:

the tup-selling toys in the range. But

these are not dangerous; they're just

a bit of harmless fun to the people

Your favourite games are under threat and it's

only fair you should have a chance to make
yourself heard. We've set up two phone lines for

you to call. If you think video games directly

make people violent and should be banned, call

the first number. If you think that's not true, dial

the second number. Your call will be

automatically registered.

YES Games make people
violent in real life:

Call: 0171 972 6760

NO Games don't make people

violent in real life:

Call: 0171 972 6761

You can also register your vote at the Computer

and Video Games website. Log on at

www.computerandvideogames.com

Please ask the person who pays the bill before

you call. Lines are open until 10th August,

charged at national rates.
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ANACHRONOX A cool 3D RPG using the Quake 2

engine. Direct the game like a movie, changing

camera views as you play. Out: TBC Dreamcasl

CASTLEVANIA RESURRECTION Every great

console needs a Castfevania. The Dreamcast

version will be one of the best. Out: TBC

Dreamcast

READY TO RUMBLE Soon, everyone will be talking

about this great slapstick boxing game. Check

out the dude's wicked Afro. Out: Oct '99

,1

I

I

computer and video

ef= ]?i *
We search every month for

stunning in-game shots from

new games you'll play soon. You

won't see better anywhere else

i -• %
\i

i

MORTAL KOMBAT GOLD All the fatalities, all the

moves and characters you ever wanted, plus a

new Goto. Even Baraka is back. Out: Xmas '99

WINS OO2

1

ROM

ALONE IN THE DARK IV The game that inspired

Resident Evil is to return, only doing it a whole

lot better. See for yourself. Out TBC



FEAR FACTOR Action adventure presented Mang

style. Great cinematic direction and technical

brilliance will make it a red-hot ticket. Out: TBC

AUGUST 1999

• C~?»
ROM

PLANET OF THE APES The cult series has

been recreated for an action adventure with

i plenty of combat and puzzles. Out: TBC

-

«it

**

sd
* +

m I

HE HUB TRILOGY 2 Improved versions of the

things that made the original game so popular:

guns, fights and car chases. Out: Oct '99

i

Tfm

I

7/ #

ROM

i

ROGUE SPEAR Sequel to Rainbow 6. More

weapons, expanded sniper options, improved

artificial intelligence. Excellent. Out TBC

* mMMM*
r •

KIWTIUDO '
HYBRID HEAVEN Determine your character's

development with menu-driven fights in this

action-based RPG. A first on N64. Out: Sept '99

>

OEUSEX Highly interactive espionage RPG

combining elements of Goldeneye and Syndicate,

from the creators of Ultima. Out: TBC

^

V

;.. I
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By PAUL DAVIES

ANOTHER NEW console to

challenge Dreamcast and the

next generation PlayStation?

Of course, Nintendo could be

lying its ass off.

Nintendo's next generation

console, Project Dolphin, is

expected be on sale worldwide

in time for Christmas 2000.
It's also expected that their

new technology, which has

been developed by IBM, will be

the most impressive ever

seen. If this is true, Dolphin

could have better games,
damage PlayStation 2 sales

and possibly bounce
Dreamcast into oblivion.

SAME OLD STORY

The problem is, that long-term

Nintendo fans have heard it all

before. They can remember Project

Reality (which eventually became

Nintendo 64) taking three years

longer than expected to see the

light of day. They also suffered

too many long waits for big

name games like Zolda and

F-ZBTO X

GOOD NEWS

Just when you expect the

worst, then Nintendo gets you

all excited again. Since the

announcement of Project Dolphin,

we have discovered not only is it

on schedule for the end of next

year, then; are nine games in

development already. Guaranteed

that a few of these will he at Rani.

AND THERE'S MORE

Here's something else, too. We're

not permitted to release the exact

figures but Nintendo H4 is

outselling Dreamcast in Japan,

right now. Just before Christmas

Nintendo was selling twice as

many consoles as Sega. This lead

was lost through Januaiy and

February but since March,

Nintendo K4 has overtaken

Dreamcast once more.

Nintendo's new system could, if

it genuinely delivers on time, steal

back its share of game fans from

PlayStation. Although Sony isn't

going to let this happen without a

fight. Then again, Dreamcast could

win enough fans to become King.

fe;

r 'v. ,„

'Q.
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DRAKAN EATS TO
IF YOU love Tomb Raider this

new PC game could blow your

mind. Drakan w an action RPG
in which you guide a cute but

tough heroine, Rynn, through

in exciting fantasy world.

*r

'
*:

iA*i

*,W

Flying a dragon is

i of the coolest

fences ever in

o game. It's

(m and great to

watch. You really

feel like showing off

cuter and a

lot tougher

Lara. Players

get a wider range of

fighting options,

r50
ons to use
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FACTS
GAME:FEAR FACTOR

FORMAT PLAYSTATION
OUT:NOVEMBER

PU\YERS:1
TYPEADVENTURE
BYKROIMOS

STATUS:80% COMPLETE

•

THE MOST striking visuals we've
encountered in ages are in Fear
Factor. It makes PlayStation

come alive in a very different way
to what you're used to.

Fear Factor is presented like an

animated nmvie, though you're in

contra! the whole time. Those who
have played Final Fantasy on
PlayStation will already be familiar

with movies you can interact with.

In Fbar Factor, this complex

technique is taken to a

stunning new level.

You take on the role of

three characters -

futuristic Hong Kong
cops hunting down the

mafia. As they move
around the city, airborne

traffic buzzes around, dark

skies shift moodily, and so

on. The effects are staggering.

The first impressions of Fear

Factormi great, We'll be getting

more hands-on experience soon,

where we will get more of an idea

how cool the game plays.

i

**>

\ - —

%>

ie quality of the movie

sections is terrific. When

you take control, the

transition is seamless

v*#.

V>*S3J

\1

This is how characters look in the game - it looks like

a cartoon but the whole game plays in 3D

*- t«.c M^JCOUNTS THE MOOT POWERFUU OAMEft
V0L

V AILABLE
CARTRIDGE ON THE PLANET

only £11.99
THE DEAD 2-

with 0un...£59.99

^illillHIIIIiWiIiliiWIiBJiliiiliWilillilllilWiliMlilifli

SMART2 NTSC-PAL CONVERTER ; / SCARTLEAD Z.r. JJGW AVAILABLE

3 DISC DVD PLAYER
AC3. DTS. Auto All Cade.
240 PSU. HTSC Pal swltenable

ALL-CODE WITH BUILT IN AC3

£450*
£699

PIONEER K101
ALL-REGION WITH MACRO VISION.
YOU CAN RECORD DIRECT TO VHS ft/JQQ
BARGAIN PRICE t\5v7\7

MEMORY CAPO

till

laoaocx
memory ca=c

CS99

i:-5E:cc<&va

UNIMPRESSED MEMORY

cm5D

KMDIPIR MMfiUU ':

smart cart^tg wu play

VCCAM)C3V0V£SI]NT«
FUVSTATOJ 0*L- £38.99

(Dm« not pay MQ

NEwramifT
GAMEBOY DEVELOPMENT SYSTEM -

EXCLUSIVELY WORKS THROUGH PLAYSTATION

£59.99
S3NY3FOHO10UnS)
DUA.SHXKWK
ONLY £19.98

Oitfi SMCWGOFI Mm
£8LS

31V& BULLET

GA V8RATESKCM
PUYS~ATQN MIRKS
WITH ALL NAMCO
GAVES-d5.(D

P£E CABti GUfCW
swat a- aso

-RSTfflEO

[WTPLT.CM.Y

£3.50

*

T?wscracii
[WlL=WYMWfT

fl COLOUR WTTH A PAL

TVI- £15.00

CASS

UNKCABU5 £5X0

S3W 3FCAI JOVPAO BARGAtJ PRICE

SOWrxjAiSHXXPAD
ONLY £15.03

POCKET

STAT ON WITH BUILT IN

16 GAMES £19,99

UCONAOAPIH
F3RRF0RRGB
CA3L£ £5.00

L

XYPADEJOB
WU WORK WITH

HO

LOTS OF OTHER PRODUCTS AVAILABLE - PLEASE GALL. TRADE DISCOUNTS AVAILABLE

WE CAN UNDER CUT ANYONE ON PRICES INCLUfMWG DREAMCAST SO IF YOU GET A
CHEAPER PRICE FROM ANY OTHER ADVERTISER WE W*X BEAT IT THAT'S GUARANTEED!
ini/jfliv* /

*
-'i (Hamuli .- - w/ nmwmm) \$ [iiuiiftwn: usm'-ji i«iih i >

Tel: 0181 890 3900 Fax: 0181 893 2942
£5

UNIT 3, FELTHAM BROOK INDUSTRIAL ESTATE, FELTHAM, MIDDLESEX, TW 13 7DU
Prices Exclude Postage + Packing. E-mail: euroteck@globalnet.co.uk

Please use BLOCK letters
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TOWN. . . .
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£
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TOTAL £
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Blast Kremlings with melons as they peek out of barrels Donkey Kong tries to look menacing with a gun that fires coconuts Making a monkey out of this huge dude is easy when you're an ape

If you look no further than the the cute characters you'll miss out on a genuinely great g<

FIRST IN-DEPTH LOOK

By PAUL DAVIES

THIS CHRISTMAS thousands of

game players could miss out on one

of the biggest titles in the history

of N64. With its cute characters

and a plot that doesn't involve

slaughtering hoards of zombies,

some people will assume Donkey

Kong 64 is only for kids. Those

who do, will miss out on massive

worlds to explore and in-depth

puzzles to solve.

Those who try it will find Donkey
Kong 64 so huge and with so many
charactors involved, that you won't he

able to play it without an Expansion

Pak. Fortunately, Nintendo an; going

to give you one for free, as a 4M13

Expansion Pak will be essential due to

the amount of detail in store. It will be

included with the game, which should

retail for the same price as Zelda 84

(C53.99) when it's released.

SO WIDE SO HIGH SO DEEP

The jungle playground that belongs to

Kong is peifect for a 3D adventure. All

vines, mines, and corny lines from

crack-pot villains. There's something

here for expert gamers to master and

plenty of comedy for younger players

to enjoy too.

Ifs full on the brakes

as Diddy avoids being

toasted. The poor

ape's cacking his

pants while we're

admiring the lovely

lighting effects. Hey

Diddy, get the coin

while you're at it

mate. Hur hur

BIGGEST BATON RACE EVER

There are eight worlds to explore in

Donkey Kong 64, The only way to

finish them all is by tackling each one

separately with five different

monkeys. Don't worry, you won't he

seeing the same place five times,

Chunky Kong shows the blue vermin no mercy with this boulder It's Chunky again, this time being chased by a Kremliny in a cart
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though, since each monkey is dropped into

the world at a different place. But only by

solving individual problems as you work

your way through the game, can you move
the whole team to their ultimate goal.

Although what this is exactly, is being kept

a secret for the moment.

NEW TO THE CREW

Though it isn't possible to have monkeys
work directly with each other in Donkey
Kong 64, giving piggy backs as in Diciays

Kong Quest, the apes still solve problems

between them.

There are three new faces which make
up a team of five, with Donkey and Biddy

still in the running. Kach has a special skill:

Tiny has pigtails that enable her to fly.

Lanky has long arms that allow him to

punch from a distance, and reach up high.

Finally there's Chunky, the strong-arm in

the party. Between them they have 1 09

special moves, so there's a lot to keep you
busy learning.

R00TIN T00TIN AND FRUITIN

In addition to their standard special moves
the Kongs get monkey-style weapons to

mess around with. Donkey Kong has a

double-barrel coconut gun, which is pretty

funny. Better than that - you've got to see

it to believe it - is Chunky's pineapple

launcher. Also look out for a peanut pistol

and fruit grenades. All are total madness.

THE TOP BANANA

Donkey Kong thumps the ground sending shock

waves at the enemy. Multi-coloured ones too

The Kremlings get wise to the gun-toting

habits of our ape buddies. But Diddy's going

to blast this barrel apart whatever

While the apes are busy searching for

ways out of trouble, there are over 30

bonus games to play. Try the Scalextric

racer if you want something crazy. More
straightforward is the Kremling Basiling

game, firing melons at bad guys as they

stick their heads out of wooden barrels.

Tiny Kong lets loose a Fruit Grenade. Whatever it

was, it isn't any more. For sure

We
Reckon

You can't help being sceptical about this type of game, since
they look so similar at first. Donkey Kong 64 has enough
depth and excitement to guarantee it will top the Christmas
sales chart. Make sure you're not one those who ignores it.

i

I

Hi
Tomb Baider star

gets it together

with Mika Hakkinen

and team

By MATT HOWELL

LAST MONTH Lara Croft got a boost

by signing up with energy drink

Lucozade. IMow she and her company
Eidos have a high-speed act going on

with Formula One team, West
McLaren.

Unfortunately we wont be seeing i-ara

behind the wheel of a McLaren, what you

will find is Eidos' logo stitched to the

sleeves of Mika Hakkinen and David

Coulthard as they blast round at over

What's the difference between Lara and

Formula One cars? F1 cars have no hooters

2()0rnph
(
in the remaining rounds of this

year's Fl Championship.

The Tomb Raider series of games have

been some of the most successful ever

and with Tomb Raider 4 coming, there

seems very little to slow Iara's success.

Mol-aren shares this reputation having

won ten Drivers' Championships and 117

Grand Prix in 16 years.

'mm
haoce -fco JrinK VVt°

at*""*
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Ronnie Wmb- fcu ?u*ple Ronnie,

www.Wnto.co.uk Puis a smiieoo^ouvsiace
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wvvw.qeocftJes.com/TimesS

quare/Castle/5534/

THE MAGIC BOX
Best place to read about

overseas game news.

www.rodney.com

The size and detail of the worlds defy all belief The bugs have invaded. Enter Jet Force Gemini to kick ass!

RODr^Y DANGERFIELD

Old American comedian with a

million jokes.

www.qame-online.com
GAMMNUNE
Our friends here make this

one. It rocks!

www.starwars.com

STAR WARS OFFICIAL

You can spend hours here

earning nerd points.

www, austinpowers.com

:.- —
Guide three heroes through 120 amazing levels

JSTIN POWERS OFFICIAL

Blow your brain with this

insane movie promo page.

www.ebworld.com

ELECTRONICS BOUTIQUE

If you're in the market for US
games, browse here.

www.qamefaqs.com
GAME FAQS

Useful if you want every last

detail on a game.

www.blueharvest.net

BLUEHARVEST
Cool, though unofficial. Star

Wars movies to view.

www,pokemon .com
POKEMON
WORLD
Gotta catch

this one for

funky

downloads.

GAME;JET FORCE

FORMAT:NINTENDO 64
OUT:NOVEMBER

PLAYERS: 1-4

TYPE:3D SHOOTING

By PAUL DAVIES

JET FORCE Gemini, the NB4's first

decent fast-paced action game, is

jam-packed with explosions, stuff

flying all over and enemies trying

to escape the blitz.

You take control of the Jet

Force Gemini team, three
intergalactic superheroes who

have specific mission objectives

that combine to clear the game.
You can go it alone, or work with

a friend. There are also loads of

news ideas, balanced with

familiar challenges, which add up
to a really fresh feel. Just like

any game from the Nintendo and
Rare stable, it offers loads of

fun extras besides.

WORLDS OF SPLENDOUR

There are a whopping 120 areas to

challenge you in Jet Force Gemini,

spread across gob-smacking worlds.

Then: are huge views with minute

attention to detail. Host example seen

was a racket fired from a pathway,

into a distant city. The rocket's flare

highlighted everything it passed by.

SHOOT 'EM DOWN

You get to blast enemies while on the

run, or carefully position shots for

more precise targeting. Usually the

action is viewed over the shoulder

like most 3D action games but for

aiming at specific targets the view

moves close in, and your character

turns transparent. A crosshair allows

you to place accurate shots.

We
Reckon

Pure adrenaline pumping action, peppered with cool bonuses like

racing games and corridor deathmatches. Jet Force Gemini will

impress, regardless of your age just so long as you're prepared to

look beyond the typically cute Nintendo characters.

COMPUTER AND VIDEO GAMES ISSUE 213
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Everquest is a massive real-time living world with unlimited players, fights and adventures

GAME EVEBQUEST
FORMAT:PC

OUT NOW
PLAYERS:UNLIMITED

TYPE:OI\IUNE 3D RPG

By PAUL DAVIES

YOUVE BEEN offered similar

opportunities like this before but

never one so convincing. This is

your first real chance to jump
right inside a living 3D world and
take on an alter-ego. You'll be
joining over 1000 other players

online, waging war against them
or forming alliances to conquer
the vivid world of Norrath.

ITS ALMOST TOO EASY

To play a part in Evnrqucst, to enter

the world of Norrath, you must first

create a character. You can choose
from 12 races, and 14 classes. The
races include the likes of ogms,

halflings, and elves. Class refers to

whether you want to be a magician, a
warrior, or cleric and so on. You can
be male ur female and choose a face

you like best. It really is a doddle.

YOU'RE IN OUR WORLD NOW
Though you'd prefer to go after big

money and look cool while slaying

major-league enemies, you begin

earning coppers for killing rats and
pesky snakes.

Thing is, you know that guys
running around you are already

slaying dragons for rich rewards.

What keeps you playing past 2am is

the sooner you can reach their level

of skill, the better. Then the game
really starts to shape up.

I «A
TTTT

Unlike most games, gigantic

buildings like this castle can be
explored inside and out. They're
heaving with people too

Some sexy warrior chick gets wicked
with a troll. Just like what happens
near us on a Friday night

SPEAK NORRATH MATE?

One of the game's strongest features is being

able to chat with other players to learn more
about Norrath. There an! many ways to talk,

from secretive chats to public auctions, Do this

and you can ask for all sorts, including

directions around Norrath. Never forget, these

people could be on the far side ol the real world.

We
Reckon

Everquest won't appeal to everyone as it requires persistence

to get the most out of it. If it is for you, our advice is wait a

month or so as the only versions of on sale are US imports

and the only servers are based overseas, which aren't so
reliable. Hold out until it really takes off in the UK.

ww*/. wmto.co.uk Puts a smile oo ^ouv $ace,
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PlayStation lands big film licence

By STEVE KEY

NEWS OF the first big film

licence to make it to

PlayStation this month is

Mission Impossible.

NEW ADDITIONS

You must take control of Ethan

Hunt and take on one of five

missions set over 20 levels. The
game doesn't appear to have many

major changes to the style and
gameplay, but are some new
additions. For a start, all of the

soundtrack is streamed from the

CD, so everything will sound a

lot better. A new control and
inventory interface has

been added along with

some additional speech,

plus Pocketstarion support

SAME BUT DIFFERENT

The biggest problem the original had

is the levels were boring to play and
the game seemed like a poor man's
version of Goldeneye. Now that the

programmers have had the chance to

rework it, hopefully everything will

have been straightened out and the

potential of the Mission Impossible

licence released.

Reckon

The licence is a good one, so cross your fingers

hope the game matches it. There are still a few
months to go to find out if Mission Impossible will

be as successful as the Nintendo version.

THE NAMES BOND

FANS OF James Bond will soon
have the chance to play their

hero with the release of the
PlayStation game Tomorrow
Never Dies, set to coincide with
the 19th Bond movie, The World
h Not Enough.
Early shots and info reveal the
game has three major sections,

with all the classic Bond
ingredients that make the films
so popular: gadgets, women and
tons of action compressed into

one package.

BY FOOT, ROAD OR SKI

The bulk of the gameplay takes place

in a third-person perspective behind'

Bond, although there are also driving

and skiing sections. As well as the

man himself you will also be able to

play as Wai Lin, a Chinese agent

working on the same case who has
her own skills and abilities.

WSMSi
\ove cJcinKi^ n* as \ong as no one's

,

b3
ds

at Ust

SHAKEN, NOT STIRRED

There will be 14 single-player missions in the

final game, set in locations fans of the film will

instantly recognise, plus some plot twists and
backdrops that weren't in the movie to add that

something extra. There will be a multiplayer

game too, just so PlayStation owners can get a

taste of what they were missing with Nintendo
64's Goldeneye. Set for an October release, we'll

have full details very soon.

We
Reckon

After the success of Goldeneye, Tomorrow Never Dies has a
lot to live up to. PlayStation owners will be expecting a
game that rivals or betters Nintendo's efforts, and that
could be very tough going.
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PSX MEGA - PRO CART. PLAYS IMPORTS ACCEPTS CHEATS E6.50 + £1 PnP

DELUXE VERSION OF ABOVE £9.00 + £1 PnP
METAL GEAR SOLID OFFICIAL I SHIRT KC * El PllP MGS 10 TAG (ID PnP FEW IE!

AIL PRICES BELOW EXCLUDE CARRIAGE - PLEASE RING FOR QUOTE

DREAMCAST SET £198 SONY DUAL SHOCK £1450 DC GAMES FROM £29.50

NEW! PSX JOLT GUN £21 PSX INFRA RED PADS £19 DC VMS £22.50
PSX RGB SCART LEAD £2.75 PSX SYSTEM LINK £4.25 DC PURU PURU £22 50
PSX STEREO SCART £3.45 PSX PAD EXTENSION £4.50 DC ARCADE STICK £40
VBOX £38.50 BLAZE CYBERSHOCKS CI 3.99 DC EXTRA PAD £24.99

PSX 1MB MEM CARD £3.fi0 iSILV. BLUE OR TRAN) DC HOUSE OF DEAD 2 £64

PSX 2MB MEM CARD £7.50 SCORPION LK3HTGUN CI 3.75 WTTHGUN
PSX 4MB MEM CARD £11.50 (SILV. GRN OR BLACK) DC GET BASS WITH £67
PSX MOD CHIP CI .00 PSX MULTI TAP £15 FISHING CONTROL
PSX VRFI WHEEL £32.50 PSX CARRY CASE DX C19 DC RGB SCART LEAD £10
PRO ARCADE JOYSTIX £20 50 PSX XPLORER - £39 00 THE SMARTEST NTSC
PSX MOUSE £5.95 PROFESSIONAL.NEWt / PAL CONVERTER ONLY
PSX MOVIE CARD V3 £38 PSX TURBO SHOCK £1250 EVERII AUTO SWITCH £10 I!

PSX COL REP CASE £18.99 PRO PAD ..NEW! PSX TO TV!
*-- p V • 4

"

Drcamcasi

CREDIT CARDS? AT THESE PRICES? YOU MUST BE JOKING!! CHEQUES. P.O.'S OR CASH TO:
LIGHTNING IMPORTS. WEST VIEW. HOLM FIRTH. WEST YORKS. HD7 7HR

TEL. (01484) 689699 OR MOBILE (07931) 966664 FAX (01484) 680691
-^. E-MAIL llgttfnino-^mcn>ai.cofn ^

^

fj-QJ Si"TS If11 INTERNET httpJ/www.kivort«.tr»«*.cocn lc
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DEDICATED
TO GAMERS &RETROm iicc/y\ C0UECT0RS

TIME-MACHINE

A fully illustrated monthly fanzine in A4 format packed
with information and reviews, RC brings you the
fascinating world of Retro. AM classic micros and
games covered, ie, Arcade, Strategy and Adventure
together with user information and values- Included
ateo to a seperate catalogue of classic hardware and
software Itsting 1000's of collectable items for sale.

ISSUE 21 OUT NOW!
PLAY PCB ARCADES
(the full know-how!)

+ BIG GAME & WATCH FEATURE
Send today for latest issue and our tree

catalogue enclosing a cheque/PO for £2.50
payable to G HOWDEN' and post care of:

RETRO CLASSIX (CVG).

4 CHATTERTON AVENUE, UNCQLN IH1 3TB

ft/to:, members.aol.com/RCIassixUHDEX.ldml

32 Pound Road. Easl Peckham, Tonbridge Kent TN12 5BE

NEO QEO He* Reltaits - Utt Btldi 2
t
Itutat SW (CO),

Metal Stof X, King ol fffbtin 99 PIMM Cal

We have a large taloctlofl of uied software tad ftjfdwaro tor

Noo Gfo .. Crra ci a call for ftUlts

: NeoGcoCO and carlndge kit Best Efeftott paid.

SEGA DREAMCAST*™ Rettmi G«at Glim Wrtilling.

SFZaro 3 DC Edition. Btggr Heal Atr Fort* Delta, Fnnw Gride.

Soul Calftrt. Coot burton DC

Sega Dreamcasi 128-Bil Console t ECall

SEGA SATURN MuBirtfc fttttamlMt litMmg Slrtfll

FigMtr Zero 2. Marvel Suptr Htrots n Sf CMtmnl* X.

Vamplri Saviour. Three Wooden and many more.

Sega Saturn Console (Jap, white) „™„. £149.99

Cool Sega Saturn (Two versions available) ECall

WE ALSO STOCK N64 AND Wo can order anv obscure

SEGA SATURN CONVERSION
PLAY ANY GAMfc FROM ANY TERRITORY AT ANY

SPLtO TCALL FOR A PRICE
Telephone/Fax:lulepnnna/j-ax:

01622 871 551
S OOam - 6.30pm

Wdc&n tcr

'
,

"WE IMPORT ALL
THE LATEST & GREATEST IN"..,

NEW IMPORT GAMES
DVD & VIDEO CO

. :.:.:

CONSOLES S PERIPHERALS
NEW ENTERTAINMENT TECHNOLOGY

: : K.S.I

Latest Games & Peripherals for PS & DREAMCAST
NOMAD's Portable GENESIS < US Megadrive ) in stock

Top specs PIONEER DVD Ploycrs MULTI ZONE »$ Standard
Portable & MIDI VCD Players with Rcmoto Handset
PS Movie Cards, Standard or with Cheat Facilities

*f OVER 100 VIDEO CD TITLES
The Bg Hit. Steele, Ever After. Halcv^een H20. Trie Negotator. Toe Siege.

:
Still KnowWhat Yoy OW Last Surr-ncr. Lien Kin^ 2. Meet Joe Black. SoWicr.
Mu'an Ou". o'S^"t. Perfect Murder, Practical Magic Ronin. Vorrp-cs Antz
Son'olhinrj AbOUl M;.iry. WiW Thinjs. S'ViVe Fyi'S. YOUVO Got MjiiI. X F-'c;:.

Any Martial Arts ritto and many many more
r WE NOV; IMPORT ALL THE LATEST DVO ZONE 1 TITLES

:ugs L'c. Alien Legacy Collection, American History X. Asni&tad, Exorcist

Armageddon Criterion. Die Hard Trilogy Clloctfon. Enemy of the Stale. Ants
The Faculty. r*o5yman« Kubrick Collection

MAIL ORDER SALES & INQ HOTLINE
t »» * j fc-

O iQH LI

O

i I C Z* KJOu iQ < ^ji i

...
COME VISIT OUR SHOWROOM

13 Eloctric Parado, Sovcn Kings Road. Ilford. Essox, IG3 8BY

NAC
SALES: 0181 686 1680

rOMQOT F<i TTF» TRADE ENQUIRIES CALL MANAGEMENT

(PmCESAREWRREWATTHE TIME OF GOING TO PRESsWd7rFsUBJECT TO CHANGE WITHOUT NOTICE)

XNEW AGEiMrnNsnT.FS ttd

*" rf
N64 HARDWARE
N64 U.K MACHINE (2ND) £40.00

N64 PAD £18.00
N64 SCART ADAPTER £20.00
N64 MEMORY CARD £8.00

N64 RUMBLE PAK £10.00
N64 JAP MACHINE f CALL

N64 U.S MACHINE £CALL
N64 PASSPORT £19.00

N64 U.K GAMES
ALLSTAR BASEBALL 2000 £32.99

CASTLEVANIA 64 £32.99

DUKE NUKEM: ZERO HOUR £33.99
FIFA 99 £31.99

MARIO PARTY £37.99
MICRO MACHINES 64 £30.99

MYSTICAL NINJA 2 £39.99
PREMIER MANAGER £CALL
RAYMAN 2 £CALL
SOUTHPARK £39.99

STAR WARS RACER £39.99
TUROK 2 £28.99

WORLD DRIVER CHAMPIONSHIP £CAU

HHTTPm.'

*

NINTENDO

N64 U.K GAMES cont'd

PLAYSTATION

WWF ATTITUDE
ZELDA

N64 IMPORT GAMES
CONKERS QUEST U.S

F-ZERO X JAP
GLOVER U.S

GT WORLD TOUR U.S

HYBRID HEAVEN U.S

JETFORCE GEMINI U.S

QUAKE 2 U.S

SHADOW MAN U.S

SMASH BROTHERS U.S

SURVIVOR DAY ONE U.S

TOP GEAR OVERDRIVE U.S

WINBACK U.S

PLAYSTATION

PLAYSTATION UK GAMES
DRIVER £31.99

£CALi
£38.99

ECALL
£25.00
£30.00

ECALL
ECALL
ECALL

ECALL
ECALL
£52.00

ECALL
£30.00

ECALL

P̂LAYSTATION IMPORT GAMES
ALIEN RESSURECT10N U.S ECALL

ACE COMBAT 3 JAP ECALL

DINO CRISIS U.S/JAP ECALL

GRAN TURISMO 2 JAP ECALL

RIVAL SCHOOLS 2 JAP ECALL
SHADOWMAN U.S ECALL
SILENT HILL U.S £45.00

SYPHON FILTER U.S £45.00

LUNAR SILVER STAR U.S ECALL

METAL GEAR SOUD INTEGRAL JAP ECALL

FINAL FANTASY 8 U.S ECALL

SAGA FRONTIER 2 U.S ECALL

PLAYSTATION ACCESSORIES

LOK SOUL REAVER ECALL
NO FEAR:DOWNHILL BIKING ECALL
PREMIER MANAGER 99 £29.99

GRAND THEFT AUTO LONDON £15.99
CARMAGEDDON ECALL

V RALLY 2 ECALL

STREET FIGHTER 3 £30.99

SYPHON FILTER ECALL

Dreamcast.

OPENING HOURS
Mon-Sat 9am-7pm

Sun lpm-5pm only phone on 0181 666 0285

Dreamcast

-

ALL NEW DREAMCAST GAMES

£48.00

1 PSX CHIP £5.00

PSX ACTION REPLAY £15.00

PSX SCART LEAD £5.00

PSX VCD ADAPTER £50.00

PSX PAL TO NTSC CONVERTER £14.00

PSX SCORPION GUN £16.00

PSX COLOUR CASES £20.00

PSX LASERS £30.00

SEGA DREAMCAST
WITH ONE GAME ONE PAD +
STEPDOWN + SCART LEAD

£219.00

SEGA DREAMCAST
WITH MQ GAMES + EXTRA FttD *

VMS + STEPDOWN + SCARTLEAD

£289.00

PLEASE SEND
CHEQUES/POSTAL

ORDERS TO:

283
A HIGH STREET.

CROYDON,
CRO 1QH

OR VISIT SHOP:

283 HIGH STREET

CROYDON

100'S OF 2NDHAND GAMES IN STOCK.
PLEASE CALL FOR PRICE AND AVAILABILITY

PLEASE NOTE: THESE PRICES ARE
STRICTLY MAIL ORDER ONLY. GAME
PRICES WILL VARY IN THE SHOP. *
£1 postal <:iiarc;e per item



VISA

Driver (I

£32.991!

V Rally 2

Open: Mon-Sat 10am-7pm, Sun 12pm-5pm.
http://www.newgoncration.defnon.co.uk

RPG'S
IPIAYSTATION

F. Fantasy Tocttcs

Jade Cocoon
Legend of Legata

Lunar Complete
Parasite Eve
Star Ocean 2
Tales of Destirv

Xen.

U.S/JAP PLAYSTATION
Ape Escape (JAP)

Carmageddon (US/UK)

Driver (USfUK)
Ehrgetz (US)

GTA: London (UK)

Silenl Hill (US)

Soul Reaver (US)

Slighter Zero 3 <VAP/Ui Rkachu f

Syphon Filler (US) ^ tLQm £4 99
V Rally 2 (UK)

WWF Attitude (US/UK)

Pokemon &

GBov
Pokemon

(Red or Blue]
*

'IN STOCK!'

Highway Battle

Marvel v Cap
' £39.991! 1

Driver

JAP DREAMCAST
Blue stinger

Buggy Heat
Expendable
Get Bass 81 Contrdl*

Giant Gram Wrestt

Highway Battle

House of t>e Dead 2 & Gun
King of fighters '99

Marvel Vs Capcom
Power Stone

Buggy Heat Sega Rally 2
Sonic Adventure
Soul Calibur

Streetfighter Zero 3
Virtua

\ ER SYSTEMS

OS
HOTD2 & Gun

£69.99!l 1

f

GBCV
Pokemon
,

Pinball

INSTO"

ler3tb

NINTENDO 64
Beetle Adventure Racing (US)

"iastlevama (US/UK)

Cornrnand & Conquer
Mario Party (US/UK)

Quake 2 (US/UK)

Smash Bros. (US)

Star Wars: Racer (US/UK)

South Park (US/UK)

World Driver Champ (US)

(US/UK)

SATURN
Magic Knkjnt Rayearth (US)

Marvel Vs S.fighler (JAP]

Street fighter Zero 3 (JAPjJ

toaki:w«lMftl9»£B:(ni)2UmiWca^HncM<H9'

Video Games Experts
1M

iwpfl

The Best Mail Order Games on the Internet

287 PUTNEY BRIDGE ROAD
LONDON SW1 5 2PT

Visit our web site at : www.cybepnet-filmstudio.com

Special Offer!
Buy Any Game and Get 2nd for Half Price

For all your console needs

GAME ENHANCER: PLAY ALL YOUR CDS WITHOUT A MODCHIP - INCLUDES
CHEAT CARTRIDGE AND FILM VIEWER.14 DAY MONEY BACK GUARANTEE.

I Yi:Ai! W.Ui!lAMl\ CIA.90 i'( nii:hiilhiii iiiixl ti.iy tiohvtiry).

POCKET STATION...BARGAIN PRICE £19 99
Replacement PSX Laser.. £35.00 Dual Shock Pad. .£14.99 PSX Official Memory Card.. £6.00

240 Block Card. .£12.99 480 Block Card. .£16.99 VCD Player-watch films on your Playstation!]?. .£39.99

Scarl Lead with Audio Cables.. £3.00 Scart Lead with Guncon Connection. £3.50
PSX NTSC to PAL Converter Box.. £15.00 PSX Scorpion Light Gun. .£16.99

IClI»T:lWM71Mlllil:lllliHni*.1 EE
! call f

Dreamcast with one game, stepdown with one controller

t$*$olMMH)si«>:< - all leads to play on U.K TV.. .£249 twos at$mostorn*
Wit will hrt.vf .my print! on our Ihnualtl Kr.iti fir --i f d.ta* (iBlrVofy on .ill oiftarelU

WB
'^^SSXJSSSSSlSiT

many Cheques and postal orders payable to:

0181 303 1996 S3lia «!£*£. PO BOX 8. Belvedere Kent DA175ZS

visit our websile al www.gameenhancSLfQJUl TMDE ENQUIRIES WELCOMEII!

IMM®T ML(U®
Est 19><?4

UY-SELL-rrcAnn
xmmmummmmnmmim

MASTERSYSTEM •-—. -^-
megadrive ( Nintendo ) *nes
GAMEGEAR

SUPERNINTENDO
NES
GAMEB0Y

13 THEARCADE: LITTLE WELLINGTON ST, ALDERSHOT, HANTS, 6U11 1EE
OPEN 10.00am-6.00pm AAon-Fri / 9.00am - 5.30pm Saturday

(Also at Blackbushe Market, Row Ml 288 Sunday)
«4

J Vj- i

PLEASE NOTE: WE HAVE NOW CHANGED PREMISES

FANTASY WORLD»1

Imports & UK Mail Order Company 1

Tel: 0498 897770
01782 279294

*l„.S^:
IMPORT PLAYSTATION

10 MARKET SQUARE ARCADE,
HANLEY, STOKE ON TRENT ST1 1NU

in stock now
All: FORCE DELTA/ All IAPAN TOUKIN- EUT5UDEN 1 / BUGGY HEAT/ BLUE
STINQFR/ DIGITAL HORSERACIHG/ GET BASS FISHING/ GODZILLA HOUSE -

HOUSE OF THE DEAD 7/ KING Of TIGHTENS 99/ MARVEL VS CAPCOM/
PENPEH/ SONIC ADVENTURE/ SPACE GRIFFON/ STREETFIGHTER JERO 3/
TOKYO HIGHWAY BATTLE/ VIRTUA FIGHTER 3

SONY POCKETSTATiON I

• ALL JAPAN PN WRESTLING KMCS SNRfT
- ATHtNA- tlOnOx ROAR ;.
• CARMAGEDDON ? • CHOC0B0 DUNGEON 2

• CH0C0B0 RACING * CV8IRB0RG (SQUARE)
• COT Tti'J ORIGINAL - DEf P FREEZE
- DESTREGA • DINO CRISIS * IRETZVAJU
• FATAL FUny WILD AMBITION FINAL FANTASY
• FINAL FANTASY ANNIVERSARY COUECHON
GALLOP RACING 3 - CUR CAGE GRANDER

• JADE COCOON - JAILBREAKFR • KEN3AI
- KING OF FIGHTERS S3 • LEGEND OF LEQAIA
•LEGEND OFWAHA • LUNAR SILVER 5T0RY COMPLETE
• MARVEL VS STREETFIGHTER EX
METAL GEAR SOLID INTEGRAL

• MILITARY MADNESS * OPTION TUNING CAR 2
• OMEGA FORCE • QUAKE 2 • RACING LAGOON
- RIDGE RACER TYPE 4 • RtSIM IAN: MMURAI GUNMAN
• RIVAL SCHOOLS 7 • SHENT HILL • SAGA FRONTIER 2

•SYPHON FILTER -SOUL REAVER • HAN DCEAH

1

• TALES OF DESTINY • TALES Of PHANTASIA
• U*JAMMER LAMMT (PARAPPA ?\

- VANDAL HEARTS II • XtNOGEARS

SEGA SATURN ^1
iAMEBOT SPECIAL

Pokenion
rttiow

Pmhail and Scrolls/
figures IH STOCK hOW*

SPECIAL:
Beatmania handheld

system IN STOCK NOW*

• CAPCOM GENERATIONS VOL T-5 • DUNGE0H5 & 0»AG0K5
* GRANDLA . MEMORIAL

OF FIGHTERS COLLECTION l95,M97 • RAM)
- MAGIC KNIGHT RAT EARTH • MARVEL VS SIREETFrGHTER
• METAL SLUG (JAP) * POWERDRIFT
• RADIANT SILVERGUN • SHINING FORCE 3 SCENARIO 2
• SHINING FORCE 3
• SONIC 10FL1CKYS ISLAND
• STREETFIGHTER ZERO 3 (JAP)

• X-MEN VS STREETFIGHTER

iAfAWSf WALLSCROUS (OOTH) MC nHUSm EVE • FF7 • GHOST M SHU
EYUKEUON ETC • ACTION ROBES MUtESDBfT EVK 1 1 2 • TUN* 7 • CLASH
IANJ0 • X-KH VS STLEH • ZHBA • MUSK WK • FF7 • SOWC MEAM
WTAl GEM • IEMOGEALS • TACTKS

KEYCHAINS INC. IEKKIN, FF7, ZELDA, SEGA, MARVEL, NINTENDO HC

JAP MAGS IN STOCK FOR DREAMCAST, N64, PLAYSTATION

NINTENDO 64
• CALIFORNIA ORIAMIN - CASTLEVANIA
• COMER U • OISNEY S TETRIS - HYBRID NEAVEN
-J. LEAGUE PERFECT STRIKER 7 fJAPj

- MARIO PARTY • MARIO GOLF 64

*OGRE BATTLE 3 (JAP) • POKEMON <JAPt

• WAKE 2 • ROGUE SQUADHON
• SMAMWCATE * SHADDWGATE 04 iU Si

• SMASH BROTHERS • SNOWBOARD KIOS 2
• SOUTH PARK • TOUHKEH ROAD 2 WRESTLING
- WWF ATTITUDE [U 5) * HLDA

FANTASY WORLDS* "• at

\oni\GHAM: II MARKET STlcffr M0II5 948 4122

GAME MUSIC
- SARA FRONTK R * PARANTE EVE • TEKREN J
• BRAVE FENCER • FINAL FANTASY TACTICS
i 1

' * ' < : I i \UK*

LEICESTER: 23 SILVER ST - Tel. 01 16 251 5266

WOLVERHAMPTON: 23 VICTORIA ST Tel. 01902 717440

NEOGEO

mJLYtKHAMKTU.Y 23 VICTORIA ST • lei. 0IiK)2 717440 •« or n^rim «-i • urn • m« oe«b somo

DERBY: 4243 CASTLEFIELDS. MAINCENTRE -Tel. 01332 206606 :™*^™^^\^$?l5?Sii

^JQ NEO GEO POCKET "-el sane £69.99
irww.anothBrworId.co.uk meqgeo pockew £99.99
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not to be crazy hanging around in a cross-fire like this. Of course, tat* shot is aurtry n inch
ciartv Hit detail on alt the character*, in a four-player teat

Unlike Joanna, this guy knows next to nothing about Health. tety ptclunga. While yoa're thtrt

Uaghmg at him, you'll have time to appreciate the nitre-realistic lighting in the game

l

l

Joanna Dark is a

kick-ass hero,

but you'll need to

use stealth to

keep her aline

LATEST UPDATE

\<

FACTS
GAME:PERFECT DARK

FORMAT NINTENDO 64
OUT NOVEMBER

PLAYERS: 1-4

TYPE:3D SHOOTING
BY:RARE

STATUS:70% COMPLETE

By PAUL DAVIES

NINTENDO'S much-loved James
Bond game, Goldeneye 007 is

set to take a back seat when
Rare release Perfect Dark.

The original game based around

the Bond film has found its way into

almost every Nintendo owners'

collection and the new game is likely

to do the same. It's reported Rare

have taken the best bits from

Goldeneye and, as they aren't restrict-

ed by any movie licence, have been

able to take it on to a new level.

YOUR FACE IN THE GAME

Whereas Goldeneye followed the plot

of the film closely, Perfect Dark

doesn't have the same restrictions,

opening up a whole new exciting

world for you to explore. In place of

0Q7 is a new agent, the sultry Joanna

Dark who's guaranteed to put players'

tsYou can place your own face

r

This two-player

shot is a good

example of how

Acoustic

Shadowing

works

<t«

Picked up some ammo
32 as

Twin pistols in

effect. No wonder

there's nobody

around to offer a

challenge here

COMPUTER AND VIDEO GAMES ISSUE 213
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iffflfll hands on your head." Even locationi at limple at this alley contain

Now, atari important!*, tratt awraetf to an easy kill f
lighting helps transform what could be ae otkerwiee rua-of-tJwHBaH

roe can almost teste tee atmosphere

into a rnoffli

I

I

erfeet Dark looks

so good you'll soon

forget you ever

played Goldeneye

favourite Lara in the shade. Better

still, multiplayer mode in Perfect Dai'k

has a unique twist You can place your
own face onto one of the characters.

Use a Game Boy Camera to capture

your face, then slap it into the game.

You can even adjust the shape of the

face and pick which body it goes on.

NEW AND IMPROVED

At the heart of Perfect Dark is a

completely new game engine. This

means locations will have more

atmosphere and depth than

Goldeneye and thanks to a technique

called Acoustic Shadowing, the light-

ing affects are more natural. Also,

your enemy's more intelligent so you
won't get the same reaction twice.

WEAPONS LIKE
YOU WONT BELIEVE

A futuristic setting for the game
means that weapons are fantastic.

Star of the show is a specialist

weapon called Far Sight. This gives

Joanna x-ray vision, allowing her to

scan for lurking enemies. Once
they're spotted, you can drop them
with one lethal pulse of energy.

GREY ISNT DULL

You may have seen early shots of

Perfect Dark featuring Greys, the now
classic aliens. At one stage Joanna
helps the Greys out of trouble. In

return the Greys team up with Joanna

to help solve the ultimate mystery.

You can instruct four Greys to work

with Joanna as a team. They provide

cover or move on ahead to take out

potential threats. They can be used in

other ways too, but Nintendo are

keeping these a secret for now.

ULTIMATE DEATHMATCH

The multiplayer games are awesome.
Far Sight means anyone hiding,

taking cheap shots will be see straight

away. You can also enlist the help of a

Grey, meaning there can be up to

eight players in the arena at once.

onto one of the game characters 33

What we've

talked about
here is the

tip of the

iceberg.

When
Perfect Dark
hits the

stores lots

of N64s will

go to new
homes. It's a
guaranteed

hit, for sure.
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By PAUL DAVIES

HAVING ALREADY consumed

Japan and the US, so far

accounting for 15 million copies

of the game sold, Pokemon is due

to be released in the UK in

August. The perfect game for

Game Boy, it's a fun adventure

for one, or an outstanding trade

and battle game for two players.

While the cute characters will

attract younger players, the concept

is cool enough for anyone to enjoy:

catch 150 different types of

Pokemon (aka Wicket Monsters) as

you travel to the land to become

champion of the Pokemon Leagua

We describe Pok&mon as a

mixture of '/.elda and Magic The

Gathering~sty\u 'Collectible Card

Games'. The [juest part of the game

involves meeting people and

performing tasks for them.

When two Pokemon fight, which

accounts for over half the time

playing. PoMmon takes on a menu-

ilriven style of play. You also need

to Hade Pokemon, if you want to

'Catch 'em All'.

Before you know it, we guarantee

you'll be surrounded by Poke-

maniacs. Sure the cartoon series

(Sky One) is tough to stomach if

you're older than eight, but we
stand by the game. It's great.

Computer and Video Games will

help you become a top Pokemon

trainer. Check back with us next

month for more exclusive details.

I

I

I

I

FACTS
GAME:POKJMON

FORMAT;GAME BOY
OUT SEPTEMBER

PLAYERS:1-a

TYPE:BATTLE/TRADE
BY:NINTENDO

STATUS 100% COMPLETE

The world's biggest phenomenon in games is set to sweep the UK

Bird Keeper is toast, and he knows it

HOT SERVING FROM THE

SOUTH PARK CHEF
By PAUL DAVIES

IF YOUVE got the stomach for

another South Park game, here's

one with a different flavour. The

Chef's Luv Shack quiz game is your

chance to prove you know
everything there is to know about

South Park. A good thing for some.

Naturally, you'll he recjuired to

answer a bunch of South Park related

questions. However, the stakes are

raised by a number of mini games,

with titles like Spank the Monkey,

and Asses in Space.

Needless to say, Chefs Luv shack

is recommended for [im] mature

audiences only. Look out for it

this autumn.
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By PAUL DAVES

ALTHOUGH Formula One '98 failed

on PlayStation, there are fresh

hopes for FV99, due to arrive in

the shops in November.

The first improvement in Fl '99 is the

artificial intelligence of other drivers.

Advances have been made so these

guys will even be able to race at the

all-new Malaysian circuit in Sepang.

Ifs fair to say that FI '99 seems fine-

tuned to take the lead.

...

^ f ft

HSflO

Cars took more convincing, and handle more

realistically than any of the F1 games

OLD SKOOL OF

HARD KNOCKS
Buying Dreamcast? Start

saving for this game now

FACTS
GAMESOUL FIGHTER

FORMAT:DREAMCAST/PC
OUT:SEPTEMBER

PLAYERS: 1

TYPEFIGHTIMG
BY: PIGGY BACK

STATUS:80% COMPLETE

By PAUL DAVES

YOU GET to choose from three
characters of varying strength
and speed, all armed with

blades. Basic attacks can be

extended with combination

moves, and there's magic to

target many enemies at once in

case of emergency.

Ifs a classic concept yet the wide
choice of routes through the game
should extend its appeal.

Soul Fighter is to he released close

to the UK launch of Dreamcast A
PC version is also underway, and
there's even talk of it on

PlayStation 2. We'll have more
information for you next issue.

8

f%

^ ^

'

There are some neat touches, such as spinning windmill rotors

C~"^ scone 3550

x.3 if *&%
Ti\

"*°» r
&* \

•~

V ,
fl
—

\. _

PW big guy lets loose with his club
SRVKD SOJIS

Use your time in the pits wisely if you want to maintain the lead

1

Revise your

MPh POS driving skills

using the
185 11/22

Ow* * **eTO RIPLAY replay option.

^-" if-^ . Or sit there,

brain dead,

*jnJ*r saying:

'phwoar, luvly

graphics innif

And you'd be

right too

STAR WARS
SECRET GAME

REVEALED
FIRST EVER DETAILS

ByriftULiDAVIES

SHOCK
NEWS for

Star Wars
fans of the ^^

i

best possible ±{
kind, there's .tMk
another £m\
Episode One

/Jw\game in *i^R^^i

addition to
^B^B

Racer and -:Phantom Menace.

*-ol

It's called Obi-Waii,

planned to be a Dark

Forces-style adventure

using the Quake 3 engine

(Scoop! Issue 213 J.News

and confirmed details are

really sparse at the moment,
beyond knowing the game
exists. No screenshots have

been seen, and are unlikely

to until Phantom Menace has

been on sale for a while. We
predict Obi-Wan will become the

definitive Kpisode One game
when it's released. Unfortunately

this won't be until next year.

The new
Track and Field

is already underway for

PlayStation, with at least

three new events:

springboard, weight lifting,

and canoeing.

Look out for the intro

to Metal Gear: Integral. It

has been created using

PlayStation 2. It was then

digitised as Full Motion Video.

80s schfi schlock Batziestar

Galactica could be reborn as

a space trading and battle

game later this year through

Fox Interactive.

Dreamcast has been
reduced to 19,800 yen in

Japan (approximately £100).
But don't expect this to make
a difference to the UK price.

The flagship game for

Dreamcast in Japan, Shen Mu,

has been delayed again. This

time until October. It was
originally due in August.

Final Fantasy IX will be

released on PlayStation, not

PlayStation 2. Ifs expected

to go on sale Spring 2000
in Japan.

Tomb Raider IV will feature

Lara as a little girl, similar to

Legend ofZelda on N64. Watch
out for the sexy new girt who will

be sharing the spodight.

On 6th June thousands of

UK Internet Users stayed

offline to protest against

metered calls. MPs are

discussing the issues involved.

It looks less likely that Digital

TV will lead the internet

revolution. Last month BSB and
Ondigital couldn't give their

set-top boxes away

The arcade

business in Japan
is suffering, with

over 100 Game
Centres closing

nationwide. Scary

news for arcade

operators worldwide.

An improved version

of PocketStation, the

^ personal digital

assistant/memory

PlayStation card, is

. being developed for

% Western release.

A new Turok,

Rage Wars, is currently

in development for IMG4.

The main focus is on

the deathmatches

and the return of a

Training Mode.
It's unlikely that Nintendo

or Sony will meet the Xmas
2000 deadline for their new
systems. The production lines

just don't exist.
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STARSKY and Hutch's man with

the word on the street hits your

TV screens once more time, as

Antonio Fagas (AKA Huggy Bear)

stars in the new Driver advert.

HOW COOL?

The ad is set in an underground car

park in the 7D's, opening with Huggy
strolling over suspiciously to a black

Ford Mustang where he chats to the

driver. You then get a close up of the

gearstick which has the four

PlayStation symbols on it Finally, the

ad shifts to some cool game footage

where you see a huge car chase and

cars jumping over bridges.

TIME TO RELAX

Check the ad out for yourself on

Channel 4 and 5, as well as Sky Sports

and Sky One.

Unfortunately, you won't see Huggy getting deeply involved in his copy of CUG because a) it doesn't took like that any more and b) ifs not in the ad. Oh well

John McClane returns in another all action,

blow-up-everything-you-see adventure

more human than

the sticklebrick

man from the

first outing

i
i | DOLBY SURROUND

to race Hot out in V-fi.-iIfy Just

baton to that motor scream.

FACTS
GAME: DIE HARD TRILOGY 2

FORMATPLAYSTATION/PC
OUT WINTER '99

PLAYERS: 1-2

TYPEACTION ADVENTURI
BY:FOX INTERACTIVE

STATUS:50% COMPLETE

FIRST LOOK
By STEVE KEY

AFTER the phenomenal success

of the original game, the white

vest returns for a new title. The

game's set in Las Vegas with the

token criminals attempting to

wipe the city out. Guess who
happens to be in town?

TMg OWESw ONE

The old motto 'if it aint broke, don't

fix it' comes into play here as the

games offers the three styles of

gameplay that made the original so

popular. You can play them in two

styles, too. The movie mode links

together the third-person Tomb
Raider style gameplay with the dri-

ving and light gun sections. Or you

can play arcade mode and flick

between the three at will.

jjlUljjMjjj

Vegas is recreated properly, so the

neon casinos and hotels along the

strip and surrounding desert are all

here. Also, because the game has

three different styles of play, you'll be

able to use all manner of wheels,

analogue pads and light guns to make

the experience even more realistic.

With no film

to release

the game on

the back of,

we don't

know how
well it will

sell. If it

plays like the

original, Die

Hard Trilogy

2 should be

a big hit.
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Everything looks a lot smoother in FIFA 2000, and much FA Premier League Stars has everything from the peal

more effort has gone into the celebrations. But does league, right down to the sponsors on the shirts and

that mean ifII play any better? That's the main thing the advertising hordings

i

FIFA producers land Premier League licence

and announce a new game for 2000

FACTS
GAME:FA PREMIER LEAGUE

STARS/FIFA 2000
F0RMAT:PLAYSTATIORI/PC

JUT AUG/NOV
PLAYERS: 1-8

TYPE:FOOTBALL
BY:EA

STATUS:80%/40%
COMPLETE

NEW SCREENSHOTS

By STEVE KEY

ELECTRONIC Arts, the company
behind the massive-selling FIFA
series, is to march on stronger
than ever with two new titles

due out in the coming months.
First will be FA Premier

League Stars. As it's been
developed in Britain, the game
will have all the passion, energy
and pure adrenalin that comes
with the Premier League. In the
game you'll get all of the official

stadiums, kits, sponsors and
player names.

STABS IN THEIR EYES

The way this game differs from
previous FIFA outings is after every

game you're awarded stars. Mail of

the match, goals, clean sheets - can

all give you stars. You can use the

stars to bump up the attributes of

your players, or use them as

money for transferring them. All

this can be saved onto a memory
card and taken round to a mate's,

so your custom Southampton can

take on the mighty Everton.

THIS is the very first pic of FIFA

2000 you'll see anywhere. The
major difference is the season now
runs in a complete form, so the

cups are intertwined with the

league to make a season. There are

up-to-date rosters for 15 leagues

from around the world, as well as

national teams too. Season mode
means you can be relegated or

promoted, plus qualify for Europe.

Animations have been improved,

and you now get mid-air collisions,

shoulder charges and players

jostling for possession.

WE RECKON
Premier League will be huge,

coinciding with the new football

season and FIFA 2000 is bound
to continue EA's domination.

You, or someone you know, will

be playing them soon.

RETURN
Captain's log, stardate E3 1999. Trekkies get a trio of new PC titles to drool over bv steve key

THERE ARE to be three new
Star Trek titles released, to sat-
isfy the demands from the wide
variety of game players the cult
series and movies have
attracted. Star Tre*; Voyager -
Hazard Team is a first-person

shooter, Star Trek Armada is a
real-time strategy game
featuring the team from the
Next Generation series. Finally,

there is Star Trek Insurrection,
a game based on the film

released in 1998. You even get
to do the Spock Nerve Pinch.

HAZARD TEAM

The first game based on the Voyager
licence goes for a corridor style to try

and entice the punters. The early

screenshots don't give much away.

Although little is known, we've found
out phasers and other weapons from
the show are going to be there, plus

most of the well known locations.

ARMADA

More information has been released

on Armada. It's similar to Command

and Conquer but is set in space.

You set up Federation, Romulan,

Klingon and Borg fleets and fight the

remaining clans for control of the

universe. In your quest you must
construct and command over 30

starships, space stations and repair

facilities to make your empire. Don't

forget to take into account the various

space environments, like wormholes
or asteroids.

This appears the most complete of

the three new games and should,

with a bit of luck, be in the shops by
the end of the year.

INSURRECTION

The game is set one year after the

film of the same name, and you have

control of a graduate ensign assigned

to Captain Picard.

Each level takes the form of orders

from the bald one, which you have to

carry out to thwart any Romulan
plans to cripple the Federation. One
very cool thing about InsuiTection is

that one of your weapons is the

Vulcan Nerve pinch, so you can 'do a

Spock' on enemies. Totally knock-out

and dead cool

Hazard Team
has potential

to follow on

from
Klingon:

Honour
Guard to be

the premier

Star Trek

first person

game. On
paper, at

least, the

other two
look as

though they

could be

decent

•ames.
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THE GAME that defined

PlayStation cool is back. Pretty

soon we'll have a Wipeout trilogy

on our hands. With the last one

improving dramatically on the

original, this is where the series

could really take off.

We're looking to Wipeout5 to show

the way forward for PlayStation, the

same as the original did in 1995. With

a number of exciting developments,

things are certainly hotting up.

For the first time on PlayStation

you'll be able to fly the futuristic craft

using your Dual Shock pad. This

means you'll glide smoothly around

the circuits using analogue control

and feel the effects of weapons used

against you. Kverything will look

sharper too, with the entire game

in PlayStation's high-resolution mode.

We're guaranteed everything and

more than the previous games. You

can decide if the extras will make this

game concept worthy a third time.

EVERYONE CAN BE A HERO

We doubt there are many people who
have yet to experience a Wipeout

game. But for the benefit of everyone

- including the pros - the new game

features a more scientific learning

cuive. It's tougher at the top but

everyone is eased in more gently.

MY OTHER CAB'S A BOTHA

Throe new ships, in addition to the

original five in Wipeaut2Q97, are

yours to master. These don't just look

different, they handle in extreme

ways too.

In the previous games there are

subtle differences, mainly to do with

top speed and torque. But the new

ships are much taller now, or

narrower, creating a new feel

altogether. Ifs now much more about

balance as you blast along the

high-speed racetracks.

BOOM FARF FIZZU PRANG

Eliminating your opponents is a key

aspect of Wipeout- especially- if you

want to beat the tougher leagues.

There are now seven new weapons to

toy around with, plus five of the best

imported from Wipeout 2097,

Unfortunately you'll have to wait

another month before we can reveal

what those new weapons are. Not our

fault, by the way, everything's being

kept a secret, you see.

FRICTION BETWEEN FRIENDS

One way to see if your PlayStation is

as hot as you hoped is the new

Wipeout two-player option. You can

compete against a friend, splitting

the screen vertically or horizontally,

in a straightforward Challenge race

or in a serious Death Match. It's a

shame this game isn't going to appear

on PC - eight-player races would

be absolutely awesome.

STYLE AT THE SPEEO OF
SOUND

Sasha's name down for Musical

Director, overseeing around ten new

licensed tracks. You'll notice that The

Designer's Republic has designed new

logos and art for the project This is

Wipeoiit alright.

Looks like

we could

have the

ultimate

Wipeout
experience

on our
hands. With
the original

buzz, plus

extras to

ensure
extended
play, we're

hopeful this

will round off

the trilogy

very nicely

indeed*

Credibility with the style crowd is

essential to the Wipeout experience.

The previous games had soundtracks

that include music by Prodigy and the

Chemical Brothers. This time we find
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Score 30 points or more to start winning! Win Personal Stereos, radios, fashion watches, databanks

Nintendo 64's, Sega Dreamcasts, PlayQtations, 14" Colour TV's and a top prize of a Pentium

09061 405095

. Vfdeo Players.

II computer
l

i

win Sony PlayStation!
090E1 405092 Instant Win!

^

win £150 psx Accessories!
09061 405088 Instant Win!

HGHWE
**.* MHf

Lift *2>
r

win Nintendo 64!
090B1 405093 Instant Win!

win £150 N64 Accessories!
090B1 405084 Instant Win!

- win Pentium II PC!
<'

09061 405094 Instant Win!

win Pentium II Laptop PC!
09061 405097 Instant Win!

090G1 405085 Instant Win!
The smart way to get the game of your choice...

it's as easy as one, two, three.

I

I. Select your Machine. .*

2. Select the Game you wan
^•^ i Guess the secret code to W

One Question Quiz

win sega Dreamcast!
090E9 102890

Answer questions then score SIX goals

o . n„,nn ,„«*, tO WW di PfJZC (TOW ftlC IJSt.
Pnzeline 08700 101576 ,

090B1 405086 Instant Win!

Answer questions then Zap SIX Aliens

to win a prize from the list. <^
09061 405098 netant Win! PrMine ostoo ioism

91X Points wins -* 14" Colour TV! • Video Recorder! • 8ony PlayStation! * Stereo System! •

Nintendo 64! * Mini Disk Player! * Pool Table! + other Intent Mn prizes ifyou score 4 or Bpoinisl

+ Camera and printer!

090B9 102898

win TV & Video! /
09069 102898 ***

win STARWARS Prizes!

P Episode 1 collectables 09069 181882
*. Phantom Menace Game 09069 181884

Star Wars Racer Game 09069 181883

win Sony
090G9 181888

G4M*

**• *

We've got our hands on some crazy stuff, and all you have to do to

win 'em is to pick your prize, crack the code and it's yours!

090B9 1B18BO Instant Wi

ftlVi iff* iMtitliT:^TJ»l just call the telephone number shown and follow the instructions. Most competitions require a tone

thenyou will be told if you^re a winner during your call. PrizeBuster has 6 questions worth 1-10 points each and winners must achieve the required number of points. Instant Win compe-

titions have multiple choice questions plus a game to decide if you are an instant winner. Other competitions involve multiple choice questions with tiebreaker and end on the 31st August 1999

after which they may be replaced by a similar service on the same number. Actual design may vary. Games infomation can not be guaranteed correct.

Calls to these numbers cost up to £3, so it is important that you ask permission from the person who pays the phone bill, if you would like a copy of

the rules or a list of winners' names, see our web site or send a stamped addressed envelope to the address below If you are an INSTANT winner send your claim, with claim number, to

: 0660 011001. www.lnfoMedia-Services.co.uk!IM9EHi viinwzKmin,,

CUSTOMER SERVICE HELPLINE: If you have difficulty with any of these services, then call 01 604 1324 634
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IS DREAMCAST BETTER THAN YOUR PLAYSTATION?
In a matter of weeks you'll be able to buy Sega's new console. We've got loads of you to play it now
and decide. Your verdict is in Issue 214

THE MOST EXCITING THING IN YEARS
Online gaming is the future and you can play it today. Don't miss out, we have everything you need

THE BIGGEST GAME ULTIMATE ONLINE
COMES TO NINTENDO ADVENTURE
Quake 2 on N64 - have your

own four-player fragfest

Does Everquest deliver the

gaming goods?

GAME BOY COLOR
R-Type and all the hottest

releases reviewed. Read before

you hand over your cash

OUTCAST
It's been a long time coming -

find out if it was worth the wait

OMEGA BOOST BUGS BUNNY
Jet-pack around space, blowing

the life out of everything

Better than Crash Bandicoot?

Could be...

PLUS: TURN OVER FOR ANOTHER GlMls FIRST
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Fanoken

G«
G Pobre

Grand Tlwh Auk) ft tandon

Hair Ufe

Heriute%

Heien I and 7

led* Knighf

Judge Dredd

Ju<as« Pork

Klingon Honor Guord
Ununkigs ? and 3D
Mass Destruction

MDK
Men m Block

Mortal Kombal |, 7. 3 and 4

NBA Live 95 96 9/ 9o

Need (or Speed I 7 and 3

Mghtmort Creatures

NvxUar Strike

Outrun

Pandemonium 1 and 7

rud
Pop«lotn3
Piemiee Monogei 1 and 3

Quake t and 7

Ko*hood lytono ?

Ratnbow Iviands

laHy Cr«%
Rpymon
Reveal Evil 7

Rood Sash

SquocVon Star Won

Sr reamer Rafty

Selllors 3

SimGty 7000 ft 3000
Souih Poik

Synrkote Wars

Test Drive I. 7
f
4 and OH Road

The Hum lor Red October

Theme Hom**

Theme Pork

mh I B*fftonoo
I0CA Towing Cor Chomp t 7

Tomb Raider I and 7

lurok

UlhmtM Softer Manager I, 7 & 98

Unreal

Wipeo*t I and 7097
World Cop '98

Worimlond7
WWf WmrlemDnio

X Filet The Come

TIME SAVING FUN Ifl^khfl*

PRESS Q TO RESTART SERVICE

R USE DURING YOUR CALL

PRESS Q TO MOVE BACK ONE STEP

BIB
Calls cost SOp a minute to this number

Thri seme should only be wed wilh ihe ogteemefil of the person responsible for paying the telephone bill. CoBs cost 60p a minute and moiimum tall tosl is £3.00. Ensure your colling from a loodi lone phone. Accurocy ot the

inlofmation is not guaranteed. Please pul comment or queiies in writing lo Interactive Wcam Lid. 8 Gronls Walk, PL25 5AA ot call our rustomet seivke on 0845 020201 1 (locol (all rote applies)

•«*-» «-•->'•"

l

rl '

COMPETITION
HOTLINE
IT'S FUN TO ENTER & THERE'S A
GENUINE CHANCE TO

i i

mmmnmMWf wmmuiim

PSX & N64 FAX-BACK
CHEATS, TIPS, REVIEWS & WALKTHROUGHS
FOR ALL THE TOP GAMES INCLUDING:

GAMiBOY COLOR

Rugrats

Gran Turismo

WWF Warzone
Command & Conquer

Metal Gear Solid

R Type 4

Fiffa 99

Tomb Raider 1, 2, & 3

Crash Bandicoot 1, 1, & 3

Plus ffte lafesfrVf rV5, CHANS and a (hante to

WaIMover £10,000 worth ol prizes

To order FAX CHEATS & TIPS, lift the handset

on your fax machine, dial the number below
and follow the simple instructions.

FAX-BACK SERVICE

MQBILkPHQNE

lOTOBi WON

PLAYSTATION

NINUNDO 64
plus GOLDMYE

SO COPIES TO
BE WON

10 TO BE WON

DREAMCAST

5 TO BE WON

AUDIO SERVICE

Complete

alkthroughs & Guides

for these great games

Metal Gear Solid Command & Conquer

Tomb Raider 1 , 2 and 3 C & C: Red Alert

Crash Bandicoot 2 & 3 C & C: Retaliation

"•e'sOdysee Doom
yman WWF Warzone

W Resident Evil 1

ei-cco

rOTAL-GAMES^ETWORKI

MM'
C nlU flMI Y fnct 9Sn n mini iff* In lhit mtmhpr

Colls cost 60 a minute to this number

HUNT THE PRIZEMISTRESS
Call the number above, select the prize you
desire & play 'HUNT THE PRIZEMISTRESS'
for your chance to ^^k^M Ja^SW
VwnislBMmhr«e*>«ifww:'i«p(r^'rj(riMl»xvtl«MMhl CribcHtblfMetdMiM
jliTatHM 4itD«UPt'iamJr)t(lr«li^M(il»lMkim EnHMnulHfoiioritnyimV.

ttwAmdpatiXk leieJecnirtiianaW^etviK^ >ttleieaBV^dvB*At|rin i* f
r»-»

AUDIO SERVICE

U- U^tiUU'. u-% rtHUmlU Xf#MltA AH\H


